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PREFACE 

This is a report of the work resulting from researches on snm.v and 

ice sponsored by the SnmAJ, rce and Permafrost Research Establishment of 

the U .. S .. Army Corps of Engineers in contract with the Hechanical Engi-

neering Department of the University of Minnesota. The initial contract 

was begun in August 1951 and the first progress report issued in July 

1952.. A renewal of the contract 1-vas eftected in August of that year and 

the second progress report issued in July 1953. A third progress report 

was issued in August 1954.. This report 1s a swrunary or the work reported 

earlier together with additional information forthcoming during the pa~t 

year.. Although the work is far from complete this must be regarded as a 

final report on the current phases of the activity. 

,A number of persons in the Department of I~1echanical Engineering 

have contributed to the work. Dr .. Dudley Fitz, recently aided by Professor 

Horace Staph has been in charge of the experimental activities and together 

they have accomplished .the major poi ... tion of the 1vork. 

Dr. Homer T .. Mantis has provided valuable consultation and advice 

in the direction of the activities. Professor Gayle McElrath and Dr. 

v'J"allace H. Ito have directed the statistical analyses .. 

Mr. 1'\lal ter Stolov has prosecuted the researches on electrical 

impedance measurement of contact area and has prepared that chapter of 

this report.. Particularly among the students who have aided in prosecution 

of the experimental activities 14e 1rifish to mention Hr. Verdis T:trickson and 

l'flr" Ed1.rard Zoerb • 

University of Ydnnesota 
JuneJ 1955 

i 

Richard C .. Jordan 
Project Director 
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ABSTRACT 

Frictional resistance on ice and snow was examined in terms of current 
I 

frictional theorieso It was concluded that a liquidlike film of some type 

exists o~>is formed on the ice surface o The basic mechanism forming this 

film is either the frictional heating mechanism suggested by Bowden, or is 

electrical in nature as suggested by Weylo 

A "Stick-Slip" friction measuring apparatus was constructyd and its 

vibratory characteristics ana~yzedo "Experimental measurements were made of 

the static and kinetic friction under various conditions of load, apparent 

area, slider material; temperature, humidity, time of stationary contact, 

and carriage velocityo Statistical analysis of experimental data indicated 

that time of station~rY contact, temperature, humidity, apparent area a~d · 

material characteristics had significant influence upon the fpictional 

resistanceo Within the range of carriage velocities investigated, the 

magni~ude of the velocity had no appreciable influence on the kinetic frictiono 

Qsc'illographs taken of the intermittent stick-slip motion of- sliders on 

ice provided the basis for certain deductions regarding the influence of time 

on frictional resistanceo It was concluded that merel7 bringing a slider 

momentarily to rest is not sufficient to obtain static frictiono A short 

but frnite period of time is required to obtain static friction, the fric

tional resistance rising to very h:,igh values (freezedown) following fairly 

long per~ods of stationary contacto 

Measurements of the electrical resistance and capacitance between a 

slider and an electrode frozen within the ice provided information regarding 

the contact area characteristics o 

Radioactive studies of the frictional process indicated a maximum transfer 

of ice to slider during the stick portion of the stick-slip motiono 

ii 
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Chapter I 

Theory of Friction on Compacted Snow 

The experimental relations known as the classical laws of dry 

friction have been knoWn for several hundred years. (Historical develop

ment o;f the classical laws is briefly described in Appendix A of this 

report.) These classical laws a~; stated by Coulomb. are: 

1. Frictional force for a constant load is independent of the ap

parent area of contact. 

2. Frictional force is. directly proportional to the load, that is, 

to the total force which acts normal to the sliding surface. 

J. static friction force differs from kinetic friction force; how

ever, the kinetic friction. is independent of the velocity of the 

slider. 

b.. Frictional force depends upon the nature of the materials in 

contact. 

The second of these classical laws of dry friction may be expressed 

mathematically ass 

where: 

F =fiN 

F = Frictional forqe 

N ~~onnal load 

A= Coefficient of Friction 

(1-1) 
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A subscript is often added to the symbol for the coefficient of 

friction to indicate the distinction between the s~atic coefficient and 

the kinetic coefficient.~> io eo ..U.ao and,U.ko These static and kinetic 

coefficients according to Law Four are dependent upon the nature of the 

materials in contact, but (Law One) are independent of the apparent area 

of contact~ 

The characteristics of hydrodynamic friction, on the other hand9 

are quite differento· In many cases it is exactly opposite to the char.,.. 

acteristics of dry friction~ For a Newtonian fluid the force of resis= 

tance is related to the apparent area of contact, the velocity gradient, 

and to the viscosity according to the equationg 

F s: m A dv 
Oi 

(1-2) 

where~ 

F = Tang entia] Resistance Foree 

m = Absolute viscosity 

A = Apparent contact area 

dv dx = yelocity gradient 

The relations expressed by equation_s 1-1 and 1-2 would seem to 

indicate that the determination of the type of frictional resistance for 

any particular case should be comparatively simpleo Measurement of the 

frictional force and its variation with load3 apparent area, and velocity 

should enable the distinction between dry and fluid frictiono These 

criteria have been applied to friction o~ iceo Experimental measurements 

do indicate that the frictional force is nearly a linear function of the 

load, and related to the materials of the two surfaceso The variation 
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of frictional force with apparent area and .velocity is very small., These 

several relations indicate that friction of materials on ice is primarily 

of the dry friction varietyo 

Let us examine further th~refore the basic mechanism of dry frictiono 

~his mechanism is undoubtedly related to the presence of asperities on 

the surfaceo Several theories have been proposed to eJ<plain this rela= 

tionshipet- According to the so-called surface roughness theory the asper-

ities are considered to be rigid with an average slope angle equal to Q., 

The :app~ied tangential force supposedly has a, comJ)onent parallel to the 

slope which is sufficient to lift the normal load over the rigid asperities 

by the relationg1 

F cos Q = N sin Q (1-3) 

thus~ 

'2 
Hardy pointed out in 1920 that the lifting mechanism cannot be the 

~= ~ =tan Q 

principal mechanism of frictional resistance since in experiments with 

flat clean metal surfaces friction appears practically independent of the 

surface roughnesso Adh~sion~ he concluded3 must be the domin9-nt force 

of friction., Prandtl3 in 1928 and Tomlinson4 in 1929 formulated theories 

1 Bikerman, J., J., (1944) .nsurface Roug}mess and Sliding Friction3 n 
Revo Mod., Physo~ Vol., 163 Noo 2.? pp., 53-68., 

2 Hardy3 W., B., (1920) i 9Some Problems of Lubrication," Nature~ Vol., ]06, 
PPo 569-72o 

3 Prandtl, L., (1928) ~Ein Gedankenmodell zur kinetschen Theorie der 
festen Korper 9 " ~., angew., Math., und Mech., 9 Volo 8, pp., 85-l06o 

4 Tomlinson, G., Ae (1929) "A Molecular Theory of Friction~" Phil. Mag.,.j) 
Volo 7~ PPo 905-39. 
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on the molecular forces causing an adhesive resistance to motion. Credit 

is generally given to Holm,5,6 however, for the development of a reasonable 

theory of frictional resistance based on surface adhesion. Although 

Coulomb had considered the possibility of adhesion as a frictional 

mechanism, he believed that the adhesion would act over the entire 

surface area and therefore the frictiona;L resistance would be propor-

tional to the appa.ren t area. Since this result contradicts Amon ton's 

First Law of Friction regarding the independence of frictional force from 

area, Coulomb concluded that adhesion was not the source of friction. 

Holm has suggested on the other hand that the adhesive force acts 

only over the real area of contact. As will be shmm in the analysis of 

Chapter 2 this actual or real area of contact between a sliding body and 

a stationary surfac·e composed of a single material is a function of the 

normal load applied. This relation may be expressed by the equation: 

in whichg 

N 
Ar = Pm 

Ar = Real Contact Area 

N = Normal Load 

(1-5) 

Pm = Plastic mean flow pressure of the softest material .. 

The tangential resistive force or the friction force by Holm• -s 

Adhesion Theory equals the product of the shear stress in the contact 

S Holm, R· (1938) nuber die auf die wirkliche Beruhrurigsflache bezogene 
Reibungskraft, n Wiss. Veroff. Siernens-Werk, Vol .. 17, No. 4, p .. 38 . 

6 Holm, R· (1946) Electric Contacts, Hugo Gebers, Forlci'g, Stockholm, 
p. 203 .. 
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re~on times the real area of contact.-

F = s Az.-

in whichg 

F = Resistance or Frictional Force 

Ar = Real Contact Area 

s = Shear stress of weaker material 

Substituting the expression for the real contact area Equation (1-5) 

in Equation (1-6) leads to g 

F = s~ !'!_ 
Pm 

(1-7) 

According to Equa.tion 1=7 there is a linear relationship between 

the friction fore e and normal load., Thus Amon tonus Second Law is obeyed 

by the postulated adhesion mechanismo The coefficient of friction may 

be derived from Equations 1-1 and 1-7 as~ 

(1-8) 

Equation 1-8 indicates that the coefficient of friction is a function of 

the shear strength and the mean flow pressure and consequently to any 

other factor which may affect these properties., 

The shear strength~ s 3 may either be the adhesive st_rength between 

the dissimilar materials at the contact surface or it may be the cohesive 

strength in the interior of the weaker materialo The latter concept in 

which S3 is regarded as a bulk property of the weaker material is accepted 

by most investigators~ The mean flow pressure as previously indicated is 

also a bulk property of the weaker material. 
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McFarlane and Tabor? have pointed out that both s and Pm are 

related to the strength of the material generally expressed in terms of 

the.tensile yield point Yo 

(1-9) 

Thus if the functional relation of s~ Pm~ and Y were known for the 

weaker material of two surfaces in contact~ the calculation of the 

frictional resistan~e should be a determinant problemo The desired 

functional relationship for various materials has not as yet been de~ 

terminedo Equations 1=8 and 1=9 however~ do offer an explanation for 

Friction Law Four regarding the dependence of frictional force upon the 

nature of the materials in contacto 

Factors which influence the bulk strength properties will also 

influence the coefficient of frictiono Two factors which are well-known 
I 

to affect the strength are temperature and timeo The influence of 

temperature was recently investigated by _Simon3 McMahon, and Boweno 8 

These investigators reasoned that the temperature variation of the 

coefficient of friction should be a critical test between the surface 

roughness and adhesion theorieso Since the geometric slope of the 

asperities is independent of the temperature there should be no friction 

change with temperature according to the surface roughness hypothesiso 

7 McFarlane» Jo So-~ and Do Tabor~ (1950) "Relation between Friction 
and Adhesion~ it Proce Royo Soco ~ Volo A 202~ PPoo 244-5Jo-, 

B. Simon» Io ~ Ho Oo McMahon.? and Ro J o Bowen» (1951) "Dry Metallic 
Friction as a Function of Temperature between 4o2 ° K and 6o0° K~" 
Jo Applo Physc,9 Volo- 22~ Noo 2.? PPo, 177-84o 
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However~ since both s and Pm are temperature sensitive~ a temper~ture 

variation of the coefficient of friction would be expected by the adhesion 
I 

theory()> Experimental measurements indicated that the temperature Vc:lria-

tion was very ~imilar to the ratio o! the variations of S3 and PriJ.o 

Thus the temperature variation tended ~o substantiate the adhesio~ theory~ 

A third fact~r 9 the triaxial stress ratio9 has been·shown by Bridgeman9 

and McAdam10 to affect the tensile yield point Y and must therefore also 

influence s and p o m 
This would indicate an effect caused by load upon 

the.coefficient of frictiono 

The situation previously described was based on the assumption of 

contact between two surfaces having at the most only two types of material 

presento. In ma~ cases~· however~ th~re exists a third type of material or 
-

another phase of one of the materials in the region of interesto This 

third material may have considerable influence on the friction character-

istics of the systemo Several possible arrangements of the three materials 
. . . 

present themselves 9 the two most obvious being a series arrangement and a 

parallel arrangemento 

Let us consider the case in which a thin layer of a third material 

c~ompletely separates the sliding body !rom the ·statio;nary surfac:e~. -. In 

this situation which may be considered as a series arra.ngeroent the :thi~d 

material if more plastic than the other two generally serves as .. a· lubri= 

cant to decrease the frictional resistanceo 

9 Bridgeman.$) P~ Wo (1939) 11Considerations on Rupture under Triaxial 
Stress~ n Mecho- Engo 9 Vola 61.9 PPo 107-lllo-

·lO McAdam9 Do J 0 ~ Jro (1944) "The Technical Cohesive Strength of Metals 
in Terms of the Principal Stresses~" Metals Techo~ TP 1782o 
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11 Bowden and Tabor have shown that in the separation of two hard 

metals by a thin layer of a soft metal~ both the real ar.ea of contact 

and the shear stress are lowo The soft intermediate material transmits 

the load to the substrate of hard material which carries the entire load 

on its asperities with only a small deformation and therefore a small 

area of supporto Although the pressure in the soft material separating 

the support points may increase~ the material does not necessarily 

rupture and allow direct contact between the harder ~terialso rne 

resistance of this intermediate material to a tangential force is generally 

lOW') resulting in a low shear stresso Thus the desirable characteristics 

of a small shear stress are obtainedo The influence of,this intermediate 

fil~ upop the contact area and the shear·stress is a function of the film 

thicknesso As the thickness increases the effective area of contact 

becomes greater as more of the load is supported by the soft material 

in the region surrounding the hard substrata.asperitieso On the other 

hand for thicknesses too low the film tends to breakdown allowing direct 

contact between the two principle materials and with this action ~n 

increas.e in the shear strengtho. As a result of these two oppos_ing 

influences an optimum film thickness exists above which the contact area 

increases and below which the effective shear stress increases., ·A·. 

similar optimum load has been shown to exist 'Wi. th breakdown of the' :lnte:r= 

mediate film occurring for eJ{Cessive load and a large bearing area on the 

soft film for low loadso These relations are seen to closely correspond 

with the recognized characteristics of boundary lubricationo 

ll Bowden3 F., Po and Do Tabor (1950) The Friction and Lubrication of 
Solids~ Oxford Clarendon Press 9 PPo lll=ll3o 



It. is:; not always:; necessary» however, to introduce a: liquid or soft 

solid film: into the sliding region to obtain this low friction charac

teristico As Bisson12 has: nec~ntly demonstrated, it is 9ften possible 
,. 

to obtain an internally created film in the form of oxides or sulfides 

which produce the desired characteristics and which are also self

repairing& The creation of beneficial oxides on the cylinder walls 

of an automobile while breaking the automobile in at low speeds is one 

such example of self-created and self-repairing filmso 

On the other hand~ if a third material as hard as, or harder than, 

the two principal materials is present, this third material may bite 

into the interior regions of the slider and the stationary surface, 

and may appreciably increase the shear strengtho Conta~t area may also 

be increased by this actiono Total result is an increase in the fric

tional resistance~ As an example of this effect3 one might consider 

the action o~ a hard abrasive in a journalo 

Another .possible arrangement of the three materials under consider-

ation is a parallel arrangement in which the third material only parti-

ally separates the slider and stationary surfaceo This situation is the 

condition mentioned above when considering boundary lubrj_catio:p break-
r· . 
,) 

. . . 

down of the separating film by decreasing the film thickness or increasing 

the loado In the resulting parallel arrangement the total normal load 

is partially s~~ported. by the third material and partially by direct 

contact between the two principal materialso Each load-supporting method 

12 Bisson,; Ea Eo "The Influence of Solid Surface Films on the Friction 
and Surface Damage of Steel at High Sliding Veloci ties 3 " Lubrication 
EngineeringJ Volo 93 Noo 2, April, 1953, PPo 75-77o . 
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will have an effective contact area. This situation may be expressed by 

the equation: N = ArlPml + Ar2 Pm2 (1-10) 

The frictional resistance by this arrangement may also be expressed asg 

(1-ll) 

The coefficient of friction would equal then: 

(l-12) 

It is therefore necessary to knmF the distribution of the load over 

the two contact areas in order to detennine the total f rictiona1 resistance. 

and the coefficient of friction. This load distribution is undoubtedly 

related to the relative hardness of the material aE: well as to the time; 

temperature, and loading characteristics of tne materials• plasticity. 

In mRny cases the load distribution or the relative magnitude of the 

two contact areas appears to be uncontrolled. This results in completely 

erratic frictional resistance. Tomlinsonl3 noted this situation in the 

sliding of glass over glass with a castor oil lubricant and attributed the 

erratic friction to the uncontrolled load distribution between the lubricant 

~nd direct glass to glass contacts. 
<'1 ~; :' 

It has also been proposed that welding or adhesion occurs only over 

a fraction k of the re~l area of contact of the two principal materials.l4 

Under this assmnption the friction force may be expressed ass 

'i' = ks Ar (l-13) 

lJ. Tomlinson, G. A. (1927) "Rusting of -steel surfaces in Contact," 
Proc. Roy. Soc., Vol. A 115, pp. 472-83. 

14 Finnie, I., and M. C. Shaw (1954) The Friction Process in Meta1 C:utting, 
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Arnerlcan Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, New York, Nov. 1954, AS1W, Paper No. ~4 ~ A - 108, p. J. 
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and the coefficient of friction ast 

kB Ar = _P_m_A'P. -r 
ks --·-
Pm (1-lL) 

In addition to the frictional resistance created by adhesion, 

resistance to sliding is also encou~tered from the so called plowing 

effect. The resistance to relative motion obtained by this effect is un-

doubtedly caused by the fron~al resistance to plastic deformation of the 

softer of the two surface materials. Such defonnation can either be the 

small scale scratching created by the microscopic asperities separating 

nominally mating surfaces or. large scale grooving as the softer material 

packs or flows laterally before the forward edge of a macroscopic in-

denter (non-mating surfaces.) 

The total plowing force must equal the area of the cross section of 

the grooved track A'· \multiplied by the mean pressure, P', required to 

displace the materia.l in the surface.l5 

(1-1.5) 

The molecular mechanism of adhesive frictional resistance is con-

sidered to be caused by mutual attraction of atoms in the two surfaces. 

This attraction disturbs the neutral position or interatomic distances 

of the atoms in the surfaces as specified by the Morse Potential relations. 

Tomlinson suggests that as the atoms of the two surfaces are moved rela-

tive to each other that their mutual attraction further distorts their 

position. These atoms finally must choose between two force fields, the 

field of their original surface or the field of the opposite surface. If 

an atom chooses the field of the opposite surface, it may be completely 

transferred or it may be disengaged as a wear particle. If it chooses 

l5 Bowden, F. P., and n. Tabor (1950) op. cit., P• 91. 
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to remain in its former surface, it will snap back a.nd vibrate around its 

neutral position. In either case vibrational or thermal energy is created 

at the expense of mechanical energy. 

Fengl6 has recently suggested that adhesive friction also involves 

mechanical interlocking in its basic mechanism. Such interlocking should 
~-::- . 

have the sarne influence mathematically as the more conventional adhesion~~~. 

Let us next consider the application of the general theory of friction 

to the case of friction on ice, the end point of compacted snow. First let 

us examine Equation 1-8 ,llthich states that the coefficient of friction should 

equal the ratio of the shear stress to the plastic mean flow pressure. 

Values of the shear strength of ice as found by several investigators were 

collected and presented in the Review of Properties of Snow and Ice.l7 

These include~ 

S~~ar Strength--lb/in2 

EXperimenter 
Pineghin · (Weinberg -1938) 
Finlayson (1927) 
1J'rr'ilson and·Horeth (1948) 

Approxo Average 
100 
110 

95 

variation 
b8_=1If 
Ql-115 
..-~ ..... 

75-11.5 

Since 1 lb/in2 = 70.4 gr/cm2, a shear strength of 100 lb/in2 will 

equal 7040 gr/cm2 in the cgs system. 

Srni th-Johannsenl8 has since made further measurements of the shear 

strength between ice a.nd certain plastics. These measurements indicatG 

a shear strength in the order of 2000 gr/cm2. 

l6 Feng, I· M. (1952) "Metal Transfer and Wear," J. Appl Phys., Vol. 23, 
p. lOll. 

1 7 University of Minnesota, Institute of Technology, Engineering Experimental 
Station, July, 1951, "Review of Properties of Snow and Ice, n, SIPRE Report L., 
Snow, Ice, and Permafrost Res. Est. j Corps of Eng.·' u. s . .Army, p. 24o 

lS Smi th~Johannsen, R., (1951) nsurfaces having Low adhesion to Ice, tt 
u. s. Patent No. 2,575,141. 
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Values of the plastic mean flow pressure may be interpreted from 

other data. The mean flow pressure is often taken as equal to l.lY where 

Y is the yield stress or proportional limit of the material. ·In the 

case of ice the ela~tic limit has been reportedl9 as lying between 7 to 

14 lb/in2, or 490 to 980 gm/cm2. Weinberg20 reports that Fabian21 had 

measured the elastic limit of ice as 500 .gm/cm2 and Pfaff22 had found a 

value of 900 gm/cm2. Thus the mean flow pressure from these measure

ments should vary from 550 gm/cm2 to 1000 gm/cm2. 

Another method of determining th~ plastic mean flow pressure is 

through da.ta on the viscosity of the material. From measurements of the 

viscosity of ice Weinberg20 found as limiting figures to apply in Schwedoffts 

law of relaxation the quantities: 

A. = 570 gm/cm2 ·Neva River Ice 

~ = 90 gm/cm2 Glacier Ice 

If from the above measurement data;a shear strength of 7000 gr/cm2 and 

a mean flow pressure equal to 700 gr/cm2 are taken, the coefficient 

of friction on ice should equal approximately: 

= 
s 
Pm 

-7000 
700 = 10 (1-17) 

This calculated value of the coefficient of friction is much higher 

than experimentally obtained values. The low actual values of friction 

19 University of Minnesota, op. cit., Review of Properties of -Snow and 
~' p. 28. 

20 Weinberg, B· (1938) "Mechanical Properties of Ice,n Trans. of the 
Internat. Comma of Snow and Glaciers, Internat. ,Assoc. of Scientific 
Hydrology, Bull. No• 23, Riga, pp. 509-36. 
21 Fabian, o. (1877) WUber Dehnba.rkert und Elastizi tat des Eisesn, carl's 
Report d Phys.,,vo1. 13, pp. 447 - 452. 

22 Pfaff, F. (18 75) uversuche ~ber die plastizi tat des Eises ,n Ann. d Phys., 
Vol. 155, pp. 169-174. 
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~n ice might be interpreted as indicating errors in the measurement . 

of the shear s,tress and mean flow pressureo It could also be in-

terpreted as indicating the presence of a modifying infl~ence such as 

a third. lubricating material· or a low proportion of adhesive welds at 

the junctionso 

The concept of an intervening lubricant as the principal cause 

of low friction on ice and snow is by no means a new idea. It was 

surmised for many years that liquid. water was probably formed at the 

interface of a slider on snow and ic·e to provide the necessary lub-

rication for low frictiono The mechanism by which this water was 

formed or converted from ice was not easily explained howevero 

In the mid 1800's James and William Thomson presented a number of 

papers23 -27 r.e~arding the possibi1i ty of ice melting due to the 

lowering of the melting temperature by the application of pressureo 

This mechanism they suggested enabled the explanation of a number of 

23 
Thomson, J o (1849) tfTheoretical Considerations on the Effect of 

Pressure in Lowering the Freezing Point of Water~» Transo Royo Soc. 
of Edinburgh, Vo1o 169 PPo 57.'5-.58Do 
2L 

Thomson, w. (1850) "The Effect of Pressure in Lowering the 
F'reezing Point. of Water Experimenta11y Demonstrated," Philo Mago 
Vol. 37, PPo l~3-127. 
25 

Thomson.? Jo (i857) "'On the Plasticity of Ice as. Manifested in 
Glaciers,n Proco Royo Soc. (London), Vol •. 8, PPo 455-458ct 
26 

-··· 

Th()mson, w. (18.58), "Remarks on the ·Interior Melting of Ice," 
Proco Roy_. Soco . (London) 9 Volo 9, PPo 141-143. 
27 

'J:'homson9 ~o (1859) "On Recent Theories and Experiments R.egard.ing. 
Ice at or Near its Melting Point," Proco Roy. Soco (London) 9 Vol. 10, 
PP. 152-l60o 
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phernonenon including the flow of glaciers and the oocurrence of blue 

lines in glacial ice. 
28 

In 1886 J. Joly suggested that the low friction obtained in ice 

skating could be explained by Thomsons' concept of melting temperat'Ure 

reduction under pressure. This lower melting temperature would .result 

in melting of a thin layer of liquid water serving as a lubricant. 
29 

0. Reynolds who proposed essentially the same i~ea in 1901 is usually 

credited with the "Pressure MAl tingtt theory of loi.J ice friction. Reynolds 

supported this theory by noting that several investigators had experim'ent-

ally found a decrease in the slipperiness of ice at low temperatures. 

This fact was interpreted by Reynolds as indicating insufficient pressure 

·available to lower the melting temperature to the low ambient temperature. 

On the other hand if one examines the phenomenon quantitatively, it 

will be noted that approximately 100 atmospheres of pressure are required 

to lmrfer the melting temperature by 1 °C. Furthermore low friction con~ 

ditions are obtained for a considerable temperat;ure differential b'elow 

the melting point. The tremendous pressure necessary to supply this 

melting.temperature depression places the; pressure melting mechanism in 

doubt as the chief ~ource of lubricant supply. 

28 
Joly, J. (1886) "The Phenomenon of Skating and Professor J. Thomson's 

Thermoqynamic Relation," Proc. Rqy. Dublin~· Vol. 5, pp. 453-454. 
29 

Reynolds, o. (1901) "On the Slipperiness of Ice, tt Papers £!!_ Mech
anical and Physical Subjects. Cambridge, University Pres~, Vol. II, 
pp. 734-738. 
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Fo P. Bowden and To Po Hughes3°were apparently the first to note 

the eJ<treme preSSll;res necessary to fulfill the pressure melting hypothesis o' 

They agreed however that liquid water must be the lubricant involved and 

suggested that this liquid is formed by frictional heating of the ice-

slider interface.: Depending upon the relative thermal conductivity of 

the slider and ice, part of the frictional heat is lost to the slider and 

part is used in melting ice or snow crystals. Thus, theoretically, the 

coefficient of friction between brass and ice should be gre~ter than that 

between eboni te and ice, sine e brass with the higher thermal conductivity 

will conduct away more heat than ebonite; leaving less heat .to melt the ice. 

Bowden and Hughes showed experimentally that ebonite did have a lower 

frictional. resistance than brass as suggested by the theory. 

Go J. Klein31supported the frictional melting theory as the means 

of providing water lubrication. Using a ski having a glass window in the· 

bottom he experimentally studied the -surface conditions while drawing the 

ski over snow. It was noted that the snow contacted the ski bottom at a 

number of small areas, each enclosed in a drop of water. , The total are~ 

of contact for a unit loading of 200 lbs per sq ft was in the order of 

20% and for 500 lbs per sq ft in the order of 50%. Klein· further suggested 

that the total tangential resistance to motion was crnnposed of the following~ 

30 
BowdenSl F 0 p 8 ~ and To p •.. Hughes 0 (1939) YiThe Mechanism of Sliding on 

Ice and Snow,ff !'rOC!o ~" ~·, · Vol. A 172, PPo 280=298. 
31 

Klein, G. -t.T. (194 7) "The Snow Characteristics of Aircraft Skis, 9:' 
Nat 11 ~o Council of Canada pi~o~ Mech E_E_g_. Aero Rep. 2, Ottawa 9 19 pp., 
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(a)o Solid friction (resistance between solid. phases) most of 

which occurs at the bow o.f a ski. 

(b). Viscous resistance due to shearing in the thin film of water. 

(c). Resistance due to surface tension effects. 

As evidence of the surface tension resistance IQein noted that the 

angle of contact of the water drops to the ski bottom material wq.s 

greater on the leading side than on the trailing side. This difference 

in contact angle evidently indiQated the presence of a tangential force 

component 0 

Another Canadian investigator, Pfalzner, 
32 

reasoned however, that if 

heat from frictional action created a lubricating fluid film, direct 

heating of sliding runners wo~d facilitate melting and further reduce 

friction. His experimental results, did not indicate the expected. fric

tional reduction and.· cast doubt on.the friction melting theory o 

33 . I 

Bell also questioneq. th~ pressure melting and. the frictional 

melting theories. His calculations, using skate runner data, ind~cated 

the necessity for an extremely high ~hermal conductivity 'to. transfer 

kinetic heat from the rear of a runner to the supposed melting region 

at the front of the runner. Bell proposed instead a plastic flow theory 

in which pressure and frictional heat cause increased plasticity of the 

solid ice surface, rather than a complete phase change to liquid. Low 

' resistance to motion by the plastic substance l-Jould result in a low 

32 
, Pfalzner, 

Ice," Cano 
33 

Bell, A .. 

Po 
Jo 

Ee 

Mo (1947) "The Friction of· Heated Sleigh Runners on 
of Research, Vol. F 25, PPo 192-5, NoR.Co Noo lSlO. 

(1948) "Theory of Skating 3 " Nature, Volo 161, PPo 391-2. 



friction coefficiento 

.· 34-35 
T .. H. McConica has also pointed out practical and theoretical 

objections to the frictional melting theory. He found that a bare 

magnesium ski surface was faster; i., e", had iess friction, than w.ell · 

lacquered wood at temperatures substantially below the melting point, 

although the thermal conductivity of the magnesium was much higher than 

·that of the wood. McConica cond.ucted an extensive experimental study 

of the resisting frictional,, force of several types of sliders on ice., 

His experimental findings .indicated, among other things, the prHsence 

of critical values of loading and velocity. Based on these experimental 

results and certain theoretical considerations McConica proposed that 

lubrication must occur through some fluid film on the ice surface which 

was not water, but more likely an absorbed transient layer of "water 

The concept of a fluid film on an ice surface at temperatures below 
36-37 

the ~el ting point is also ·an old idea. Faraday in 1842 had po.stu= 

lated the existence of .such a fluid boundary regi~n on an ice surface 

as the basis of the phenomenon of regelation. Considerable discussion 

3 
McConica, T" H., (1950) "Sliding on Ice and Snow, n American Ski 

Company Report to the Research and Development Division, Office~ 
Quart erma st'er Gen.eral, lJ., So Army, Under Contract W., 44-109-Qo M •. -2113 
(lvfimeographed)., 46 pp. · 
35 

McConica, T .. Ho (1951) "Aircraft Ski Performance, t• American Ski 
Company Report,, WADG.Tr 52-19., 
36. . 
,,.Faraday, M. (1933) Faraday'~ Diary., Bell and Sons, Ltd., London, Vq1., IV 

Po 79e 
37 

Faraday, M., (1860) "Note on Regelation,-• Proc., Roy., Soco London 
Vol., 10, pp., 440~450. 
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was aroused by Faraday's suggestions, par~icularly in connection with 

the. thermodynamics of such Cl process .. 38 This question has never been 

completely solved .. 

Accordlng to W .. A .. Weyl,39it is the inherent property of ice or 

snow to have a thin "liquid like" film in the form of an electrical 

dipole disturbance acting as a transition layer between the bulk solid 

and the surface., He postulated that the ice surface does not contain any 

rrotonss A dipole surface exists due to the ability of the anions to 
.. 

polarize .. · Therefore, the oa- ions remain in the exterior layer follm~~Ted 
\ 
+' by a second layer containing non-polarizable H ions.. This theory is 

discussed i:n greater detain in Appendix B., 

Weyl suggested that the "liquid liken film from the electrical 

dipole was the lubricant creating the low frictional resistance., This 

\thepry has also been subscribed to by Nakaya and ·Matsumoto.,4° 
\ 

While the ":Electrical Dipolett theory offers a number of interesting 

possibilities, it is by no means c.ompletely confirmed., At the same time 

Bowden's "Frictional l'J!el ting" theory should not be discounted in spite 

of the deductions of Pfalzner, Bell, and ~1cConica .. 

38Tnomson, J., (1861), "Note of Professor Faraday's Recent Experiments 
on Regelation," Proc., Roy .. Soc., (London), Vol .. 11, pp .. 198-204 .. 

39 
1A!eyl, 1"l .. A. (1951) "Surface Structure of \"later and Some of its Physical 

and Chemical Hanifestations, n !!, .. Colloid Science .. Vol .. 6, pp .. 389-405 .. 

40 . ( ) Nakaya, U., and ~1atsurnoto, 1953 n Evidence of the Existence of a 
Liquidlike Film on lee Surfaces,n Research Paper 4, Snow, Ice, and Perma
frost Res .. Estab.,, Corps of Engr .. u .. s .. Army, Wilmette, Illinois., 
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Both Holm41 and Bowden have found that the temperatures in the 

irmnediate region of the contact points in the case of metals sliding upon 

each other is sufficient to melt the metallic points and form mol ten _. 

junctionso 

It has also been determined that the necessary time to reach melting 

temperature is extremely shorto This melting action at the contact points 

has recently been experimentally confirmed by Epprecht in connection With 

the e:xamination of the fluctuations of the current passing through metallic 

sliding contactso~2 
) 

Dr o Bowden in presenting the 41st Ha"tiksley Lecture of the Institution 

of Mechanical Engineers (January 1955 at Leicester, Engo ) again re-

viewed the surface temperatures developed during friction and applicdtion 

of the high surface temperatures to the surface m.el ting of snow and ice. 

1.\,ddi tional experimental evidence recently obtained by Dro Bot-vden indicating 

a surface melting mechanism "Lva s also presented. 

In e:xplana tion of the e:xper:lmenta.l results of Pfalzner, it must b!?. 

recalled that his electrical energy lJas supplied to the entire surface. 

This distributed energy ma"y not result in an appreciable amount of melting 

over the entire surfaceo On the other.hand the conversion of mechanical 

en =Jrgy to thermal energy over the concentrated regions of contact is able 

to melt the material in the restricted point regionso Thus the application 

41Holm, Ro (1948) "Calculation of the Temperature Development in a 
Contact Surface, and Application to the Problem of the Temperature Rise in 
a Sliding Contact, n ![o A_pplo Physa, Volo 19, PPo 361-J66o 

42Epprecht.:~ Go -we (1954) "Current Fluctuation Phenomena in Current Carrying 
Sliding Contacts, 11 ia Applo Physo, Vola 25, PPo 1473-1480., 
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of exterhal energy may be too widely distributed to appreciably affect 

the frictional resistance by 'aiding the surface mel tings. 

While Bell considered the large scale flow of heat from the rear to 
j 

the f rant of a skate and demonstrat.ed. the impossibility of the rate of 

heat flow required, such flow may not be necessary. This heat may be 

retained· in the immediate region in which it was produced to be utilized 

in the melting of asperities in this region. In this case the major 

amount of frictional resistance and surface melting will occur in the 

forward portion of the slider. This would further indicate certain 

benefits to be obtained "from a long narrow rectangular skate or slider 

in which the rear portion of the slider carrying a large portion of the 

load l..rould. encounter lower frictional resistance due to previous melt-

ing in that region. 

... In reference to Dr. McConica 1 s expe~imental results regarding the 

low friction of magnesium it is possible that the surface of the magnesium 

slid"er Has so oxidized or contaminated as to result in a lower thermal 

conductivity than that of the pure metal. 
,, 

• 
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Still another hypothesis to explain the low friction on snow is 
43 

G. Seligman 1 s Ball Bearing A;ction Theory. According to this theory, 

snow particles move under the sliders providing P roller action, thus 

decreasin·g the friction coefficient. While this mechanism may apply 

p artiaily· in the case of motio11 over snow, :i. t is doubtful whether it 

contributes extensively in the base of friction on ice. 

The lubricant film, whatever its o;rib.nal source, does not appear 
. I 

to completely separate a slider from the basic ice· surface but provides 

a parallel arrangement for supporting the load as described by Equation 

(i-10). For this ~eason the frictional characteristics of ice similar 

to the frictional characteristics of bo~dBry lubrication are extremely \ . 

erratic. 

The qh~racteristics of ~aterials sliding on ice and snmv can un

doubtedly be described by Equations. (1-10) and (1-11) and by functional 

rela.tion of the experimental parameters i.ncluding load, apparen~ area, 

time, and temperature upon terms of Equations (1~~0) and (1-11). 
1~)!-'l~ 

Experimental investigations have been made of the influence of the 

above parameters to friction on ice and snow. W. Hopkins44 in 1845, 

H. Moseley
45 

in 1871, and A. Morphy46 in 1913 performed several experimental 

·. ·:43 . '·. ;. 
Seltgman, G. and F. Debenhan, (1943) ••Friction on Snow Surfaces, tt 

Polar Record, Vol. 4, No. 25, pp. 2-11. 
44 

Hopkins, w. (1845) "On the Motion of Glaciers," Phil. Mag. Series 6, 
Vol. 47, pp. 303-6. 
45 

Moseley, Henry, (1871) "On the Hechanical Impossibility of the Desent 
of Glaciers by Their Weight Onl:y," ~ Mag.' Series 4, Vol. 42, pp. 138-49. 
46 

fJ[orphy, H. (1913) "The Influence of Pressure on the Surface Friction of 
Ioe1 "' Phil. Mag. Series 6, Vol. 25; pp. 113-35. 
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tests on ice friction although their findings were not appreciable e:xcept 

to note a dry friction type of relation between friction force and load. · 

Field studies on practical problems involved in the use of skis 
h . 48 

were made by C. Glidden 7 in 1922 in Canada and by N. Soderberg in 

1932 in Sweden. Starting in 1934 G. J. Klein31 ' 49 ror the National Research 

Council of Canada carried out a ~ystematic study of the influences of 

various parameters upon the performance of sliders on snow. 

Klein noted from his e:xperiments that the static and kinetic friction 

increased with a decrease of temperature for all ski materials. He also 

noted that the tangential resistance decreased with an increase in.the:unit 

loading of the ski. This would indicate a friction decrease for either an 

increase in the total load or a decrease in the apparent area of contact. 

The material of the slider was a·#X~,~t.\f:.~\l~I?~·.r~y···K1,:~~~;j"~.?.-J~.e:;· ~i:·t;~meiy 

important under both static and kinetic conditions. Bakelite, various Ha:xes, 

monel metal, and 1...rhite ash treated with linseed oil were all found to have 

low kinetic friction. · The bakelite also had a low static friction while 

the monel metal had a rather high static friction •. 

47Gliddon,C. (1922), "Investigation into the Effect of Weather Conditions 
on the Friction of Sleigh Runners on Snow," Canadian Air Force Report. 

48soderberg, N. (1932), i'Investigations of Ski Frictions, n I. V .A. 1 S 
:F'lygte Kriska Kommi ttee Rep. No. !_, Stockholm. 

49Klein, G. J. (1'938), "The ·snow Performance of Aircraft Skis," 
Nat'l Res. Council of Canada, NRC. No. 722, Ottat.J"a, (mimeographed). 20 pp • 
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Ski shape was foun4 to influence the ~netic friction more than the 

static. The most important facto~ in ski shape was the aspect ratio or 

ratio of length to width of the ~ectangular ski; .the greater this ratio, 

the lower the sliding resistance. 

Regarding snow conditions l\l~il1 found that the highest kinetic resis-

tance occurred when the snow was ;,~lightly wet but still retained some of 
. . 

its dendritic structure. Some e_nde:nce seemed to indicate that for similar 

snow structure the finer the structure the higher the resistance. When 

the snow was very wet the kinetiq re~istance increased with velocity and 

under hard packed and wet conditions the kinetic resistance was greater 

than static •. On the other hand static resistance of all skis was low 

when the snow was very wet. For waxed or the bakelite surface the static 

friction was low at ambient temperatures above 20°F while the metal skis 

had high static friction in this temperature range. __ 

' . . . 34-35 . . . . ', ' -.,.~~:::~·-' . 
McConica 1 s e:xpenments as prev~ously noted-,_ Indicated the presence 

of critical values of loading, velocity, and temperature. For loadings 
/ 

below 150 lb per sq ft in the case of bakelite sliding on smooth ice at -15°C 

his curves indicate a very rapid drop of the kinetic coefficient of frictiono 

These curves also indicate a decrease in the kinetic coefficient of friction 

in the loading range above 150 lb per sq ft but at a lower· rate. McConica 

also noted that the critical loading value appeared to be quite constant 

for different slider materials. It was further pointed out by McConica 

that the loading conditions on personnel skis correspond to loadings below 

this critical value while the loadings on skates or sleds are generally 

/ 
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above the· critical. Thus an increase i,n the area or decrease in the 

normal load would be advantageous tm.rard lo,.,rering the friction in ski 

applications, the opposite holdii)g ti-ue for skates and sleds. 

In regard to the velocity rE3latio11 McConica noted that the coef-
~ . 

·; 

ficient of friction vs. velocity.c1.1rves werecharacterized by a sharp 
. . 

. . . 

drop in the friction from the st9tic value with the initiation of motion. 

This was f'Olilivwed. by a sharp ris'e above a velocity of 50 to 100 em/sec 

and a later decrease of the coefficient abbve a velocity of 200 to 400 

em/sec. Instability in the f~iction was n~ted in t~e velocity range 

between the two critical points which could possibly have been caused by 

the ttstick-slip" characteristics of his particular experimental apparatus 

as ·well as the characteristics qf the tw.o:· materials. 

The optimmn temperature as pointed out by McConica is not at the 

melting point of ice but several degrees below depending ·
1
upon the nature 

I 

of the runner surface, the lC_?~ding, and. the velocity.. Above this optimum 

temperature a viscous drag appears to resist motion while below. this 
. . 

optimuin temperature the dry friction increases with decreased temperature. 

Several other influences such as the crystalline form of the snow 

and other physical properties of the slider and the ice and sno1.;r surface 

were examined. by McConica. Conclusions reached regarding these influences 

were tentative. 

Following the introduction of synthetic rubber tires, it was noted 

that tne synthetic rubber appeared to have lower friction·· (less accelera-

tion and braking) on snow and ice surfaces than natur~l rubber. Several 

safety committees, road research groups, and tire producers set up research 
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programs to investigate the friction pharacteristics of tires on snow and 

ice in the hopes of improving these characteristics. 
5o · ~ 

Conant, Dum, and Cox (Firestone Tire a?d Rubber Co~any) in their 

.investigation of various natural and synthetic tread compounds concluded 

that: 

1. Both static and kinetic coefficients of friction increase 

with a decrease in temperature• 

2. Static and kinetic coefficients of friction increased with 

' increase in the age of the ice. 

3. The kinetic coefficient decreased more than the static with 

an increase ~n the loading pressure. 

· 4~ The relation between friction on ice and the hardness, stiff-

ness, and hysteresis of the rubber was very small. 

5~ Both the static and kinetic friction op ice were very sensitive 

to the type and amount of softener or black. The softer stock 

generally resulted in higher friction. 

6. The pick up of ice appeareq to decrease the kinetic coefficient 

of friction. 

1. Both kinetic and static friction should be high for best pe~ 

formance of tires on ice. 
. 51 . 

C. s. Wilkinson, Jr. in studying the problem of friction of tire treads 

5°conant, F. s., J. L. Dum, and c. M •. Cox. (1949), "Frictional Properties 
of Tread-Type Compounds on Ice," Ind. Eng. Chern. Vol. 41, No. 1, pp. 120-6. 

5lwilkinson, c. s. Jr. (1953), "Study of the Factors Affecting the 
Friction of Tread Compounds on Ice," India Rubber World, Vol. 128, No. 4 
pp. 475-81. . . 
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on ice for the ,Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. noted the following: 

1. Kinetic coefficient ·of friction increased with a decrease in the 

temperature. 

2. Kinetic coefficient decreased with load and pressure. This 

friction decrease appeared to be proportional. to the logarithm 

of the pressure. 

3. Kinetic coefficient increased with velocity up to a velocity of 

2 em/sec above which the coefficient declined. (all loads and 

materials) 

4. .Kinetic coefficient increased if the sample surfaces were 

cleaned. 

5. Kinetic coefficient dec;r~ased with a change of the slider 

sample from a solid plug to a membrane. 

6. Static coefficient increased with time of stationary contact. 

1-. . .After a contact time of one minute the difference between static 

and kinetic friction was not appreciable. 

B. Differences Qetween tread compounds become less pronounced as 

the testing temperature approaches 0°C. 

9. Friction decreased with an increase in the hardness of the 

tread. compounds. 

Thes·e several i terns of experimental evidence regarding the friction 

of various materials on ice and snow furnish several clues as to the basic 

mechanism of the friction on ice and snow. This evidence will be further 

considered in later chapters. 
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REAL AREA OF COJ\TTACT B~TWEEN ELASTIC AND PLASTIC SURJ~'ACE l1.ATERIAL 
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Chapter II 

Real Area of Contact between Elastic and Plastic Surface Material 

All surfaces consist of innumerable ~umps and hollows. The height, 

depth, and spacings of these irregularities vary widely with the type of 

material and the surface treatment. Roughness or relative magnitude of 

the ridges may be reduced but never completely eliminated by special 

finishing techniques. Recognition of this circumstance leads to the 

conclusion that the mathematically smooth surface is unattainable. 

Let us consider the consequence of placing one of these uneven sur

faces upon another. Contact will first be made at a single point, the 

position at which an asperity of one of the surfaces happens to be the 

nearest to a hump or hollow of the adjacent surface. If the materials 

of the two surfaces are perfectly rigid, the upper surface would then 

tilt until contact is made at three points. This situation may be con-

sidered equivalent to the pure rna thematical problem solved by J. Boussinesq 

for a normal force applied at a point on the boundary of a semi-infinite 

body. In this case the stress distribution in the semi-infinite body 

expressed in cylindrical coordinates was shmv-n to be:1 ' 2 

1 Timoshenko, s., .and J. N. Goodier, (1951) 
McGraw-Hill, New York, p. 362. 

Theory of Elasticity, 2nd Ed., 

2 Boussinesq, J. it Application des Potentials," Memoirs de la Societe des 
Sciences de l 1Agriculture et des arts de Lille, Lille, 1885. 
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where: 

CJ.· r 

N = applied force 

V = Poisson's ratio 

r, ~, Q = cylindrical coordinates of point 

crr, cr.g, crQ = Normal stresses 

~ = shear stress '- r6 

(2-lb) 

(2-lc) 

(2-ld) 

From equations 2-1 it may be seen that the stresses become infinite 

at the origin or the point of contact regardless. of the magnitude of the 

applied force. Since no' actual material can withstand such stress,· elastic 

and inelastic deformation of the contacting material must occur. TMS · 

deformation produces two resul~s: 

(1) ~he original p·oint contacts are squeezed out· to become finite 

areas. · 

(2) the surfaces are allowed to come closer together bringing more 

asperities into contact. 

Let us next examine the contact surface expansion of a single 

asperity. The problem of deformation and resulting contact area between 

two curved surfaces under perfectly elastic conditions was first solved 
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by Heinrich Hertz in 1881 •. Hertz 1 s assumptions whic}J. govern the region 

of validity of his eq~ati~ns are: 3' 4 

(1) ·Reactions must be normal to the contact surface. 

(2) No tangential forces must be induced between the bodies in 

contact. 

(3) Contact is limited to small portions of the surface. 

(4) The bodies must be elastic and isotropic. 

(5) The bodies must be at rest in relation to each other. 

(6) Strain must be within the elastic limit. 

Hertz determined that under his assumptions, spheres of radii ·~ 

and R2 (Figure 2-~) when press~d together will deform starting at the 

point of contact to form a surface of contact approximately circular in 

shape. The radius of this circular contact area may be expressed as: 

in which: 

a = 

1 v1 2 -
El 

+ 

:1 
Rl + 

1 -
~ 

1 
R2 

v2 2 

3 N 
4 

1/3 

a = radius of circular· area of contact 

(2'~2) 

N = compressing force between the' two. spheres 

Rl, R2 = radii of spheres 1 and 2 

Ei.l.' ~ =moduli of elasticity of bodies 1 and 2; 

V1 , v2 =Poisson's ratio of bodies 1 and 2 

3 Hertz, H. (1882) nueber die Beruhung fester elasticher. Korper, tt 
Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik, Vol. 92, pp. 156-71. 
4 Allan, R. K. (1946) Rolling Bearings, Second Editi.on, Pitman and 
Sons, London, p. 100. 
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Figure 2-1 SPHERES IN CONTACT 
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Eqvation (2-2) also may be applied to the particular cases ·of a 

sphere in contact with a plane or with a spherical seato For a plane, 

R1 may be considered as very large approaching infinity as a limito For 

a spherical seat ~ may be taken as nega ti veo 

Hertz also developed equations for the case of generalized cur-

vature of the contacting elastic bodieso For this case the surface of 

contact may be shown to approximate an ellipse with semi-a:xes a and b 

equaling: 

in which: 

a = m 

b = n 

311 N 
4 

2 
+ 1 - · V2 ) 

1'(~ 

A +. B 

A + B 

1/3 

(2-3a) 

1/3 

(2-3b) 

a, b = semi-major and semi-minor axes length 

N = compressing. force between bodies 1 and 2 

~' E
2 

=moduli of elasticity for bodies 1 and 2 

V1 , V · = Poisson r' s ratio for bodies 1 and 2 2 

A, B = constants depending upon the magnitude of the prin-

cipal curvature of the surfaces in contact and upon 

~he angle beh-1een the planes of principal curvature 

of the two su~faceso 

m, n = numbers depending upon the ratio of B- A 
A + B 
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The elliptical· area of contact for the generalized case reduces to 

other shapes for partioular cases such as to a circular area for two spheres 

or to a rectangle for two parallel cylinders in contacto 

The pressure distribution over the area of contact was shown by 

Hertz to be semi-ellipsoidal in shape with the maximum pressure occurring 

at the c~nter, the pressure reducing to zero magnitude on the outer 

boundary. The maximum pressure at· the center was found to equal 3/2 the 

average pressure or: 

3 N qo - 2 rrab 

for the body of generalized curvatureo 

Equation (2-4) reduces for the particular case of two spherical 

bodies in contact tog 

lL 
qo = 2 rra 2 

and substituting for a from E::Iuation (2-2): 

61/3 
1 1 
Rl 

+-
Nl/3 R2 

q =--
0 TT l-V1 

2 2· l-V2 --- + ---
~ E· 2 

(2-4) 

(2-5) 

(2-6) 

As can well be imagined the deformations and t~e stresses engendered 

in the contacting bodies are very comple~. The Boussinesq stresses 

(Equations 2-1) resulting from each differential area in the contact sur-

face must be summed or integrated to obtain the total stress at a pointo 

Numerical determination of the resulting stresses may be performed in 

several ways usually involving the summation of various infini~e ·series. 
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5 . . ~ 
Morton and Close.9 for exampl e3 applied the method of expansion 1n zonal 

harmonics to the evaluation of stresses arising from the conta.ct of two 

spherical surfaceso Due to the complexity of the resulting equations it 

is much easier to study the results in graphical formo Morton and Close 

have constructed stress diagrams for the stresses along lines running 

from the center of contact in directions making angles of 0° 3 30° 3 60° 3 

6 .. . ' 
and 90° with the normal a Figure 2=:-2 copied from Foppl illustrates the 

stress distribution aTong the z axis for the case of a sphere in contact 

with a plane, both bodies having a Poisson ratio equal to Oo3o 

From the graphed relations the following .. may be noted regarding the 

stresses within an elastic sphereg 

(1) The compressive axial stress, cr~ 3 is greatest at the surface, 

equaling at this point the maximum loading q
0

o This stress slowly 

decreases in the interior of the body equaling approximately 1/2 q at 
0 

a depth equal to the radius of the circular area of contacto 

(2) The radial and tangential stresses 3 cr and cr .. 3 equal appro:x~ 
r t 

imately Oo8 q0 at the. center of t,he contact surfaceo These stresses 

decrease rapidly equa1ing only about Oo05 q at ~ = ao 
0 

(3) The shear stress"t1z.~ has· a value of Ool q
0 

on the surface but 

increases in the interior rising to a maximum of Oo31 q0 at a depth 6f 

~. = Oo47 ao After this point the shear stress again decreases3. 

5' . . · 
Morton, Wo Bo, and Lo Jo Closeo nNotes on HertzVs Theory of the 

Contact of Elastic Bodies 3 ww Philo· Mago 3 Volo 43, PPo 320-29o 

6 FcPpl, Lo "Der Spannungszusta11:d und die Anstrengung des Werkstoffes 
bei der Beruhrung zweir Korper 3 tt Forschung auf dem Gebei te des 
Ingenieurwesens, Bdo 7J Noo 5J Po 21So 
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Axial Depth· 

Stress distribution along the axis of symmetry in a sphere 

Oz • axial stress 

or • ra9J.al stress 

at· • t~ngen~ial _s-tress· 

1: • shear stre;ss 

. qo ·• ··maximllin rte~~)ire a·t cc:~nter of .surface of' contact 
t,. •·• • .-_: .• .-, 

a. -a: ·radiilrs'- -of>surface of cqntaot -
. . · .. ;:"···· ., ' .... 

· Extracted from Foppl, L. "Der Spannungszustand und die Anstrengung 
des Werkstof.t'es bei der Beruhrung Zweir Kerper" Forschung auf 
dem Gabeite des Ingenieurwesens, Bd.7, (1936) Nr. $, P. 215 

FigUre 2-2. 
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Examining the stresses along the surface of the elastic body it 

has been found that7 

(1) The axial compressive stress decreases to zero at the boundary 

of the contact surface. 

(2) The radial and tangential stresses decrease more slowly having 

values of 

(J r = (1 - 2V) 
3 

at the circular boundary of the surface of contact. 

(2-:7a) 

(3) The· shear stress increases from the center to a value equal to 

the radial stress on the circular boundary or: 

~ rg = cr;r = (1 3 2V) . qo (2-7b) 

For the region at a slight distance from the actual contact region 

th~ stress relations (2-1) determined by Boussinesq apply. 
I 

Experimental investigations have verified Hertz's relations for 

materials having macroscopic dimensions which. follow Hooke's l~w and in 

'which the stresses are within the elastic limit.' 

For m~rterials. which fail in shear the. critical region is the point 
' ' 

of maximum sheaii' occurring as previously mentioned for' sphericai contacts 
' ' 

' ' ' ' 

at a depth of 0.47 a below the surface. If ~ surface pressure is applied 

which results in the maximum shear exceeding the elastic limit, an 

irreversible deformation occurs. This deformation is plastic if the 

material is ductile in nature, or splintering if the material is brittle. 

7 Timoshenko and Goodin, op. cit., pp. 376-77. 
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The resulting deformation is generally plastic in nature. This 

plastic deformation enables the material to spread out under the contact 

region and results in a greater area of contact. Over the contact area 

the pressUre distribution becomes more uniform-as the nose of the semi

ellipsoid becomes flattened. As additional load is applied th~ average 

pressure over th~ contact surface becomes a greater proportion of the 

maximum pressure. 

The plasticity of materials is known to be related to temperature 

and to time, as well as to the stress appl:ied. Also the deformation 

produced is generally of a permanent nature. 

In spite of a considerable amount . of effort in this field in recent 

years, there still exist wide gaps in the understanding of the per-

_formance of real materials.· Due to the lack of knowledge and to the 

complexity of the problem, it is impossible at present to develop an 

analysis of the stress and strain conditions in the generalized plastic 

material. Analysis based on certain simplifying assumptions is possible, 

however •. The assurnp.tion of perfect elasticity i.s one such approximation 

to the actual case. Bypassing for the present the e.f.fects of time and 

temperature," let us consider·for the second approximation to the real 

material, the plastic or St. Venant.material. This niaterial has a stress 

strain relationship defined ,as: 

a = Ee for cr<f(Y0) (2-8) 

a = f(Y0 ) (at higher levels) 



whereg 

cr = stress 

e = .strain 

E = Modulu~ of Elasticity 

Y0 = Yield Point 

This definition merely means that the deformation of the material 

is elastic below the yield point 51 Y0 , but is a function of the yield 

point above this stress conditione It is possible to further restrict· 

and simplify the definition of the plastic material by assuming that 

f (Y0 ) equals a constant which may be arbitrarily taken as the mean flow 

pressure, pmlt In terms of this plastic constant the load applied 

between two spherical plastic bodies results in an area of contact ex-

pressed as~ 

in whichg 

A = 

A = 

N 
Pm. 

Contact· Area 

No~~]_-; Loiid 
.. ., ...... :t. 

' .' •• ~ ;: . ... :~:.- i i .. _ :, .. ~ . ·.I. • 

. -.p~; ... ·'~M~apf,~~ow Pressure .. 
• • . . • . ·' ~- _-: .. -__ • _:_.·-~:- · .• i: 

(2-9) 

The previous discU~~1oti· of e18.'stie and plastic deformation is f1lnda~ 

mental for the understanding of the behavior of surface asperitieso Let 

us assume that an asperity is conical or pyramidal in shape with a perfectly 

smooth spherical tipo _The area of contact under elastic conditions for 

th 0 th . t 0 e 1. aspen y l.S g 
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= v·a 1 a 2/3 
1 = v2· 

+ 

rra 2 E:t EQ 3 Ni (2-10) A. = rr 4 l. 1 1 
R'l + R'2 

Under plastic conditions the contact area of the ith asperity is~ 

= 
Nl~ (2-11) 
Pm 

Equations (2-10) and (2-11) indicate that the contact area of a 

single asperity is proportional to the 2/3 power of the load under elastic 

conditions and to the first po~er of the load under plastic conditionso 

It is also possible to relate the con~act area and the applied load 

to the vertical deformation of the bodies in contact, 
. 8 

Archard has pro-

posed the model illustrated in Figure 2-3 for the analysis of this rela-

tion in the case of a plastic materialo This model postulates a spherical 

deformable surface having a radius R in contact with a flat non-deformable 

surface~ As an approximation to the actual situation it is· assumed that 

no lateral expansion of the material occurs, 'The area of contact resulting 
I 

from a vertical deformation~ x 3 is assumed to equal the circular slice of 

the spherical body at the depth .x., The radius of this contact area may 

be determined by trigonometry as~ 

(2~12.a) 

(2-12b) 

If x is a small quantity relative to R the equation of the radius of the 

contact area may be approximated asg 

8 
Archard, J, F f) (1953) "Contact and Rubbing of Flat Surfaces 3 " 

Je Apple Phys,, Vol., 24~ Noo 83 pPo 981-88o 
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non-deforms ble aurfa ce R 

deformab;J.e 

Figure 2~). ARCI~'S HODEL Olt~ A SINGLE ASPERITY 

IN. CONTACT ·WITH A PLANE SURFACE. 
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(2-13) 

The total area of contact then becomes: 

(2-14) 

Equation 2-14 indicates a linear relationship between the area of contact 

and the deformationo 

A similar linear relationship may be drawn between the load and 

vertical deformation as follows: 

N ~ = ·· A. p ~ 2 tr Rx p 
1 1 m . m 

Equations (2-14) and (2-;-15) may be generalized in the form: 

A 

N 

= bx 

m 
= ex 

(2-15) 

(2-16) 

(2-17) 

For the pla$tic material under consideration the constants of these 

generalized equations are: 

b = 2 nr ·(2~18a) 

c = 2 nr p (2-18b) ·m 

m = 1 {2-18c) 

For two elastic spheres in contact a similar set of linear relations are 

found to holdo The constants for the elastic bodies may be determined as g 

b 
211' 

= 1 1 (2-19a) 
-+-
Rl R2. 

4~ J R1 + ~21_ 
c = t ~v12 +~2

] 
(2-19b) 

m = J/2 (2-19c) 
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For the particular case of a sipgle elastic sphere on a flat surface 

the constants of Equations (2-19) reduce to: 

(2-20a) 

4 R 
-1/2 

3 
c = ti ~1 . 2 

1 - ~2
2

] vl 
+ 

E2 

(2-20b) 

\ m = 3/2 (2-20c) 

Eliminating x between Equations (2-16)and (2-17): 

A = b ~ 1/m (2-21. ) 

and introducing the values of b, c, qnd m given by Equations (2-19) and 

(2-20), it may again .be ~een that the area of contact of a single asperity 

is proportional to the 2/3 power of the load for elastic conditions and 

to the first power of the load for plastic conditions. 

Let us next consider the multiple areas of contact actually existing 

between mating rough surfaces. Archard has suggested for this problem 

the model illustrated in ~igure 2~4. 

Th:is model· consi~ts- of a pe;fec~ly flat non-deformable surface· and 
-".-:-

a· nominally flat deformable surface containing a large !lumbe~ of spherical 

asperities of equal radii of curvature. The assumption is made that the 

asperities are evenly distributed in· depth (the x direction).. There is 

thus one asperity at each of the x coordi~ates x = 0, h, 2h, 3h, ••• 

where h << R. These levels are termed the zero, first, second, third 0 0 0 

. etc. levels respectively. The assumed asperity distribution may be plotted 

graphically as indicated in Figure 2-5. 
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Non-deformable Surface 

Figure .2-4 ARCHARD'S SURFACE MODbL FOR MULTIPLE CONTACT AREA~ 

Number of 
Asperities 

n 

N 
I 

I,... 
jQ) 

I~ 
:~J 
I 

Last Asperity 
Real Area • Apparent 

Geometric Area 

--~--~--~---~ 

.Nh :X 

Depth 

Figure 2-S STEPWISE ASPERITY DISTRIBUTION WITH DEPTH FOR ARCHARD'S MODEL 

Asperity 
Defonnation 
·at Depth X • Nh 

Nh-

Asperity. 

. . 
Figure 2-6 · Dl!FORMATION OF INDIVIDUAL ASPERITIES FOR ARCHARD'S MODEL 
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Movement of th~ deformable surface closer to the non-deformable 

surface not only increases the total number of asperities but also in-

creases the area contribution from asperities previously contacted. 

Recalling that· the area of each :individual asperity by Equation (2;..16). is&· 

(2-16) 

and that the deformation of the i~ a8peri ty at depth Nh is · (N ~ i) h, 

(Figure 2-6) the contribution to the total area by this asperity is 

ther~fore: 

cf AJ.. = b {N - i)h. (2-21. ) 

The total contact area at depth x = Nh equals the sum of the indi-

vidual contributions. 

·~ = 
N-1 

lt: b (N - i) h 
i=b 

For large values of N this summation equals approximately: 

or substituting 

then: 

X = Nh 

. 1 b .2 
~ = ·~ h :X 

. . 

(2-22) 

(2-23) 

(2-24) 

(2-25) 

Equation (2-25) indicates that the total area resulting from multiple 

point contact between a rough deformable surface and a nat non- deformable 

surface increases as the square of the depth. For c·omparison the contact 

area between single point contacts increases only as the first power of 

the distance, :x. 

i.~' 
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Relation (2-25) c~n also be derived using the methods of integral 

calculus if the step relation between the number of asperities, N, and 

the depth, :x, is approximated by the continuous function Nh = :x. The 
I . 

deformation of the a8peri ty originally contacted at depth :X resulting 

from a total deformation to the depth y then equals~ (Figure 2j7) 

D = y = x1 

The area differential of this same asperity is: 

which may be integrated over the limits of interest to obtain: , 

resulting in the same expressiop previously obtained in (2-25)o 

(2-26) 

{2-27) 

(2-28a) 
(2-28b) 

(2-28c) 

Next consider the relation of the applied load to the number of 

asperities contacted and to the deformation of the surfaceo Since an 

individual asperity deformed a distance (N - i)h will carry a load PQ 
~ 

in which: 

(2-29) 

. the total load will equal: ·-

N-1 m 
PM = Z. c [(N - i) ri) 

i=O . 
(2-30) 

In terms of integral calculus this sum may be determined more easily using 

the approximation 
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D 

.Original Location of Asperity Peak 

figUre 2-7 DEF~';t'ION' OF ASPERITIES FOR CONTINUOUS 

·· DISTRIBU~ION OJ.t"' ASPffi.ITIES WITH DEPTH . 
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d P14 
= [ om C y - X dN 

. m dJ( 
= c[y - :x] h 

Integrated over limits 0 to y: 

·pM = I~ * [y- x]m dx 

(. .. )tn+l 
C y - X 

= -h m+l 

m+l 
p_ = c if.__ 
M h m+l 

(2-31) 

(2-32) 

(2-J3a) 

(2-33b) 

(2-336) 

Total area of multiple contact can also be related to the total load as 

follOWS8 

(2-28c) 

PM 
c 1 m+l 

(2-J3c) = Ii m y 

PMl/m+l [ f+l J 1/m+l 
y = (2-34) 

[ m+l J 2/m+l p 2/m+l 
AM = 1 b h' (2-35) 

2" Ii c M 

Archard's model of the multiple areas of contact could be consider-

ably improved by assUming both surfaces as deformable surfaces with spher-

ical asperities uniformly distributed in depth~ The radii of the spherical 

aspen ties of the two surfaces need_· not be the same. Similar~y the distri

bution interval 'of the asperities of the two surfaces may have different 

values. 

In this model illustrated in Figure 2-8, the zero level or peak of 

the highest asperity on each surface will be considered the reference 
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Body 2 

. . . . "R~ /'---. A . . 
·.. . __y -- '-.__/ 
~~ --- -- -- -- --- Reference Plane, 

Body 2 

- - - -- --~ -- c·-· - - -- -- -··· --;;...------=- - - - - - ~ - - -- -· Reference Plane, 
~· ./ . · · .. · .· Bodyl 

~-- .. · ~- . R . . 

. Bodyl /
1 

.Figure 2-8 MODEL 0:£1., SURFACES WITH ASP.ffiiTIF..S 

ON BOTH RODI ES J,INFARLY DISTRIBUTED 

. Figure 2-9 INTJ4JtPENETRATI:)N OF SURFACES FACH WITH LINEARLY DISTRIBUTF.D ASPERITIES 
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plane of that surfaceo Bringing the two reference planes into coincidence 

does not necessitate that the highest asperities of the two bodies come 

into contact. Actually the probability is vanishingly small that the 

highest asperity of each body should occur at the identical surface locationo 

The reference planes Of the two bodies must therefore penetrate each 

other some distance before contact is actually madeo Further pen~tration 

is required to bring sufficient area into contact to support the applied, 

load •. 

Consider the situation l.llustrated in Figure 2-9 in which the refer-

ence planes of bqdies 1 and 2 have penetrated each other to a depth y. 

Consider further the status of point :x in the penetration region between 

the two reference planeso The probability of this point being on or with-

in Boqy 1 is evidently related to the real area subtendet,by a plane 

slicing through the asperi~ies of Body 1 parallel to Reference Plane 1, 

and at the depth :X'• Let us define this probabilit:y as equaling the ratio 

of the real area at this level to the apparent area or the maximwn area 

at the depth of the lowest asperity •. 

{2-36) 

Further for mathematical convenience let us consider the apparent area 

as equaling unity. The probabi~ity of point :x being on or within boqy 

1 is then equal to the real area of Boqy 1 at this level. 
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This real area as expressed by equation (2-25) is proportional to the 

square of the depth& 

~1 
(2-38) 

Similarly the probability-of point~ being on or within body 2 is: 

(2-39) 

The probability of the point x being on or within both bodies equals 

the product of the separate probabilitieso 

(2-40a) 

1 bJ b2 2 ( ) .... X y- X G 

= 4· h1h2 
(2-40b) 

Examining equation (2-40b) it may be noted that· the probability of being 

on or within both bodies at a depth x = 0 1s zero since there is zero 

probability of contacting Body lo Similarly the pPobability drops to 

zero. at X = y where the probability of touching Body 2 is zeroe 

The probabilities expressed in Equation (2-40b) are only ;,t.he proba-

bilities of contact existing over a plane at a particular levelo · The 

area of interest is the area resulting from contact of all possib~~ 

asperities through the entire depth of penetrationo This total area is 

not merely equal to the sum of the contact areas at the individual levels 

since these areas are often duplicated over several levelso The cumula

tive total area may be determined by considering the additional area con-

tribution from each levelo At level x the real area of Body 2 available 
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for contact·equalsg 

(2-39) 

The area increment supplied by the body 1 asperity originally con-

tacted at point :x equals g 

(2-41) 

The number of additional boqy 1 asperities subtended by motion 

through the distance d:x is: 

d:x 
dN1 = fi7"'' 

1 
(2-42) 

Combining these three relations the total real area increment from 

level x is: 

·.·' 1 b2 d:X 
dAM = 2 F (y - x)2 bl (y - :x) h"'"' 

2 .J. (2-43) 

Integrating over the li~ts 0 to y 

A.- = ;I !. b2 bl (y - :X ) 3 'd:x 
--M / o 2 ~ hl (2-44a) 

_ _ 1 b2 b1 · (y - x) 4 

2- ha~ 4 ! J: (2-44b) 

= 1 . b2bl 4 
B' h2 h1 y (2-44c) 

The total load carried by multiple point contact may be similarly 

computed. 

Area of Bocy 2 available for contact: 

~2 , = 1 ba (y - x)a 
2 h2 

(2-39) 
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Load increment carried by body 1 asperity contacted at point xg 

P = ci (y- x) 
m (2-45) 

Number of additional body 1 asperities subtended by motion through the 

distance dx 

Combining: 

and integrating 

---

d.Nl 

dP 
m 

p 
m 

1 b2 Cl 1o = 
~~h2 hl 

1 b:a 
= - cl 

2 h2 hl 

(y - x) 
m+2 

(Y - x) 
m+3 

m + 3 

m+3 
y 

(2-42) 

(2-46) 

dx (2-47a) 

(2-47b) 

(2-47c) 

The direct relation between contact area and load for the second 

assumed model of multiple contact may be determined as followsg 

1 b:a bl 4 
~ '8" h 2 'hl . Y (2-44c) 

1 b2 cl ·l m+3 
PM = 

2 h2 hl -· y (2-47c) m + J 

p l/m+3 th2 h1 (m~3)j 1/m+J 
(2-48) y = 

''· M b2cl 

(2-49) 
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A review of the contact area vs. load relation for the v~rious 

assumed models indicates an interesting trend. 

For single point contacts the area: was shown to vary directly as 

the 2/3 power of the load for elastic material and directly as the first 

power for plastic material. Intermediate values: of the power sanetimes 

found experimentally were thought to indicate a combination of elastic 

and plastic region ihfluences. 

Multiple po~nt· contacts_ on first thought might be expected to have 

the same relationships between area and load as single point contacts. 

This would be true if all the asperities had exactly the same height. 

Archard 1 s model in which the asp.eri ties on one surface are assumed to be 

linearly distributed, leads however to the conclusion that the area varies 

directly as the 4/S power of the load for ~lastic material and as the 

first power for plastic material. In a similar fashion the second model 

approximation in which asperities on both surfaces are linearly distribu-

ted concludes that the area varies directly as the 8/9 power of the load 

for elastic material and once pgain as the first power for plastic material.· 

Table 2-.1 
k ... 

Values of Power k. in equation~ ~· PN for assumed models. of surface 

roughness. 

Multiple Point Contact All Asperities 
irt which same height 

Elastic Material 2/3 

Plastic Material 1 

.Asp eri ties one 
Surface Linearly 
Distributed 

4/S 

1 

Asperities both 
Surfaces Lin
early Distributed 

8/9 

1 
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It is thus seen that as the multiple contact area model is improved 

the area relationship to load for the elastic material becomes successive

ly closer to a linear relationship. Further tmprovements on the model, 

such as assumption of conical asper?-ties in which the cross-section area 

of the individual asperity increases as the square of the depth,brings 

the relationship even closer. 

It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that for multiple point contact 

of actual surfaces, the area will vary direct,ly as the .first power of the 

applied load for both elastic and plastic conditions. 

The resulting contact area is generally designated as the real con

tact area, Ar, to distinguish this area from the apparent area, Aa, 

measured by standard geometric methods. If the mean flow pressure of 

the ·surface material is much greater than the.average apparent pressure 

over the geometric apparent area, the real contact area will be practically 

independent of the apparent area. This does not necessarily imply that 

the number of asperities is independent of the apparent ·area. For a 

large apparent area there will probably be a large number of individual 

support points, each undergoing a comparatively small deformation. A 

smaller apparent area will probably have a smaller number of individual 

support points, but these points will be deformed a. greater amount to 

obtain the same real contact area. 

For a low ratio of the loading or average apparent pressure to the 

mean flow pressure, therefore, the real contact area may be considered as:· 

.{1) Independent of the apparent area. 

(2) Directly proportional to the first power of the normal applied 

load. 

and is thus in agreement with the first two classical laws of friction. 

'·. 
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At higher ratios of the loading to the mean flow pressure, however, 

the real area of contact becomes an appreciable. portion of the apparent 

area. 

Since the real area of contact obviously cannot exceed the apparent 

area, it may be seen that the ratio of Ar/Aa .must approach a limiting value 

of unity at extreme loads. Finnie and Shaw9 have suggested that the 

functional relation of the real area to the normal load must be in the 

manner illustrated in Figure 2·-10.- ·_This behavior, as also suggested by 

Finnie and Shaw, may be represented analytically as: 

where: 

Ar 
-- = 1- e~BN 

A a~ 

Ar - Real &rea_of contact 
Aa E Apparent area 
N = Normal load 
B = Constant 

A a 

0~------------~----------~-------
N 

FIGURE 2-10 

(2-50) 

9 Finnie, I., and M. c. Shaw (1954) "The Friction Process in Metal Cutting," 
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of Mechanical 
'Engineers, New York, Nov. 1954, ASME Paper No. 54-A-108, PP• 5. 
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It may be noted that the end conditions of Equation 2-50 satisfy the 

physical situation, i.e. 

As: N-*"~ , A·r~Aa. 

Furthermore for low values of the normal load the expression e-BN in 

Equation 2--50 may be expressed as t: 

Therefore: 

e-BN ~ 1 - BN 

A 
__::_ ~1 - (1 - BN) = BN Aa -

(2-51) 

(2-52) 

and the real area of contact becomes a linear function of the normal load 

as required.by the Second Classical Law of Dry Friction. 

The constant B according to the above approximation should be at 

low values of the normal load: 

B = Ar 1 
~N a 

(2-53) 

or substituting from Equation 1-5: 

Pm - N 
-~ 

r 
(1-5) 

B = 1. 
Aa P; (2-54) 

While the real area - load relation suggested by Finnie and Shaw has 

not been confirmed experimentally over the entire loading range, it does 

appear to approximate the general situation • 
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CHAPTF..R III 

Hypothesized Influence of Cer~ain Experimental Parameters 

Upon the Friction of Sliders on Compacted Snow 

If the normal load between a slider and compacted snow is distributed 

in a parallel fashion between rigid asperities and a liquid-like film as. 

was suggested in Chapter I, the load distribution ~nd the frictional 

force could conceivably be influenced by several experimental parameters. 

Let us consider a few of these possible influences. 

· In equation 1-10 the normal load was assumed to be distributed over 

the two materials by the relation: 

N = ~rl Pml + Ar2: Pm2 (3-1) 

The adhesive frictional resistance was also assumed as equaling: 

(3-2) 

wheret 

N =Normal Load 

F =:Frictional Force 

Arl' Ar2 =Real area of contact of solid asperities and film 

respectively. 

Pm1, Pm2 =Mean flow pressure of solid asperities and film. 

s1 , s~ =Shear stress of solid asperities and. film. 

Let us next assume that the area of direct contact between the slider 

and the solid asperities of the compacted snow or ice equals a certain pro-

portion 0( of the apparent contact area. Let us also assume that the 

area of influence of the film equals the proportion (3 of the apparent 
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contact area. 

Next, if we hypothesize that the ratio of the two areas 

is very small for a short time interval but grows with time, then we 

might deduce that the friction force for a short time interval is basicallyg 

F short time ~ 5 2 ~ Aa (3-3) 

while the friction force for a medium interval equals: 

F meqium time ~: 51 c( Aa + s2 (3 Aa (3-4) 

For the short time interval the load might be considered as being 

supported entirely by the film. In this case Equation 3-1 becomest 

(3-5) 

After the medium time interval, the direct contact points may be support-

ing some of the load. In this situation the load equalst. 

(J-6} 

The coefficients of friction for the short and medium time situations becomes: 

Jls 
~ short time ::: _2 __ 

Pm2 

~ medium time :::: 5 1 r:i.. + s2 (3 

Pm1 cl. + Pm2 f3 

(3-7) 

(3-8) 

The hypothesis upon which these conclusions are based is quite 

logical. In the short time period case, the slider may be considered as 

riding on a low resistance film which is continually ·self-repairing. 

If the slider is allowed to remain stationary for any period of time the 

slider sinks through the film and establishes direct contact with the 

main ice structure. 

The short time period coefficient may be the friction obtained under 

kinetic conditions while the medium time period may apply to static friction. 
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It has been experimentally noted-that the static coefficients are 

considerably more erratic than the kinetic. This static erratieness might 

be explained as due to the uncontrolled distribution of load over high 

and low shear strength areas. 

For very long stationary time periods,such as many hours, it has 

also been noted that the static coefficient of friction rises to large 

values often above unity. This phenomenon may be caused by the load 

being completely supported by direct contact with ice asperities. In 

this case the coefficient of friction should be: 

_,)A long ~ime = s1 
Pm1 

(3-9) 

It is also possible that under long contact conditions the film may 

change its characteristics. This change may take the form of a greater 

adhesion over the film or a freezedown. This would also result in the 

much larger frictional force found experimentally. 

The long time period static coefficients may be expected to approach 

the theoretical values predicted by the substitution of values of s and Pm 

of ice in Equation 1=8. 

In addition to the possible time effect on the contact area, time 

also has considerable influence on the basic shear strength and mean flow 

pressure properties. 

These characteristics are related to the so called ductility of the 

material. Although ductility and its opposite quality, brittleness, are 

applied rather loosely to the plastic and fracture characteristics of a 

material, a few experimental relationships have been noted.. Zener and 
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others have suggested that two factors affect the ductile characteristics 

of a material:fl-3) 

1. Rate of strain. 

A more rapid application of strain decreases ductility. . 

2. Temperature , 

A rise in temperature increases the ductility. 

These .two factors may be mathematically combined as a single parameter 

through an equation suggested by Zener: 

z:· = ve Q/RT (3-9) 

where 

' Z) = Parameter of ductility 

\7 =Rate of strain 

T = Temperature 

Q: =Heat of activation 

R = Gas constant 

The influence of slider velocity upon the friction may undoubtedly 

be interpreted in terms of the influence of time upon the distribution 

of load over the solid asperities and the film. 

l Zener, c. (1945) "'Fracture stress of Steel,"' Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 17, 
pp. 20. 

2 . 
Holloman, H .. H. and C. Zener (1944) ''Conditions of Fracture of Steel, tt: 

Metals Tech., TP 1782. 

3 ·1aylor, N .. w. (1947) ttMechanism of Fracture of Glass and Similar Brittle 
Solids,ttl J. App. Phys., Vol. 18, pp. 943. 
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High velocities would correspond to very short contact time inter

vals and, as previously indicated, would probably result in the load 

being supported almost entirely by the film. If the film is viscous in 

nature and the resistance force is created by a shearing action in the 

film, the friction force may be exp~cted to increase with velocity. If, 

on the other hand, the resisting force occurs at the interface of the 

slider with the film, the friction force would probably be independent 

of the velocity, a function only of the contact area with the film. If 

some resistance is also obtained from contact with solid asperities and 

if the amount of contact increases with time, the friction should decrease 

with an increase in velocity. 

The influence of the apparent area of contact upon frictional resis

tance is undoubtedly related to the normal load and to the time of contact. 

For low values of the normal load and comparatively short time of contact, 

the real area of contact between the solid asperities of the compacted snow 

or ice and the slider is practically independent of the apparent area. 

Thus the adhesive resistance of the solid asperities ·should also be nearly 

independent of the apparent area. On the other hand, the area of contact 

of the film which is the chief support of the load under short contact 

time conditions could be expected to be directly related to the apparent 

area. 

Under longer contact times, such as the time available under static 

and freezedown conditions, either the slider sinks through the film to 

fo,m additional contacts with the solid asperities or the film changes 
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to a solid form. In such cases, particularly so for the freezedown 

case, the adhesive frictional resistance would. be directly related to the 

apparent area of contact. 

Under heavier loads, the slider sinks further through the film and 

establishes a greater region of real contact with the solid asperities. 

This real contact area increases with the load but is limited in its upper 

value by the magnitude of the apparent area. It would appear, therefore, 

that the adhesive friction would also approach an upper limit. ·On the other 

hand, under high loading conditions as the real area approaches the apparent 

area, excessive penetration of the ice or compacted ~snow occurs. This re-

sults in an increa~ed plowing effect. As the total frictional resistance 

is the sum of the adhesive and plowing resistances, the minimum total 

friction should occur at an apparent area sufficient to support the load 

without excessive penetration and still not so large as to create .unnecess-

ary adhesive friction of the film. 

The load on the slider also has a complex influence upon the frictional 

force. This influence is basically related to the influence of the load 

upon the real contact area. At low loads, the real contact area as pre= 

viously described is approximately a linear function of the load and, there= 

£ore, the frictional force is approximately directly related to the load. 

At high loads the adhesive friction should no longer increase linearly with 

the load due to the approach of the magnitude of the real area to the appar-

ent area. Under these conditions, however, the plowing resistance rapidly 

increases. 

The influence of slider material upon the, frictional resistance lies 
\!o\ 

mainly in its mechanical properties of hardness· and shear strength and in 
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its electrical and chemical effects upon the surface film. A material 

. which assists the formation of a surface film on the ice should have a 

lower frictional' resistance. 

Temperat~re is able to affect frictionai· resistance through its 

influence upon the properties of the.solid asperities and the film. It 

is reasonable to expect a larger ~urface film at higher temperatures. 

Thus, at low temperatures, a grea~er share of the load will be carried by 

the solid surface asperities and ~e frictional resistance will be fairly 

lqw. This frictional resistance ~hou.ld decrease·wi th an increase in 

temperature and an increase in the amount of film until an excessive 

amount of·film is present. If the film is too thick, hydrodynamic resis

tance-increases. Thus· there shou~d be an optimwn temperature for minimum 

frictional resistance. 

A high relative humidity is also conducive to the formation and re

tention of a liquid-like film on the surface of ice or compacted snow. Thus 

a high relative humidity should be accompanied by a decreased frictional 

resistance. 

Other gases in the atmosphere which might collect on the ice surface 

and form a low shear strength film should also result in low frictional 

resistance. 

In addition to the properties of the slider surface material, certain 

bulk properties of the slider material, such as the flexibility and the 

thermal conductivity should be able to affect the frictional resistanceo 

-The flexibility of the slider regulates the distribution of the total 

load over the sli'd.er surface and, therefore, is able to affect the real 

area - apparent area relation. ·A high thermal conductivity enables a 

rapid flow of heat: away from the contact surface and decreases the oppor

tunity for film formation. 
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Although the shape of the slider and the magnitude of the slider peri= 

meter should have no influence upon the adhesive frictional resistance, these 

characteristics should have a large effect upon compaction and the plowing 

resistance. 

' r 
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Chapter IV 

A -Method .for the Determination of Friction 

Constants from the Analysis ©f the Motion of a Slider 

If the motion of a slider drawn by a flexible member ower a sta= 

tionacy surface is closely examined~ it will be noted that the motion 

generally consists of a series. of fonard jerkso This intermittent 

motion has been 'called ~stitelk=slip'vv motion and is a rom of self excited 

vibrations or·relaxation oscillatioiwo ·several investigators including 

Kai.danovski:t1 ~> 2 9 Papenhuyzen3 
9 Blok4~ Bowden et a15

=
8 

9 Tomlinso~
9 

9 · 

. . 13 14 
Sampson.\) Morgan9 Reed.\) and Muslmt

1
0=

12 
9 -Thomas 9 Bristow .1> and Dudley 

·.· 15 
and Swift have noted and examined this type of motiono 

1 Kaidan6vski.i 9 No Lo:; and So Eo Haykino · (1933) 9 VDMechanical Relaxation 
OscillationsJ>it Zhurnal Techo Physo USSR.9 Volo 39 Noo 1 9 PPo 91=109o 

2 Ka:idanovskii 9 .. Jo Lo (1949) 9 , iuThe Nature of the Mechanical ·AutoVibra= 
tions Produced in Dry Friation,\)1111 Zhurnal Technicheskai Fisiki» Vola 19» 
PPo 985-96o 

3 Papenhuyzen 9 P., Jo (]_938) 9 
90Wrijvingsproeven in Verband met het 

slippen van autobanden9 1N De Ingenieur,9 Volo 539 pp., v75=v8lo 

4 Blok9 Ho (1940) .ll ~Fundamental Mechanical .A.spects of Boundary tubrica= 
tion.llw J~ Soc., Auto Fng., 9 Volo 469 PPo 54=68o 

5 Bowden9 F., Po» and Ko Eo W., Ridler., (1936) 9 ~UThe Surfa(C;e TemperatUre 
of Sliding Metals 9 the Temperature of Lubricated Surfaces»~q Proco 

'Roy o Soco 9 Volo A1549 PPo 640=.56o 

6 Bowden9 F o Po 9 (1939) 9 ll11The Nature ot Sliding and the Analysis of· 
Friction9 ~ Proco -Royo Soco~ Volo A 1699 PPo J71=9lo 

1 Bowden9 Fa Po ,9 t .. Leben 9 and D., Taboro (1939) J) 1!1}The Sliding of Metals 9 
Frlctl.onal Fluctuations 9 and Vibration of Moving ·Parts 9 ~ The Enginee!r 9 

Volo 168.9 PPo 214=211o 
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The fundamental characteristics of the Intermittent o9stick=slipvu 

motion may be demonstrated through the analysis of the simple spring= 

mass=friction system-having a single degree of freedom represented.by 

the model sketched in Figure 4=lo 

In this model a slider resting on a -stationary base is attached 

through a spring to a carriageo The position of the slider relative to 

the carriage is designated by x.v and relative to the stationary base 

by :xUo If the carriage is moving With a velocity.\) V.v the .relation 

·' between :x and :xu :m..ay be expressed as g 

(4=1) 

8 Bowden9 F 0 P., and Do Taboro (1950) .v The Friction and Lubrication of 
Solids.v Qxfordg Clarendon ·Press.9 337 PPo 

9 Tomlinson 9 ct Ao. (1927) 9 .tiThe 'Rusting of Steel Surfaces in Contact9 GV 
P.roco Royo ·so'co Volo A 1159 PPo 472=483o 

10 M6rgan9 F .. J> Mo Muskat 9 and Do ~~t Reed.. (April.v· 1949) 9 ~VFric;tion of 
Dry and Lubr~cated Surfaces 9 qi} Lubrication Engo 9 Volo 5S> Noo 29 

PPo 75=829 lOJo 

11 
Morgan9 F o 9 Mo Muskat.P and Do· Wo Reedo (19Ll) 9 iastudi.es in tubrica= 

tion X9 Friction Phenomenon and the Stick=Slip Processs iu J o Applo Physo 9 

Volo 129 PPo 743=_752o 
12 

Sampson9 Jo Bo .$.l F o Morgan 9 Do Wo Reed£> and Mo Muskato (1943) s 
iVFriction Behavior during the Slip Portion of the Stick=Slip Proeess 9 Oil 

Jo Applo Physo.9 Volo 14.9 Po 696o 

l3 Thomas 9 s.. . (1930) 9 . ~~V:ibrai:,ions Damped by Solid Frietion9 ~ Philo 
Mago fJ Series 1 ::> Volo 99 PPo )29=4So 

l4 Br:i.stow9 J o R'o (1949) 9 ailMeasu:J:"ement of Kinetic Boundary Friction 
on Experimental Investigation of Oiliness 9 ~~ ·Proco !nsto Mecho Engo 9 

Volo 1609 Noo ).9 PPo J84=92o 

~5 Dudley9 Bo Ro 9 and Ho Wo Swifto (1949).9 ~aFrictional Relaxation 
Oscillatioi1S 9 ~u Philo Mago 9 Volo 40.v Noo 3019 PPo 849=6lc 
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FIGURE ~ • I 

MODEL OF SPRING~MASS-FRICTIOM SYSTEM 

f-oliE---- f vdt ___ _.__, 

,. 

Stationary Base 
\\\\\\\\\\\ 
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For situations in which the carriage is moVing with a constant 

yelocity equal to v
0 

the relation between the two positions redu~es tog 

{4=2) 

The motion of the slider is governed by three forces~ the inertial 

force of the slider mass.9 the force of the Spring attaching the slider 

to the carriage.~> and the friction force between the slider and the 

stationary baseo These forc;es combine to .form the basic equation of 

motion& 

~~ + kx + f(F) = b (4=3) 

in which 

•• mx ~Inertial Force 

kx li1: Spring Force 

:f(F) = Frictional Force 

For convenience the direction of positive force in Equation (4=3) 

is chosen in the same direction as increasing xu values or decreasing 

:x valueso 

Let us ne:xt consider several possible functions for the frictional 

forCe function and the resulting slider motion corresponding to zero 

carriage velocity and to a constant carriage velocityo 

Case A 

First if the friction function is zero0 the slider will oscillate 

sinusoidally around the spr:l.ng mid=po.si tion whether the carriage is . 

stationa~ or moving with a constant velocityo 
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Case B 

The second possible friction function is a frictional resistan~e 

equal to a constant quantity9 f(F) = Fko Let us consider thtf resulting 

motion. under the conditions of zero carriage velocityo This· case is 

commonly known as Coulomb damped free vibrationo Since the friction 

force for this case is independent of the displacement and 1 ts deriva= 

'tives 9 a single algebrai~ sign of the damping force cannot be assigned 

which would truly represent the friction over an entire cycle or motiono 

Considering the frictional force as a retarding force 9 it is therefore 

necessary to a·ssign an algebraic sign corresponding to the direCtion of 

travel. This further·necessitates writing two sets of equations of 

m6tion9 one .for each direction of travel() The·se equations areg 

~·. m x + kx = F k = o (4=4a) 
to 

m x + kx + Fk = 0 ( 4=4b) 

The first of these equa'tions applies to the situation in whi~h the slider 

of Figure 4=l·is moving to the right and the second equation to motion 

· of the slider toward the lefto 

Dividing all terms by m and transferring the friction term to the 

right hand side.9 equation (4-4a) becomesg 

~· k Fk 
X + """' :X~ Ell ........, 

m m (4=5) 

the solution Clf' which can be shown to equal g 

:x ~ A sin{! t + B cos ~ t + ~k 
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Assuming that the slider motion started from zero velocity ~nd an 

initial displacement of x0 ~ the parti~ular solution of the first motion 

equation becomesg 

:x = (:xo = Fk) cos .fk t + .Fk 
k Yin k 

(4=7) 

Taking the initial conditions of the second motion equation from the 

final conditions of the first 9 the particular solution of the second 

equation becomesg 

-~- .. F cos !t = ~ 
m k 

Motion of the slider will proceed in this manner alternating between 

solutions of Equations (4=4a) and (4=4h) as illustrated in Figill-e 4=2., 

DUring each half cycle the amplitude of motion is diminished by 2 Fk ., 
k 

F 
Thus a total amplitude decay equaling 4 ~ occurs each cycleo 

k 
It is interesting to note that over the first half cycle the mid= 

point of the oscillation occurs at the displacement equal to Fk o 

Fk 
"':" 

k 

k 

xml = x0 cos~ <n ;) + ~k[1- cos{! </i ;~ (h-9a) 

. (4=9b) 

Similarly.!) the midpoint of the second half cycle occurs atg 

Fk 
:xm2 = = k (4=10) 

F This midpoint of oscillat"ion coptinues to alternate from,+ _ _! to 
k 

Meanwhile the affipli tude of motion decreases by 2 .Fk during each 
k . 

half cycleo Motion will finally terminate· i.vhen the displacement at 
. F . . F 

the end of a slide lies within the range ~-_!, ~x· ~ + ~ o . At· this point 
'k:~ ~ k 
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the spring force no longer exceeds the friction force and the slider 

cannot moveo 

Next consider the influence of a constant friction function in the 

situation in which the carriage is moving at a constant velocity relative 

to the baseo The friction function for this case must be defined asg 

for ~ u/'o~ f(F) = -Fk 
, 

for xu <O:> f(F) = +Fk 

for io = 0 1 f(F) = k (xR ~ v t) 
0 

=Fk~ k(x u = v 0t)~ + Fk 

The friction function specified in the zero velocity case.9 :i. t should 

be recalled3 changed algebraic signs when the velocity of the -slider 

relative to the carriage, -x, was reduced to zero o . In the present 

situation the algebraic sign of. the friction term changes when the slider 

velocity relative to the stationary ba~e, xu, becomes ·zeroo 

Due to the peculiarities in this change of algebraic sign, it is 

most convenient to analyze the motion with reference to the stationary 

baseo This shift to xu coordinates.has no effect on the inertial force 

term since the carriage :is assumed as moving at a constant velocityo 

The spring force on the other hand depends upon the position of the slider 

relative to the carriage, thus requiring a suitable transformation in the 

spring fore e termo 

The equations of motion of the slider for the constant friction case 

are therefore& 

= m ·xu + k( v t = :xu) + Fk = 0 
0 

(h=lla) 

(4=llb) 
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in which equation (4-lla.) applies to motion ()f the slider toward the 

right, and (4-llb)' to motion toward the lefto 

Equation . (h~lla) may be reduced to 
.,. . - . 

. m :x rr + k :x rr = k v0 t - F k 

the genera~ solution os which may be shown to equal 

n . t A -· 0 Vfn ~ . . Fk :x • = v - s~n ..... t = B cos t - ~k o · m , (4=13) 

Choosing again as the initial conditions the position and velocity such 

that at 

t = o~ (:xrr)t=O = ~ xq 0 and (xv)t=O = o 

then the integration constants becomeg 

-r1[ . 
A = ~ 'K vo 

. . Fk 
B = (x n 

0 
- -- ) 

k 
Combining the trigonometric terms the position of the slider relative to 

tl:le base may be eXpressed as g 

(4=15) 

Equation (4-2) may be used to transform the slider position relative 

to the base to the slider position 'relative to the carriagell 

The slider positions relative to the base as specified by Equation 

(4-12) and relative to the carriage are plotted in Figures(4=3) and (4~4) o 

\ 

Examination of the position equations and figures reveals several interes= 

ting facts regarding the motion under the assumed condition of constant 

friction resistan~eo 
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At the initial instant the slider9 while at rest relative to the 

base9 is still moving to the left or rearward relative .to the carriageo 

In the first time :interval it continues this rearward mot:ion relative 

to the carriage.9 reaching an extreme position when the velocity relative 

to the carriage equals zero at the time& 

During this first time interval the friction force is being exerted 

toward. the left due to the motion of the slider toward the righto The 

inertial force is acting toward the left and the spring force is opposed 

by both the inertial force and the friction forceo This force arrangement 

continues as the slider slips forward relative to both base and carriagee 

At the instant at which the slider position.relative to the carriage 

Fk 
equals the ratio of the friction force to the spring constant.s :X § ~. ~ 9 

k 
the spring force SJ(actly equals the friction forceo However9 . since the 

slider approaches this position at a velocity somewhat abo.ve the ~ar:iri.age 
' . 

velocity9 it slips on past the neutral positiono The vectorial diroo'tion 

of the inertial force and the 5piing f'orce changes at this neutral pos1 tiona 

In· the following time interval the inertial force :is to the right while 
\) 

the spring force and friction force are to the lefto 

At the time 

the slider comes to rest relative to the car.riage but continues fo:rWar'd 



relative to the baseo The slider finally stops at the time instantg 

t = 11 (tr + 2 j6)_) (4-l6c) 

and reverses its motion relative to the baseo With a reversal in the 

direction of motion relative to the base there occurs a reversal in the 

direction of the friction force and ·Equation (4=llb) becomes applicable., 

The initial conditions upon Equation (4=llb) are similar to the 

conditions placed upon Equation (4=lla) · in that the velocity xu ~ 0., 

The l.ni tial position.9 however 9 has been increased by the movement of the 

carriage and decreased by frictional drag to the value8 

xn 
1 

1f· ·. m . . . -1 k vo· ·. . Fk Fk 
= v ~ (tr + 2 tan ~ . ) + (x" - =} = -=-=. 

o~ 'K Fk o k k 
:xuo ~ ~ 

k 

(4=17) 

. 1 
A particular solution of (4=llb) may be determined using, the above 

initial conditions which will hold during the period in which the slider 

is moving rearward relative to both carriage and stationary bas eo This 

solution ceases to applr at time 

\ (4=18) 

when the slider again comes to rest on the stationary baseo 

Over the entire cycle the amplitude of mot:ion of the slider relative 
. F . 

to the carriage decreased by 4 .1: similar to the attenuation described 
k 

in the zero carriage velocity situationo This. amplitude de~rease continues 

with each oscillation until the slider displacement relative to the 
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F 
carriage no longer exceeds ~ at the end of a slipe The slider then , 

k 

becomes stationary on the base held by the f'rict:l.on forceo 

It is ~nteresting to note that in addition to the decrease in the 

amplitude of motion over the cycle there is also an increase in the phase 

angleo As the difference between the initial spring force of a particular 

slip and the kinetic friction force becomes smaller~ the phase angle 

g;ows~ reaching a value of ~ for a zero differenceo 
2 

In the period following the stickdown of the slider~ the carriage 

continues 'tO move forward at a constant velocityo This produces an 

effective displacement of the slider relative to the carriage equal tog 

x = xp + v 
0 

·(t = tp) (4=19) 

in whichg 

xp = position of the slider relative to the carriage upon coming 
to resto 

v
0 

= velocity of the carriage 

t = time 
i 

~ = time instant at which slider becomes stationary 

At the time9 tq~ the carriage has moved forward to such an extent 

that the slider displacememt relative to the carriage and thus the spring 

force has become sufficient to overcome the friction f'orceo The slider 

will start to move~ but due to its inertia will be unable to immediately 

assume the finite velocity of the carriageo There is thus a period 

following the initiation of slider motion in which the slider is being 
I 

- accelerated and in which the spring force is further incfeasedo When the 
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slider velocity finally reaches the carriage velocity the spring force 

is considerably greater than the friction force leaving an excess force 

which operates to further accelerate the ~JJ .. dero The slider therefore 

slips forward increasing in velocity until the spring force is again 

reduced to a value equal to the friction forceo 

At this stage the high speed and the inertia of the slider causes 

the slider to slip past the neutral pointo Beyond this_ poirit the friction 

force must be partially balanced by the inertial force.9 resulting in a 

decrease of slider velocityo The slider again slows down.9 decreasing to 

the magnitude of the carriage velocity by the time the Spring deflection 

or slider position relative to the carriage has dropped to zeroo In the 

following period the slider velocity decreases further.9 but since the 

carriage is moving faster than the slider the spring starts to deflecto 

At the instant at which the slider velocity relative to the base has 

reduced to zero.9 the spr:lng force has increased to equal the constant 

friction forceo This condition is i:dentical with the condition found at 

tq and the cycle will be repeatedo Thus an oscillatory motion is set up 

and sustained by the friction force coupled with the carriage velocityo 

Case C 

·tet us next consider the case in which the stationary resistance or 

static friction is greater than the kinetic. frictiono The friction 

function may be defined for zero carriage velocity as g 

e 
f(F) g;:·F-

s for x = 0 

f(F) ::F 
k for :X fb 
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The addition of a high constant Static friction force term to the 

low constant kinetic friction in the zero carriage velocity subcase has 

very little effect upon the resulting motiono If the spring ~orce at 

the beginning or the end of a slide is ·greater than the static friction 

forceJ) the slider will break away and move as predicted by Ca-se B across 

to its opposite zero velocity positiono During this half cycle the 

Fk 
amplitude of motion will be decreased by 2 k:o Oscillatory motion will 

F 
continue until the amplitude at the end of a slip is less than ~o 

k 
Since the spring force at this point :l.s less than the static friction 

forces> the slider will remain stationaryo 

For a constant carriage velocity however the presence of a static 

friction force higher than the kinetic force is a key factor in the 

generation and maintenance of frictional vibrationso The friction 

function for this sub case may be defined as 

f(F} = '* F s for x n = b 

f(F) = ± Fk for·~n ~ 0 

\ 

If a slider is initially released from a displacement conside:t:'ably 

}i' 
greater than . ~.9 the slider ~~11 slip forw-ard relative to the base as 

k 
described by Equation (4=15) and illustrated by Figures 4= 3 and 4=4o 

During this slip the amplitude of motion :ls de.creased by 2Fk o If the 
k 

spring force at the end of the ~irst slip is again greater than the 

static friction force.9 the slider will slip in the reverse directiono 

This oscillation will continue until the static friction force exceeds 

the available Spring rorceo The slider will then remain stationary upon 
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the basee The carriage9 however will continue. moving forward further 

deflecting the Spring until the spring force again balances the static 

friction forceo Similar to the situation described under the constant 

kinetic case~ the slider will start to move at this balance point9 but 

will ·be- unable to immediately assume the velocity of the carriageo The 

spring is consequently further deflected while the slider is accelerating 

until the slider velocity ~reaches the ·magmtude of' the carriage velocityo 
. I . 

This additional deflection is much less than the amount obtained in the 

constant friction case since after the initiation of slider motion the 

entire spring force above Fk :is available for acceleration of the 

slider mass·o The slider continues to accelerate forward.v slips past_ 

the kinetic friction force level and proceeds to decelerateo By the 

time the slider velocity has dropped to zero the action of the kirieticc 

friction force has attenuated the motion amplitude c·onsiderably below 

F· 
~ G The spring force therefore cannot overcome the static friction 
k 
force and the slider is unable to start its Jreturn slipo .The slider must 

thus remain stationary while the carriage moves forward at its uniform 

velocd. ty 9 decreasing and tnen increasing the .spring dei'lection :i.n the 

opposite directiorio When the. Spring force again aqhals the static 

friction force the slider will slip ahead and the cycl-e will be repeated; 

The sl:lder motion there~ore consists of two portions 9 a vv slipv·u 

portion and a YVstickiv portidho The U9sJ.ip~~ motion corre8porids to the 

motion described by Equations (4=11) through (~=15) under the constant 

In these equations the initial displacement :xu . may 
0 



• 

be replaced by Fs to obtain equations applying particularly to this casee 
k 

The position of the slider relative to the stationary base during 

slip is thereforeg 

The phase angle 

_ . -1 j] Vo 

~ ~tan F·· = F 
( s k ) 

k 

is again seen to depend upon the ratio of the carriage velocity to the 

difference in static and kinetic frictiono As the kinetic friction 

approaches the value of the static friction 9 this difference becomes 

smaller and the phase angle increaseso 

After slipping ahead the slider finally comes to rest upon t.he base 

at the timeg 

In the next time :interval the slider remains stationary on the base". 

During this ~Vstickv9 portion of the cycle the position of the slider 

relative to the stationary base is given byg 
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Relative to the carriage the slider position {sg 

whereg 

The velocity of the slider during this portion of the motion equals 

zero relative to the base and v 
0 

relative to the carriageo 

The slider therefore moves down the stationary base with a series 

of jerks., · Relative to the carriage.\) however.\) this motion appears to be 

an intermittent type of. oscillations This motion relative to base and 

to carriage is illustrated in Figures 4=5 and 4=6e 

CaseD 

A friction force which :is proportional ·to the weloci ty resUlts in 

the w~ll=known situation of viscous dampingo Setting f(F} :;: c ~ and 

assuming no driving force.\) the equation of motion for 'Viscous damped 

free vibration takes the formg 

m ·x + c :X + k :x l;; o 

General solution of this differential equation may be written as g 

c /<c o . k . 2m t + 2m) ... ~ m t ~~(~)2- ~ t 

x ~ e (Ae + Be ) 

The presence of the exponential multiplyi~g factor~ e 

c 
="'"""""" t 2m 

9 indicates 

that as long as the viscous damping constant9 c 9 is positive.\) the amp= 

l:i.tude of motion will be continually decreasingo If the damping constant 

should happen to be negative~ .this multiplying factor would result in an 

increase of amplitude@ This· situation is physically possible through 
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only a small region of amplificationo For the present9 therefore9 only 

positive values o£ c will be consideredo 

The actual motion of the system having positive damping depends upon 

the radical in·the exponentso Three types of motion can occur corres= 

pending to real~ imaginary9 or zero values of this radicalo In· investi~ 

gating these types of motion it has been found expedient to int~oduce a 

seeond set of parametric constants defined by the expressionsg 

W ~ IT,_mk. ~ 'm (Free Vibration Radial Velocity) (4=26) 

(Damping Ratio} 

Type 1 motion (Large Damping) occurs for damping in wh:ich .g;> lo 

The radical for this case is real and has a value which is always less 

than -so The diSplacement is therefore made up of the sllm. of two decaying 

exponentials g 

= .swt .J s 2 
= 1 wt . = ~~2 = 1 wt 

:x s: (Ae . + B ) (4=28) 

This horrvibrcrtory or aperiodic motion enables the displaced body to 

slowly creep back to the eqmlibrillin pos:l.tiorio 

.Assum:tng the same initial condi tiona preViously ~used.9 the constants 

of integration becomeg 

(4=29a) 



Type 2 motion (Light Damping) occurs for values of' 0~ .g < lo In 

this type of motion the radical is imaginary and the general solution of 

the equation of motion is 

(4=30) 

or expressed :in trigonometric terms and condensed& 

= ~ . -r 

X\ = e C n (cos [1 = ~2 wt = ~) (4=31) 

, Type 2 motion Is thus seen to have a displacement which is oscillatory 

with diminishing amplitude. 

Comparison of Equation (4=31) with the equation of motion for undamped 

free vibration indicates the following d!ifferencesg 

(1) Amplitude of motion iri the" damped case :ls decreased by the 

. = ~wt 
fac·tor e e 

(2) Frequency of oscillation of the damped case is less than that 

of the undarrped by the factor ~-1 = ~2 e 

This type of motion is seen to differ from motion under Coulomb 

friction in that the midpoint of oscillation :i.s always at the center 

rather than alternating from = Fk to + Fk Also in Coulomb friction 
k k 

damping~ the amplitude of motion decreased by a constant amount each 

cycle and the frequency of oscillation equalled the frequency of the 

undamped cas eo 

If the initial conditions previously cQnsidered are utilized then 
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the constants of Equation (4=31) becomeg 

x: 
CU = ~O=·;sl!!!!!~ fl = ~2 

(4=32a) 

~· = tan =l ~~~~~ 
/1 = ~2 

(4= 32b) 

Type 3 motion (Cri ti~al Damping) represents the condition interme= 

diate to oscillatory and non=oScillatofy m'otion ©orresporiding tO ~ ~ 1., 

For this value of ~ the radical reduces to zero and the solution of the 

equation of motion becomesg 

:x g (A + Bt ), e = wit (4=33) 

The constants determined from the initial eond.i tions previously used 

beeomeg 

(4=J4a) 

(4=34b) 

The three types of motion obtained under viscous resistance and zero 

carriage velocity are illustrated in Figure 4=7o 

Under a constant velocity of the carriage the Viscous resistance 

again dampens the motl.on of a sl:ldero It should be borne in mind» however9 

that the resistance is proportional to the relative velocity between the 
( 

slider and the s~tionary base rather than between the slider and carriageo 

Defining the friction function therefore as& 

the equation of motion relative to the stationary base for constant 

carriage velocity with viscous damping becomesg 

ll'e . o ( ) - m x 8 = c x 8 = k x 0 - vt = 0 
0 

(4=35) 
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the general solution of which may he shown to equal & 

(4=36) 

in whichg 

s1 ~ 2 = w (= ~: ± ~ .z2 ~ 1 (4=37) 

Under conditions of light damping the general solution may be 

expressed as g 

Tf the slider has the initial conditionsg 

(X u ) a: v u (! rr ) . a: 0 t= 0 = A Q~ A t:= 0 

the constants of Equation (4~38) becomeg 

k (xu. c vo a c Vo c v0 
m ~ !{') + 

-~ (xu o = -.-) + vo 2 0 cu m k 

k (~)2 
m 2m 

c Vo 
2m :xU 

0 c Vo 

~1 tan-1 = 
k = 

i k (:; )a 
-=> = 
m 2m ' ' 

(4=J9b) 

The positions of the slider relative to the base and to the carriage 

under the condition of light visc6us damping are illustrated in Figures 

4=8 and 4=9. These figlires describe a vibration haVing the following 

characteristicsg 
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le Amplitude of oscillation decreases exponentially by the factor 

c ' 
--. t 2m 
.e o 

2 0 The center of the oscillatory motion is shifted due to the carriage 

This displacement amounts to :xm relative to. 
k 

the carriageo 

3o The vibrating wave is sHifted on the ·time axis through a phase 

angle equal to ~ due Ito the initial conditions, namely, starting 

at the arbitrary deflection with a zero ve~ocityo 

Case E 

Let us ne:xt examine the motion resulting from a, combination of static 

friction force with both a cons~nt kinetic frictiori force and a viscous. 

reSistance. Since the zero carl'~age velocity Situation may be easily derii.ved 

frOm the Constant carriage Veloclty caSe let uS consider thiS Case • 

I .. . 
The friction function for the combination of" forces may be expressed 

Under this 

f (F) = ,: F s for x v = 0 

f (F) = _:: F k + lc X 1 for :X ' f. 0 

frictional resis~rice a slider initially at rest on the 

statfonary base w.ill be held by ,the static f':td.ction until the fogward 
I . ~ . 

motion of the carriage causes th
1

e spring fore e to equal the friction 
' ' 

~ 

forceo. .At this point the slider: will start to slip aheado 
~ 

During a 
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The resulting equation for the position relative to the stationary base 

becomesg 
. c 
-2m t 

xu =vt~ e 
0 

en cos \jk c 2 .I ( ~ = (-) t - lU· ) m 2m 1 (4-41) 

in which the constants for a slider Starting from the static friction 

di5p~acement areg 

cu = 

and& 

;[· -1 
>"l = tan 

(£_)2 
2m 

c + k v 0 

2m F 8 = Fk - c v 0 

"~- <rm)2 

(4-42a) 

(4=42b) 

The resulting motion is again a series of oscillati9ns of the ~stick~ 

slip" varietyo 1 The slider, after breaking away from the static friction.9 

slips ahead to come to rest again beyond the neutral spring positiono 

Damping caused by the constant kinetic friction and the viscous resistance 

attenuates the motion so that the maximum deflection at the end of slip 

will not again equal the static friction/spring constant ratioo Static 

friction comes into action at the zero velocity position and holds the 

slider while the carriage moves ahead to deflect the spring againo 

The slider positi.on relative to the base (Equation 4-41) with the 

constants defined by (h=42a) and (4.:..42b) may be seen to be the general:lzed 

relatio~ covering all previous caseso The particular equations of the 



r 
I 

former cases may be obtained from this by setting the appropriate variables 

equal to zeroo Motion of this generalized case relative to the stationary 

base and relative to the carriage is illustrated in Figures 4=10 and 4=lle 

The previously-examined cases point out the important influence of 

the friction function on the amplitude~ frequency~ and wave form of 

oscillationso In order to predict the characterl.stics o.f expected vibrations 

in any particular situation it is therefore necessary to know the form of 

this fricti-on function,\) the magnitude of the constantsj) and the influence 

upon this function of other environmental factorso C6nversely2 analysis 

of the oscillations generated under laboratory condi.tl.ons may aid "in the 

determination of the friction function and in turn lead to a better under= 

standing of the friction mechanismo Examination of laboratory=induced 

frictional vibrations .should also confirm the physical reality of the 

motion characteristics predicted by the analysis of this chapter"' 

Let us next consider methods by which the equations developed for 

the several assumed friction functions might be utilized in the determina-

tion of the constants of the assumed l"unctionso 

First let us examine the equations develcfped fo1r Coulomb or constant 

kinetic £rlctiori under· the coridi tiona of zero_ carriage veloeityo It was 

shown that in this case the total attenuation of the vibration amplitude 

over a half cycle equals 2 ~o Thus the mean of the two extreme positions 

over this half cycle equals exactly Fko The point of inflection for this 
Fk k 

half cycle also occurs at + ~. =o This inflection point2 however~ is more 
k 

difficult to determine experimentally than the extreme displacement 

positionso 
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A constant carriage velocity has only minor effects upon the slider 

motion relative to the carriage under Coulomb dampingo The mean of the 

extreme displa~ements and the point of inflection of the first half cycle 

still occurs at Fk., The motion amplitude is slightly increased· if the 
k 

slider starts from rest due to :its l.ri:ertiae Also the phase angle of this 

maximum displacement becomes 

;,/. -1 
""l = tan 

The time during which the slider oscillates around. + Fk becomes a 
k 

greater portion of the entire cycle period as the velocity is increased 

or as the initial displacement is decreasede 

·If the slider :is held stationary-upon the base by the constant 

Coulomb friction while the carriage moves forward to deflect the sp·ring 

and overcome the frictional forc·e, the resulting sinusoidal motion will 
F 

be centered throughout the entire period upon + ..!. with an amplitude k . 

. proportional to the veloci tyo 'Therefore, both the meari of the two extreme 

displacements arid the point of :inflection Will remain at 2. 
k 

The determination of the functional constants encountered in viscous 

damping is g'en.erally performed ·through an a uxiliacy qua-ntity enti tied the 

logarl.tlfmlc decremente This quantity is ·defined as the natural logarithm 

of the ratio of any two successive amplitudeso :It may be recalled that 

the pos:i t:ion of the sllder at any time t is g 

c 
-2mt 

· X = e m . C 1 (COS J ~ - (rm) 2 t - Jll'l) (4-43) 
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Thus if X ·equals the maximum amplitude of the nth vibration 
n 

and X . l is the maximum amplitude of the n + 1St vibration; from n + . 

Equation (4-4J)g 

(4-44) 

in which 'T is the period of the entire cycle~ .This period of damped 

oscillation may also be shown to equalg 

2 1T .T 
= w {1 - s2 

Substituting this value of T :ln E::}uation (4-44) g 

. 2 1T 
' c --,=y 

--2m Viii 
x = x,e 

n + 1 n 

1 

From the definition of the logarithmic decrement therefore, it 

follows thatg 

(4-45} 

(4-46) 

(4-47) 

For small values of d the series expansion of -d e may be shown to 

equal approximatelyg 
-d -· 

e ~1 ~ d (4-48) 

. theng 

. -d d2 
= e .rr0 1 - d + 2 (4-49) 
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2 
= d- ~ 

2 
(4-50) 

·The experimental measurement of the displacements specified on the 

left hand side of Equation (4-50) ·enables the determination of the logar-

ithmic decrement and consequently the evaluation of the component 

quanti tieso 

In many cases, however, it is difficult or impossible to obtain the 

trace of an entire cycleo In this situation the amplitude decrease over 

a half cycle may be determined by measurement of the two extreme posi tionso 

Since the time of the half cycle equals half the total cycle period the 

power of the exponential factor will equal eKadtly half the logarithmic 

decrement of the entire cycleo Thus over a half cycle: 

and~ 

Setting g 

xn 

X +X 
n n + 1/2 

X 
n 

X 
mean 

Equation (4=51) becomes g 

(4-51) 

(4-52) 

(4-53) 

(4-54) 
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or substituting for the logarithmic· decrement the relation given by 

Equation (4-47) 

1 J X mean t'( c 1 ~rr c ~1- {~ = 4 {Ink - fmk xn p- c2 
4·,mk 

(4-54b) 

By experimental measurem~nt of the initial displacement and the 

extreme position a half cycle later 9 it is possible to determine the 

appro).(ima te value of the logari tlunicl decremento 

It should also be noteci that the point of inflection of this half 

cycle for ~ero carriage velocity occu~red at zero displaceme~tc 

For a constant carriage velocity and viscous damping the point of 
·cv 

inflection is shifted to· :x· = -~0 and the· attenuation over a half cycle 
~ k 

c v 
increased by 2 ~e .Since the mean of the extreme displacements is 

therefore increased by c Vo~ the equations. for ·the experimental deter~ 
k ' . 

mination of the logarithmic decrement should be corrected for this 

quantitye 

Thusg 

X - C Vo 
mean -k- (4-55) 

The amplitude of motion is again slightly increased due to the 

inertia of the slider if the slider . is suddenly pulled from a rest 

condition by the moving carriageo Similarly the phase position of the 

maximum spring deflection is shifted slightly by the constant velocity 



conditiono The viscous damping condition differs from the Coulomb 

damping, however, in that the point of inflection does not shift with 

1 . . t c Vo direction of motion, but a ways rema~ns a · k o After a period of time 

the amplitude of motion will be completely dampened by the viscous 

resistance and the slider will move continuously at a deflection equal 

to c vo 
~k~o 

If Coulomb friction is present as well as viscous damping the 

numerator on the left hand side of Equation (4-·5.5) must be further 

modified tog 

~mean= 
c v 0 - Fk 

~ k d d2 
= :X 4 -ro n 

(4-.56) 

The point of inflection of the first half cycle'for this combination 

Fk + c v0 of resistances now occurs at -----o 
k 

Since static friction ~s no influence on the resistance during 

slider motion, it does not affect the mean position of the slidero It 

does, however, influence the deflection at which the slider starts to 

moveo Motion of the slider previously held by static friction starts 

therefo~e at the positiong 
F 

:X := _!! 
k 

This position on the other hand is not the ex·treme· displacement" It 

may be shown that the maximum displacement for combined static and constant 

kinetic friction equals~. 

· . } m 2 (F s = Fk) a · Fk 
:xmean = \( 'K v o + k + 1C (4-57) 
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Equation (4-57) may be transformed tog· 

:xma:x (4-58) . 

The second factor of the first term above may be expanded by means 

of the Binomial Theorem to form an infinite series of the type: 

1/2 . ~ 
(1 + :x) = 1 + 1/2 :X - 1/8 :x 2 + ~. 0 0 

I 

This al tern(iting Series i-s lmown to be convergent for :x< 1. 

Therefore i ::f'g 

Fs- Fk Hm. ---> .~vo k. . k 

Equation (4-.58) may be expanded asg 

X-' max 

and reduced to: 

X ma:x 
Fa m v 2 

0 
- k + -2~(--F:--s-----=F-k)r-----

+. ·] 

+6. 

(4-59) 

(4-60) 

(4-61) 

(4-62) 

where ~ refers to negl:igible higher order terms •. The displacement at 

the next extremum a half cycle later is g 

-x· . = - I !!! v a: + ·(F s - F k_ .. a F k 
nun 'I k o k -J + k:' (4-63) 

This equation also may be reduced through use of the Binomial Theorem if~ 

(4-64) 
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Equation (4-63) then becomes~ 

(4-65) 

which reduces to& 

X =""' 
min 

(Fs - 2 Fk 
k . ) (4-66) 

The mean position of the maximum and minimum points for static plus 

constant kinetic friction reduces as previously indicated to& 

Substituting for x: max 

.X 
mean 

and :X. from Equations (4-62) and (4-66)& m::tn 

F m, Voa 
= _s· -

k + 2 (Fs - Fk) 
F8 - 2 Fk 

( . k ) 
m v 2 · 

0 

(4-67) 

(4-68) 

(4-69) 

Equation (4-69) verifies the statement that the static friction has -no 

influence on the mean slider position for this particular combination of 

frictional resistanceo 

The maximum deflection for a combination of static friction plus 

Coulomb plus viscous re·sistance may be shown in a fashion similar to the 

above analysis to equal approximately~ 

xtnax (4-70) 
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Examination of Equations (4-56) and (4-70) indicates that the 

values of the friction constants Fa.\)'_ F k" · and c may be rocperimentally 

determined by me~surement of the maximum displacement and the mean 

displacemento Assuming the :x
0 

of Eiu.fttion (4-56) to equal the maximum 

displacement the mean pasition of the slider equals approximately: 

X 
. _ Fk c v 0 . . u c 1 · 

mean - K + ~ + Xma:x 4!Vmk {l _ ~a mk (4-71) 

It may be noted that the sec~~d term on the right hand side of 

Equation (4-71) is dependent upon the velocity~ while, the other two 

terms are velocity independento This provides a means of distinguishing 

between the influences of the Coulomb resistance and the viscous resis= 

tanceo If the mean position is determined over a range ·of' carriage 

velocities .t the slope of the functional relation to Velocity or d Xmean 
d v0 

will equal ~.9 and the int~rcept on the mean displacement axis will become 

Thus through measurement of the slope and a separate determination 

of the spring constant, the _value of c may be determined~ Knowledge 

of c will than enable the determination of the constant kinetic friction 

force. 

Another method of experimentally distinguishing between the Coulomb 

and the viscous resistance is based upon tli'e variation of the load upon 
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the slidero If the second classical law of friction is accep.ted, then 

the static and constant kinetic friction forces may be expressed asg 

whereg 

Fs = ft-s Mg 

Fk = f'k Mg 

Fs =Static Friction Force 

Fk = Constant Kinetic Friction Force 

R) = Static Coefficient of Friction 
f·S 

_)Ak =Kinetic Coefficient of Friction 

Mg ~-Total load on the slider 

(4~72) 

(4=73) 

Further if the second term on the right hand side,of Equation (4=70) 

is ignored9 the maximum defiection equals g _ 

X max 
__ .F5 . .fs Mg 
~ k = k 

The mean deflection may therefore be expressed as g 

_JA~g c vo . /{s Mg ill' c 
X< = + + 

'l~~ mean k k k (1-

(4-74) 

1 
c2 

(4=75) 

4mk 
It should be noted that the total inertial mass of the slider expressed 

by the s.ymbol· m differs somewhat from the ~- of the total load~ The 

total inertial mass includes both· the mass of the load and any effective 

mass of the apparatus under zero load conditionse 

_Thusg 

m=M+M ·err 
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Combining Equations (4~75) and (4-76)g 

+ 
k 

)\ Mg 

+ ~-----=-k 

It may be noted that the sec9nd term of Equation (4..:.77) is independent 

of the load while the first is directlyJdep~ndent upon the load and the 

third term depends approximately upon the square root of the loado A 

plot of the mean displacement versus the load should therefore enable the 

separation of the Coulomb and viscous resistanceso 

The above analysis indicates that through experimental measurement 

of the maximum and the mean positions or a slider for a z:-,apge, _of values 

of the velocity parameter 9 . it should be possible to determine the 

constants of the several assumed frict1on functionso 
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Chapter V 

Frictional Force Experimental Apparatus 

Experimental apparatus has been designed and constructed for the 

investigation of the fact-ors affecting friction· on ice and snow. 

,this apparatus has been described in detail in the Progress Reports on 

Friction on .Snow and Ice. 

The following sections present a brief review of the principal 

friction measuring apparatus and the procedures followed in calibrating 

these apparatus. 

A. Linear Path Friction Force Dynamometer 

A linear path dynamomet~r has been utilized for static and low 

velocity kinetic friction force measurements. This machine enables a 
\ 

test slider to be drawn in a linear path over an ice surface while pro-

viding means for detecting arid recording the tangential force between 

the slider and stationary surface. This same detection equipment also 

indicates the instantaneous position of the slider relative to a moving 

frame. 

A 14-ft. lathe and a carriage sliding on the lathe ways are used 

as the stationary and moving frames (Fig. 5-l). These units provide a 

firm base with accurate linear motion of the moving frame of reference. 

Placed between the lathe ways and supported on the cross webs of the 

lathe base is a tray for the stationary test material. 

Source of power for the carriage motion is supplied by a 1/4 hp. 

1800 RPM AC electric motor. This motor is coupled to the input shaft of 

a hydraulic torque converter which in turn is able to supply output power 
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Fig. 5-l Lathe Base And Carriage. 

Fig. 5-2 Power And Speed Control Units. 
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at speeds ranging from 6oo R.PM in the clockwise direction to 6bo RPM in 

the counterclockwise directione A fine screw adjustment is connected to · 

the speed control mechanism on the torque converter to enable close 

control of the Speed&: This fine screw mechanism is also attached to a 

synchro unit for remote control of the speed adjustment~ A lead screw 

transmits power from the output shaft on the torque converter to the 

ca:rriageo ·Figure 5=2 illustrates these power and speed control uni tso 

In addition to the original carriage cross feed 9 a vertical column 

milling clamp is attached to the cross slid.e blocko This permits both 

lateral and vertical movement of tpe apparatus for ice surface preparation 

and force testingo The individual. preparation and test devices are con= 

nected to the carriage by means of the cross slot vice on the vertical 

column milling unite 

Figure 5=3 illustrates the apparatus arrangement with the loading 

and tangential resistance measuring device installed on the carriageo 

This test device was designed to apply and measure both normal and 

tangential forces upon a machinist scribero The point of t4is scriber in 

turn transmits the forces to the COP~cal socket on a slider holder (Figo 

5=4)e In this manner it is possible to apply the desired forces at a 

point very close to the surface of interest and thus to reduce the influ= 

ence of moment armsG 

The scriber is supported vertically ~t one end of a loading armo 

The other end. is connected to a double set of pivot points which allow 

motion o:f the arm assembly in both the vertical and the tangential 

direction but prevent a twisting motiono Thus~ the scriber is always 

held in a vertical position regardless of the direction of motion~~ 
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Fig. 5~3 Tangential Resistance Measuring 
Apparatus Installed On Carriage • 

Fig. 5-4 Slider Attachment To Heasuring 
Apparatus. 
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Load is app"Iied tp ·the slider by,means of ring weights slipped 

over a pin on the loading armo A cantilever beam connected to the scriber 
. · .... 

and arm by means of a wire supplies the tangential force. The cant~lever 

beam, constructed of heat treated b~ryllium cOpper, is clamped between 

two beam blocks which in turn attach to a plate on the tes.t device f:rameo 

It is possible to vary the length of the cantilever beam and., therefore~ 

the spring constant by varying the vertical position of the beam blocks 

on the plateo Strain gauges on the cantilever beams detect any beam 

deflection and transmit this information in the form of a resistance 

change to Brush Universal .Analyzers outside the test cello- The analyzers 

in trirn place a signal upon an oscillograph which finally records the 

position upon ·the oscillograph tapeec 

Through a cam and electric breaker system attached to the leadscrew 

of the carriage drive it is possible to actuate an event marker on the 

oscillographo In this way a mark is placed on the oscillograph tape 

corresponding to each revolution of the leadscrewo ·Knowing the pitch 

of the leadscrew and the speed of the oscillograph tape, it is possible 

to determine the position and velocity of the moving frameo This infor-

mation together with the position~time trace.of the slider relative to 

the carriage enables the determination of the position and velocity of 

the slider relative to the.stationary ice sheeto 

The test equipment is located within a cold room whose temperature 

may be controlied within a few degrees down to =65e Fe· The major portion 

of the test work has been performed at +15e Fs since this temperature 
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may be obtained a.nd controlled fairly economically. , Figure 5-7a illus-

trates the cold room and the low temperature refrigeration equipment. 

In the preliminary test series the several manipulative operations 

were manually performed by an investigator within the test region. Since 

the presence of this operator within the temperature cell tended to disturb 

the thermal control and sinc.e the manipulations were. difficult to perform, 

especially at low temperatures, several remot~ control devices were in-

stalled. These devices aided considerably in the temperature control 

and the ease and speed of operation. 

Included amoung these devices were methods for nudging the slider 

forward and lifting the slider from the ice sheet. Means were also pro-

vided for automatically stopping the carriage at the end of the ice sheet 

through the use of limit switches (Fig. 5-.5) Jfor bypassing the limit 
~. 

·.switches when restarting, for reversing the carriage motion by changing 
\ 

the motor polarity thus eliminating the necessity of adjusting the speed 

control mechanism, and for remote adjustment of the carriage velocity. 

EXcept for the process of changing sliders on the test device ·all the 

necessary manipulation operations of the slider and· carriage were concen-

trated at a test station outside the test cell. Figure 5-6 illustrates 

the remote control equipment and data recording equipment at the test 

station. 

A humidity chamber has been constructed which encloses 
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Figo 5-.5 Carriage Limit Switches (arrows) 0 

Figo 5-6 Remote Controls And Recording Equipment 
At Test Stationo 
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the test region& It had been noted during certain aging and area measur-

ing tests that excessive sublimation occurred on the ice surface unpro-

tected by a stationary slidero This sublimation amounting sometimes to 

nearly Oo015 inch per day made it impossible to maintain the same ·uniform 

surface for each material=load=apparent area slider combination over a 

given test series. Since the:lcontinued loss <Jf ice surface must affect 

the friction characteristics steps were taken to-prevent or reduce the 

sublimation!)< 

The principal cause of tfue ice sublimation was found to be the 

temperature difference betwee1 the ice and the evaporation coils of the 
. :1 . 

. ~ 

cooling unito With this temperature difference there naturally existed 

a vapor pressure difference w~ch in turn caused the sublimation from 

the ice and deposition of froit on the coils. 
1 

. I 
Ope solution to the sublimation problem would be to place a second 

I 

cooling unit directly in cont4ct with the ice trayo This would make the 

I 
ice surface itself cooler than the air and thus reduce the transfer of 

I 
I 

water molecules from the soli4 to the gaseous stateo On the other hand 
I 

such a procedure would make ·eJuilibrium temperature conditions on the ice 

surface difficult to obtaino Control of the second cooling unit in such 

a way.as to prevent frost formation on the ice surface would also be a 

difficult procedureo 

A second solution would be to place more evaporation surface in the 

test region and thereby reducl the temperature differential. While this 

reduction in temperature difflrential would reduce the vapor pressure 

; 
/ 
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differential, some difference would still exist and sublimation would 

continue on a smaller scale. 

It was concluded, therefore, that a means of completely isolating 

the atmosphere of the test region from the atmosphere of the cooling coils 

was required. A vapor tight boX completely surrounding the test apparatus 

could serve as a barrier to moisture transfer. -Furthermore, if such a 

box were constructed of high thermal conductivity material,such as metal, 

the ambient temperature of the cold room would be readily transmitted 

to the interior of the chamber. If the metal chamber had no direct con~ 

tact with the evaporator coils, the entire surface of the chamber would 

have the srune temperature and there would be no cold spots on the interior 

and, therefore, no region for the preferred collection of frost. 

Several other advantages were noted for the humidity chamber solution 

including the isolation of the test region from undesired vapors and 

the shielding of the ice from radiant energy. 

Based on the third proposed solution for the sublimation problem, a 

humidity chamber wBs designed and constructedo This chamber is.illustrated 

in Figures .5-?b, .5~8, and .5-.5. The framework of this chamber is covered 

with galvanized sheet steel with all corners and joints soldered. ~ 10 ft. 

9 in. x 2 ft. 5 in. door is provided on both sides of the chamber for access 

to the ice tray and equipment. Windows were placed at strategic points to 

enable observation of the equipment. Rubb~r gloves with rubber arm ex

tensions were also attached in such a way as to enable manipulation of 

certain equipment within the chamber without opening it. (Fig. 5-8) 
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Figo 5-7a Cold Room And I.ow Temperature Hefrigeration 
Equipmento 

:F·i~ o 5-7b Humidity Chamber 
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Figo 5-8 Rubber Gloves In Humidity Chambero 

Figo 5-9 Top View Of Nudger Motor And Brakeo 
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To raise the humidity inside the chamber with a negligible amount 

of sublimation from the studied ice surface, ice shavings from the 

machining operation are placed in trays at the bottom of the chamber. 

The greater su.rface area of the shavings supplies the water vapor for 

raising the humidity when the champer is closed. 

Measurement of the humidity within the chamber has been accomplished 

by means of a National Bureau of Standards Gas n·ew Point Tester. A 

rubber tube and pump connects the atmosphere of the chamber to the dew 

point tester. 

Enclosure of the test equipment within the temperature and humidity 

chamber required certain. modifications of the friction measuring equipment 

to obtain complete remote control of all operations. 

The original design of the nudger, whose function is to push the 

sliders ahead to a new arbitrary test position, was not entirely satisfac

tory. In this first design, in which a solenoid was used to actuate the 

nudging motion, a small dashpot was required to dampen the motion and pre

vent excessive slider motion. In cold temperature operations the dashpot 

had to be heated to function correctly. These several difficulties 

indicated a necessity for redesigning the unit. To provide a more reli

able temote nudging system, a 24 RPM Motoresearch gearmotor is now used 

to power the nudger arm as shown in Fig. 5-9. 

A limit switch and cam arrangement (Fig. 5-10) permits the operator 

to stop the nudger in the nudged position by depressing a push button 

switch on the control panel. Releasing the switch causes the nudger arm 
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Fig~ 5-10 ·BottomView Of Nudger Motor Showing 
Limit Switches And Cam. 

Fig. 5-11 Control Panel With Extension Nudger. 
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to return to its retracted position and stem<~" Since the motor tends to 

coast after the power is cut off» a brake is necessary to stop the motor 

rapidly at a predetermined position of the nudgero This brake is acti= 

vated by a Guardian relay coil connected in parallel with the motor ter-

minals as shown in Figure S=lOe The nudger extension cord switch shown 

in Figo 5-11 permits one operator to control the nudger while observing 

and marking the oscillograph charto 

J~mit switches were also installed on the lifting mechanism to 

enable remote and invisible operation of the lifting process (Figo 5-12) o-

P.reviously it had been necess~ry for the operator to observe the lifting 
~ 

process as he actuated the liftere These limit switches automatically stop 

the lifte~ in either up or down position depending upon the position of 

the control panel lifter switcho 

The controls wiring diagram including the above modifications is 

Another ~peration which was found difficult to perform in the hum-

idi ty chamber \vas changing the i,ndi vidual sliders on the test arm. The 

method used previously consisted of screwing a slider on_a slider holder 

which in turn was semi~permanently connected to the scriber point~ With 

hands enclosed in the rubber gloves at cold temperatures» the manipulation 

Of the Sliders on and off the slider holder was extremely UI?-wieldyo this· 

problem wa"s reduced~ however~ by construction of individual slider holders 

and scribers for each test slidero The combined ~ts were then hung 

from a swiveling "Lazy Susan11 in such a way that the desired test slider 
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Fig • .5-12 Slider Lifter Notor. 
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Fig • .5-13 I}a 2,y Susan And Loading Weights. 
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could be easily selected and installed by pushing the scriber into a 

chuckG This technique-decreased considerably the time required to change 

the test sliderG The Lazy Susan and suspended test sliders may be seen 

in Figo 5-13o 

For ease in obtaining the selected test loads 3 balance weights were 

added to each slider and holder combination to bring the total initial 

load on the slider surface to 80 gramso Additional ring weights of 80» 

16o» and 320 grams were constructed to provide higher t~st loads at 

160 3 320 3 and 640 gramso These ring weights are installed on a loading 

pin directly above the sl~der as illustrated in Figure 5-4o. A spring 

clip holds the weights secure while the towing apparatus ·is in m9tion 

but still allows the operator to easily remove and replace the individual 

weightsoo 

Co Apparatus Calibration 

The spring force corresponding to a unit ~hart deflection of the 

oscillograph pen was calibrated directly through _the use of a s.ensi ti ve 

milligram spring balanceo This calibration balance was mounted on a 

second carriage upon the lathe bed and connected through a system of 

levers and threads to the scriber point on the test armo A pre-selected 

force was set up on the left pan of the balance and the balance carriage 

moved ahead deflecting the cantilever beamo The chart or pen deflection 

corresponding to the null position on the spring balance was notedo 
• I 

This process was repeated over a t~nge of calibration spring force values 

for several attenuation settings of the Universal ~nalyzer~ Figure 5=15 
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illustrates one of the resulting calibration curves., These calibration 

curves provided a means for the direct interpretation of the slider 

motion oscillograms in terms of the spring force., 

The deflected position of the cantilever spring may also be deter= 

mined from the oscillograms. An event mark was caused to be placed on 

the oscillograph tape by an interrupter attached to the lead screw of the 

latheo Since the pitch of the lead screw equaled six threads/inch the 

interval between each event mark represents 1/6 in., or Oo423 ·em., of 

carriage t,ravel., During the stick portion of a stick...:.slip cycle the 

slider is held stationary while the carriage moves forwarde The resulting 

trace on the oscillogram is a rising line as though the slider were 

moving rearward relative to the carriage., The vertical rise of this 

stick line between two even marks thus equals 0., 423 em., . of slider and 

cantilever beam deflecti9n., This slider position data together with the 

preViously discussed force calibration da.ta shows that the spring constant 

of this particular cantilever beam equals approximately 52 gr/cm., 

Analysis of the slider motion also requires the determination of 

the effective mass of the test arm and cantilever spring combination., 

This mass is the equivalent inertial mass which coupled with the spring 

determines the normal frequency of the system under the zero load on 

slider condition., It is possible to determine the effec-tive mass by 

measurement o.f the normal frequency in the following manner., The normal 
I 

frequency of undamped vibration may be shown to equal& 

(5=1) 
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f = normal frequency 

k = spring constant 

M = added mass 

m = effective mass of arm and beam 
e 

Thus the measurement of the natural frequency for a series of added 

known loads enables t;he calculation of the effective mass and a check 

on the spring constanto 

Frequency measurements on the left beam corresponding to several 

added'loads were takeno For these loads the frequency equalled 172 

cyc/mino for 80 gram load and 140 cyc/mino for 166 gram loado Inserting 

this· data in ~uation (,5.-1) 3 the spring constant was found to equal 

52 gr/cm and the effective mass to be 77 gramso It may be noted that the 

spring constant calculated by this method agrees with the value deter= 

mined by more direct measurementso 
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Horizontal Cylindrical Path Friction Force Dynamometer 

Measurements made of the kinetic friction force on ice and compacted 

snow using the linear path friction force dynamometer are restricted to 

a low range of relative velocities by the finite length of the lathe bed. 

The continuous path available on a turntable or on the surface of a 

cylinder provides an infinite distance available for acceleration and 

dec~leration. Use of a continuous path of this nature enables a consider-

able extension of the range of veldc:Lties for friction measurements. 

Several combinations of continuous ice surface and slide mechanisms 
( 

are possible. 

Four such combinations are: 

·Type 1. Stationary slider ..;._ horizontal nat revolving surface 

(turntable); 

2. ~tationary ice surface 

allied equipment; 

horizontal revolving slider and 

3. Rotating cylindrical ice surface on vertical axis 

rotating slider mechanism in vertical axis; 

4: Rotating cylindrical ice surface on horizontal axis 

stationary slider mechanism; 

Of the above types, number four was considered to be the best 

arrangement for higher velocity measurements. The advantages and dis-

advantages of this arrangement include: 
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1. Advantages: 

a. Mechanism may be brought to s~eed before tests are initiated. 

b. High rotative speeds of drum provide high relative velocities 

betlieen ice surface and sliders. 

c.. Continuous ice surface enables possibility._ ?f long runs. 

d. · Ice will not be thrown off by centrij:ugal -~c:tiop. __ 

e. Small space requirement~ 

f. Entire unit may be enclose4 to permit temperature, pressure, 

and humidity variation control, and to exclude foreign 

materials. 

2. Disadvantages: 

a. Snow or ice surface undergoes ·~:ompression due to centrifugal 

force. 

b. Snow or ice surface is subjected to ttwind~ 

c. Contraction of drum with decreased temperature sets up 

stresses in ice surface. 

d. Apparatus is difficult to use for static measurements. 

e. An extremely low velocity is hard to maintain • .. _\I 
f. V:ibratl.on of component parts becomes appreciable. -

g. Special.curved sliders are required for surface contact. 

A horizontal cylindrical path friction force dynamometer (Figure .5-16) 

was constructed us;ng· the lathe bed and headstock as a base. A drum 

formed from a 24 inch diameter 1/2 inch th:ick steel pipe is mounted on 

the spindle of the lathe headstock. To obtain accurate alignment of the 
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Fig. 5-16 Horizontal Cylindrical Path 
Friction Force Dynamometer 
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drum a hub and flange 'tiTere constructed i-n a fashion ·such that the drum 

can be shimmed to. less than 0 o 001 11 eccentricity o A rim on the outside 

edge of the d;rurn retains water within the drum during the freezing processo 

The drum is powered by one of two sources depending upon the speed 

desired. An A'~ motor coupled to a hydraulic torque converter supplies 

a range of low speedso For high speeds a DC motor with a rhe'ostat 

control may be coupled to the spindle. 

The same loading and tangential friction measuring device developed 

for the linear path dynamometer is used with a few modifications for the 

cylindrical path apparatus. This device is mounted on the lathe carriageo 

Movement of this carriage in the direction of the cylinder axis simul-

taneous 1dth cylinder rotation enables a spiral path to be taken by the 

slider relative to the ice surface. These motions may be synchro-nized 

such that the slider is traveling over a fresh surface during a frictional 

testo 

The same- calibrated cantilever beams, strain gages, Brush analyzers, 

and oscillographs used in the linear path apparatus were used in measuring 

and recording the frictional resistance in the cylindrical path apparatus" 

The sliders used in the cylindrical path apparatus are of necessity 

slightly different than the sliders used in the linear path. This 

difference lies in the curvature of the 101-rer surfaceo To maintain a 

surface region of contact, the slider surface must have the same curvature 

as the material surface in the drumo The curvatur~ of this material 

surface depends upon the size of the drum and the thickness of the ice 
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or snow layer. Drum dimensions and :possible ice or snow layer suggested 

an inside diameter of the material drum in the range between 56 to 58 em. 

Fabrication of the sliders dictated the dimension finally chosen. Sinc·e 

it 1-vas necessary to obtain the :·final machining and poli:shing of the 

sliders in an optician's laboratory, it was also necessary to specify 

the curvature in diopters, the optician's curvature units. The curvature 

in diopters is defined as the reciprpcal of the diameter of the sphere 

in meter length units~ The nearest standard grinding and polishing 

plate to the desired drum surface curvature has a curvature of 1.75 

diopters or 57.14 em. Sliders were therefore ground ,and polished to this 

curvature. 'Templates were also made from standards to facilitate drum 

surfacing to this same curvature • 
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Chapter VI 

Static F'riction. Measurements 

Data Collection Approach 

The friction measuring apparatus was not alone in requiring changes 

and modifications during the course of the investigation of static fric-

tion on iceo As the project matured and as additional information was 

gathered~ it was necessary to modify the philosophy ?f the da~ collectiono 

In the first stage of data collection it was expected that a single 

tangential resistance value and a single coefficient of friction could 

be measured at each matrix cross=setting of the several parameters affec~ 

ting the frictiono It was soon learned however that individual measure-

ments often varied by several hundred per cento Improvement of the ap-

paratus and standardization of the measuring techniques reduced the vari~ 

ation considerablyi but an appreciable variAtion still existedo 

In the Series Three measurements in which the percentage of "pullawaysu 

corresponding to a preselected tangential test force was· measured it was 

found that. the static friction force has approximately a. normal distri= 

butiono This finding was ·rurther confirmed by the measurements of Series 

Four in which a large number of individual measurements of the static 

friction: were\ obtained using the cantilever beam ~ strain gauge - analyzer 

recording oscillograph apparatuse It was then felt that the mean value 

of the normally distributed individual measurements would provide the 

desired single value for the matrix cross setting of the studied parameters. 

To provide a measure of the spread of individual values from the meanp the 
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standard deviation of the values at each setting was also determinedo 

Static friction measurements were taken corresponding to this approach 

for a number of parametric settings of load, apparent area, slider material, 

and ambient temperatureo In these series of measurements~ Series Five 

through Seveb3 the measurements were taken in the most advantageous order 

for ease in obtaining the desired_experimental conditionso As an example, 

having selected and installed a particular slider on the test apparatus, 

the entire series of friction measurements would be obtained from this 

slider before changing to the next slider o By th.e time the desired meas~ 

urements could be made on the second slider, unknown changes may have 

occurred in the ic eo. Plots of the mean values plus or minus a standard 
I . 

deviation against values of the studied parameters indicated erratic 

tendencieso 

It was next decided to adopt the conventional engineering approach 

in which only one variable is examined at a time, all other parameters 
... 

being held constanto A set of readings corresponding to various settings 

of this single parameter such as apparent contact area, would be taken 

d:uring a .single experiment time periodo In this way data variations due 

to aging, wear, and other unknown influences related to the ice or slider 

history are reducedo By this experimental approach a repetition of the 

friction·measurements is required of a particular combination of the 

experimental parameter settings for each variable separately investigatedo 

Each replicate is applicable however o~y to the study of the single 

parameter under inspectiono 

... 
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The Eighth Series of. friction force measurements on ice were made 

following this experimental approacho 

To provide a better basis for the comparison of the influence of the 

individual parameters the basic experimental :approach was again modifiedo 

For· this comparison the statistical methods of the Theory of Variance were 

adoptedo A brief description of this theory and the method of application 

to actual problems are given in Appendix P of this reporto 

One of the requirements for the application of the Theory of Variance 

is that the individual measurements must be taken in a random ordero 

Each individual measurement may therefore be utilized in the examination 

of all the parameters under investigation, but due to the randomization of 

order-the influence of uncontrolled variables will not introduce a trend 

which may be falsely attributed to some other factoro The randomization 

of order requirement was fulfilled by assigning to each individual combina-

tion of parameter settingsa particular cardo The collection of cards for 

all the.combinations was gathered together and thoroughly shuffledo 

Cards were then withdrawn from the pack and the parameter settings made 

as dictated by the randomized car~so 

A second requirement of the Theory of Variance is the collection of 

replicates of the entire set of measurementso For each replicate set the 

order of performance was randomized .using the above described ca~d techniqueo 

Series Ten through Fourteen Friction Measurements were made followi'ng 

the Theory of Variance approach and analyzed us~ng the technique described 

in App:endi:x Do 
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Data and_Results 

The e:xperimental measurements and·results of the first seven series 

of static friction measurements have been previously reported in Progress; 

Reports I and IIo 

In the Series Eight Friction Force Measurements an attempt was made 

to concentrate on the individual influence upon the static friction on 

ice of load2 area~ and the combination of these two factors in the form 

of pressureo The ini.luence of these factors upon sliders of several 

materials and at several temperature settings was to be obtainedo Figures 

6-1 through 6=10 graphically present the re~ults of these measurementso 

Each plotted point on these graphs represents the mean of fifty individual 

measurementso The line on either side of the plotted points extends a 

distance equal to the standard deviation of the fifty valueso 

Load test results covering a load_range of 40 grams to 960 grams for 

sliders having a 4 cm2 apparent contact area ~ade from steel 9 magnesium, 

brass 2 bakelite~ and hickory materials and taken at temperatures of + 15° Fo 9 

= 25~ Fo~ =· 40° Fo 2 and= 60® Fo ar~ presented in Eigures 6=1 through 6-5e 

These graphs indicate the following trends& 

lo The variation with load does not appear to be a:ppreciableo The 

changes which do occur are not consistento 

2 o Of the slider materials the English bakelite slider appeared to 

have the highest static coefficient of friction with a value of 

.appro:ximately Oo4 at + 15@ Fo Magnesium had the second highest 

static coefficient with a value of appro:ximately Oo3 at + 15@ F 
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rising to approximately Oo4 at = 40QJ Fo Brass and steel were 

next with practically the same static resistanceo These materials 

had static coefficients of about Oo25 at + 15° F which rose 

to above Oo3 at 40° Fo and in the case of steel to values in 

the neighborhood of Oo4· at = 60Q Fo Hickory indicated the 

lowest static coefficient of friction with values of approximately 

Ool5 at + 15Q Fo 

3o A decrease in temperature appeared to consistently increase the 

static friction force of all materials teste.d~ 

Area test results_for sliders having apparent contact areas of 1/49 

1.~~. 4-.~~ and 16 square centimeters under a constant load of 160 grams 

are plotted for slider materials of steel.9 magnesium.~~ and brass and for 

ambient temperatures of + 15° Fo 9 = 30@ Fo; and = 47° Fo in Figures 

6~6 through 6=8o These graphs apparently indicateg 

lo Static friction force increases slightly with an increase in the 

apparent contact areao 

2 o A decrease in the temperature appeared to increase the static 

friction forceo 

Results of the pressur~ tests are plotted in Figures 6=9 and 6=10o 

In this set of experiments both the area and the load were changed at 

each test in such a way as to hold the pressure or ratio of load over 

apparent area at a constant value of 40 gms/cm2 o Sliders of steel.~~ 

mag.nesium9 and brass were tested in this fashion at + 15° F 6 and = 32° F o 

In order to agree with the predictions of other investigators the static 

coefficient should remain constant for a particular pressureo It is 

difficult to judge from the actual curves of Figures 6-9 and 6=10 whether 

this constancy is correcto 
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The Tenth Series of Friction Force Measurements was the first of the 

test series in which the Theory 6£ Variance was to be applied as the basis 

of judging the relative influence of the several variableso In this 

series. the following question was posedg wrs the inflrlen©e of slider 

material~ apparent contact area 9 load9 or any combination of these variables 

more significant than any of the unknown or uncontrolled variables present 

in the test '?n 

,An experiment was planned and performed in which three slider materials~ 

four areas 9 ar)d four loads were to be investigated() The sliders used were 

the same sliders previously studied in earlier test serieso These sliders 

· had a circular shape with a fiat contact area o The slider materials were 

of steel 9 magnesium9 and brass9 the apparent contact areas equaled 1/4~ 

1 9 4~ and 16 em2
·o Loads to be applied to the slider equaled 80» 160 9 

320 9 and 640 gramso 

Three replicate sets of measurements of all combinations of the 

studied variables were obtainedo In each replicate set the friction 

measurement for a particular combination of variables was made in a 

different random ordero Since there were 3 :x 4 x 4 g:;: 48 combinations 

of the parameter settings~ a total of 144 values or the coefficient of 

friction were determinedcs E:lch of these values incidentally represented 

the mean of fifty separate measurem~ntse Unfortunately certain discrep~ 
1 

ancies in the resulting data at three combi~;t~p,~ poin~s in one of the 

replicate sets9 required the elimination· of these points and consequently 

the elimination of the entire repl~cate seto The data obtained in the 
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remaining two replicate sets are tabulated in Table ~lo This data was 

numerically processed using the methods of the Theory of Variance to 

provide the results tabulated in Table 6=2o The fifth column of this 

table lists the ratio o.f the mean squares corresponding to the parameter 

of interest over the mean squares of the random and triple cross producte 

The suth column lists the so called ~9Fii numbers for a .5% and a 1% sig= 

nificance level for the particular combination of degrees of freedom of 

the studied variable and the random variableso According to Variance 

Theory if the .ratio listed in the fifth column has a nlimerical value·less 

than the 5% "F'" number 9 the parameter is most likely insignificant in its 

effecto At least ft is possible to place a 95% c.onfidence in this decisioho 

On the other. hand if the ratio is greater than the 5% '9 Ft~ number 9 the 

correSponding parameter is possibly significant 9 and if the ratio exceeds 

the 1% "F" number 9 the parameter is undoubtedly quite signific~nto 

The conclusions which may be drawn from the variance analysis of the 

Series Ten measurements are thereforeg 

lo Apparent Contact Area under the imposed condi tiona is very 

significant. 

2o Slider material is significant& 

3o Load is not significanto 

4e The cross product of material and area is significant while all 

other cross products including the triple cross product of 

material times area times load are not significanto · 
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:_ ,Material · 

Area=cm2 

ILOaa=gm 
80 

-

160 

320 

640 

--

·• 

1/h I 

o234 

·~'097 

o?53 

olOO 

~119 

.,214 

:244 

:116 

-

Table 6-1 

Se:ries Ten Mea~urements __ of ~he Stati~ Coefficient 

of Friction on Ice for Material.9 Area .ll and Load Parameters 

Steel Magnesium 

1 u 16 1/h l !t 16 1/h 

o422 ~216 o2J4 ol91 ~203 o25J ~175' olLl ,_ 

~JOJ 0266 
; ~ £: . 

:o2t o097 ~lLl :269 ~219 ·. :131 

~144 :347 ~231 o112 ~175 o481 ~219 ~119 

~162 ~219 :421 oll9 ol59 ~381 o)OJ olOO 

el78 o456 .,219 0 062 ~288 ~396' :·338 ~261 

~131 ~343 ~325 :078 ~119 ~492 -~402 . ·~112 

~206 ~397 ~309 ~209 ~175 ~547 ~347 :o7s 
~2o9 :244 ~325 :126 o109 ~462 :·369 .,071 

-
- -

. ' ' 

' .. 

;· ~ 

Brass 

1 h 16 

0 266 ol34 ~·216 

~262 ·02,16 ol81 

~162 ol)8. o147 

0 228 o24l o247 

~2La ~238 .,191 

ol)J ol42 o235 

:2o6 :178 0 280 

~191 o259 o225. 
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·Table 6-2 
\ 

Variance Analysis of Series Ten Measurements o£ Static 

Friction ori Ice versus Material 9 Areaj and Load Parameters 

Degrees Sum ~~F'' Number 
of - of Mean 

Variable Freedom ?qua res . Squares Ratio 5·% 1% Significanoe 

M 2 o0752 .0376 4 .. 04 3.14 4 .. 95 barely significant at 

w 3 .,0262 .,0087 .. 936 2o75 4o09 not_significant 

A 3 .. 3615 .,120.5 13.0 2 .. 75 4 .. 09 very significant 

M:x w 6 .,023.5 .,0039 o420 2.,32 _J.,09 not si.gn:l.ficant 

M:x A 6 el694 .,0282 3 .. 03 2.,32 3 .. 09 barely significant at 

Wx A 9 .,1272 .,0141 1 .. 52 2.,02 2.,69 not significant 

random 67 .,6219 .,0093 

M =Material 

W = Load 

A = Apparent Area 

Noteg 

Second order interaction insignificant_,hence was pooled with the original random to 

give the tabulated random., 

5% 

5% 
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A further visual examination of the friction coefficients tabulated. 

in Table 6-1 reveals that~ 

lo The static coefficient rises with an increase in the apparent 

area of contacto 

20 Magnesium appeared to have the highest static coefficient -

followed 1n turn by steel and then brasso 

.Although the results of the variance analysis of the Series Ten meas= 

urements appear to definitely indicate a significance in the area and 

materia.l param,eters, this significa.nce may possibly have been incorrectly 

assigned by the method of parameter descriptiono For example the experi

mental study of the variation of area and material requires the use of 

comple~ely separate sliders while load values may be varied over the same 

slidero There is thus the possibility that the significance attributed'to 

area and material is actually __ a. significance caused by· other factors in 

the manufacture of the slidero It is possible therefore that the signifi

cance found in the Series 'Ten Measurements is due to a difi"erence in 

individual sliders rather than to a difference in the material or areao 

A new experim~nt was planned to test the reproducibility of the 

material variationo For this experiment four sliders were manufactured 

identical in all respects except for _materialo Two sliders of the group 

were made from steel and t1.vo made from brasso The following question was 

then P()Sed~ unoes the slider material. cause a more significant variation 

of the friction than exists between individual sliders?i~ 
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Series Twelve friction measurements were made to compare the influence 

of slider material versus· the influen~e of individual sliderso 

Four replicate measurements were made in random order of the static 

friction coefficient of the four sliderso The expe~imental results of · 

these measurements are· tabulated in Table 6~3 9 and the variance analysis 

results in Table 6=4o 

The variance analysis of Series Twelve measUrements indicates that 

material is a very significant factor while the individual slider is not;, 

Thus greater static. friction was found to occur between sliders of dis= 

similar materials than between sliders'"of the same materialo 

While the s~gnificance of material was definitely established by the 

Series Twelve measurements 3 the proper interpretation of the significance 

attributed to area is still in questiono Since the sliders were circular 

in shape an increase in slider area between separate sliders was ace om= 

panied by an. increase in outside perimeter" It is possible that the 

variation assigned to slider area is actually caused by 'an iv edge'v effect .. 

To investigate this possibility~ an experiment has been proposed in which 

the sliders will have a ring shape with an outer and inner edge" If the 

sliders are constructed with a comparatively large outside diameter and 

perimeter9 the variation of the inside diameter accompanying the variation 

of the contact area will not greatly change the inner and total perimeterse 

The performance of this experim~nt has been planned to accompany other 

investigations regarding the side or groove effect in frictional resistancec 
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Table 6=3 

Series Twelve Measurement of the Reproducibility 

of the.Static Coefficient of Friction on Ice for 

Two Materia~s over two Sliders of Each Materialo 

Material Steel 

Oo275 

Oo266 

Slider Oo2J4 

One Oo)J8 

Avgo i= Oo278 Avgo 

OoJ59 

OoJOJ 

Slider Oo325 

Two Oo272. 

Avgo ~ OoJ14 Avgo 

Brass 

Oo234. 

Oo212 

Oo20) 

Ool91 

g: Oo210 

.. Ool91 

Oo209 

Ool59 

Ool84 

= Ool87 
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l 

Table 6-4 

·variance Analysis of Series Twelve Measurements of the 

Reproducibility of the Static Coefficient of Friction 

on Ice for Two Materials over Two Sliders of each Material 

Degrees Sum "F" Number 
of of Mean 

Var~able Freedom Squares Squares Ratio 5% '1% Significance 
1--

Material 1 OoOJ95 Oo0J95 )2o6 . 4e67 9o07 Ver,y Significant 

Slider 1 OoOOQJ OoOOQJ 0.,248 4.,67 9o07 Not Significant 

;,. M :x s 1 OoOOJ7 Oo.OOJ7 3o7 4o75 9o33 Not Significant 
~ 

Random 12 0 0 012 0.,001 



Since considerable data had been collected in previous test series 

an attempt was made to·reexamine thi~ data using the methods of the Theory 

of Varianceo In particular it was hoped to be able to establish the 

significance of· temperatureo It was possible to collect from previous 

measurements sufficient data for an analysis based on three materials~ 

three areas 3 and three temperatureso The static coefficient of friction 

data for these three parameters are tabulated in Table 6=5o Results of 

the variance analysis of these parameters are given in Table 6=6o From 

this analysis the following conclusions may be drawng 

lo Temperature has the greatest effecto 

2o Area has a large effect but less than that of temperatureo 

3o Material also·has an effect but less than that of areao 

/ 
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A2 

A3 

. ., .. 

_-Tl 

.241 

o240 

.223 

Ml 

T .. 2 

.425 

~254 

.394 

Whereg 

Table 6-5 
-- -. 

· Static Coefficient of' Friction on Ice for 

Three Materialsj) Three .A.reas.? and Three Temperatures 

M2-

T 
3 Tl T2 

.363 o390 o406 

.181 o263 o288 

ol97 .222 · 0 228 

M1 = steel:, M2 ~ ·ma·gnesiti.m3 M3 = brass· 

~ = 16 cm
2

; A2 = 4 cm2
9 A3 ;: 1 cm2 

· 

Tl ~ +15o F.J) T2 = -30° F.9 T3 = -47° F. 

LOad = 160 grams 

T 
3 

o360 

.163 

o403 

M3 

Tl T2 'T 
3 

0 202 0 5"17 .506 0 
t-1 
w 
'C) 

o229 :569 oJOl i 

ol49 o372 .313 
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TABLE 6-6 

Variance .Analysis of Influence on Static Friction on Ice of -

Three Materials, Three Areas, and Three Temperatures 

Degrees Sum of Mean ttFtt Number 
of 

Variable Freedom Squares Squares Ratio 5% 1% Sign:lficance 

Material (M) 2 o024 .. 012 2.,22 3 .. 88 5o85 Not Significant 

Area (A) 2 .063 o"b315 5ot33 3 .. 88 5 .. 85 Significant 

Temperature (T) 2 .. 093 .0415 7~67 3 .. 88 5 .. 85 Significant 

Mx T 

A X T 

Residlial and 

M X A X T and 

M X A* 

4 ~095 .. 0238 3-.97 3 .. 84 7.01 Barely at 

4 .. 094 .. 023.5 3.92 3 .. 84 7 .. 01 Barely at 

12· o065 .,0054 

#It M X A interaction not significantj hence pooled with residual and 

2nd order interaction. 

5% 

5% 

B 
~ 
.t::-c 

B 



The friction measurements made through Series Twelve were taken · 

under·uncontrolled humidity conditions. Since the evaporator providing 

refrigeration for the test region was necessarily at a temperature below 

ambient, a tempe!ature gradient and vapor pressure differential existed 

in the cold room. This vapor presspre differential acted to remove 

water vapor from the atmosphere. Thus a low relative humidity existed 

and ice surface sublimation occured. This ice sublimation and changing 

surface characteristics were considered particularly undesirable. A 

humidity chamber was t~erefore constructed within the cold room as des-. 

cribed in Chapter Five. By placing quanti tie.s of snow and ice shavings 

in tl:le humi:di ty chamber it was possl.ble to raise the h~~ ty to values 

above 90% R. H. 

Static .friction measurements were first taken under the higher humidity 

conditions for packed snow. Over the range of the variables ·studied in tl1e 

snow measurements· it was not possible to determine any significance of 

the controlled variables with respect to random effects. It was found 

however that at individual parameter settings the deviation of individual 

measurements was less than the deviation under low humidity conditions. 

Undoubtedly the increased magni tud:e of. the random effects was due to 

penetration and ''digging in" of ~ighly loaded sliders :into the snow 

structure. This action caused grooves which affected later measurements. 

To insure against exceeding the bearing strength of the snow it is neces

sary to use only large lightly loaded sliders in friction on· $now measure

ments. 
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Static friction on ice under high humidity conditions was also 

investigatedo F9r purposes of· comparison the same sll.ders and parameter 

settings used in the low humidity measurements of Series Ten were 

employedo Table 6-7 l:lsts the results of the static friction on ice 

measurements under high hl.unidity conditions (Series Fourteen)o Table 6-8 

·presents the statistical results and deductions of these measurementso 

Contrary to the results of the low humidity conditions it was found thatg 

lo Load which had a negligible influence under low humidity has the 

greatest i:flfluei1ce on the static coefficient under high ·humidity 

condi tionso 

2o Area has the next most significant effeqt under high humidityo 

3o Material also has a significant effecto 

An explanation of these friction characteristics ~nder low and high 

humidity conditions in terms of the ·asslimed frictional mechanism has 'not 

as yet been deducedo 

·-~ . 



Material 
Area-cma '"1/4 

. Load .:123 

80 grams :210 

:-160 

·~154 

ol06 

160 grams· ~114 

o099 

ol25 

320 grams .194 

z 1~285 

-· ... 

Table 6-7 

·. Analysis of _Va:.iance for C~effic:i.e~t of Fr~btion of Sliders on Ice~ 

Three Materials, Thr-ee Loads, Four Areas, and Three Replicates 

Steel (A) Magnesium (B) Brass 
1 4 16 1/4 1 4 16 1/4 1 

.335 o274 .298 ol43 ol96 .170 .4l9 ol75 ol97 

~225 .273 ~516 ~119 .323 .328 .286 .175 .108 

~200 ~425 .420 .120 o253 .299 .205 .135 .185 

.213 ,o209 o375 ol40 o269 .,226 o219 .141 .169 

.303 .,226 .297 o139 .234 .270 .233 .156 .195 

.250 .,48.3 .228 .,138 ~116 ~343 .273 .147 .178 

o086 .150 .138 ol38 .683 .,137 .692 .106 .049 

.034 .,195 .. 148. .. 072 .084 .. 100 .084 ol28 o053 

o100 o097 o137 .115 .068 o108 ol34 .. 108 el20 

1o746 2 .. 332 ~.557 1o124 1 .. 626 1o981 1.945 lo2.71 1.254 

(C) 
4 16 

.181 .214 

.463 ~128 

.381 .356 
8 

f--1 

.422 o148 +z;-· 

'f 
.,148 .220 

.153 .306 

ol86 .,071 

.b98 .096 

.. 116 .. 124 

2.148 1.663 



Material 

Load (W) 
--

Area (A,) 

M x ;w 
Mx A 
w·x A 
M .. :x W __ i A 

Random 

Table 6-8 

(M) 2 !_043 .. 0215 . 4 .. 89 3 .. 10 4 .. 85 ·sign:l.ficant. 

2 ~)92 .. 196 44~6 3 .. 10 4 .. 85 Very Significant 

3 .. 191 o06)66 14o:5 2 .. 71 4 .. 01 Very Significant 

4 ~002 .. 0005 

6 .. 027 e045 10 .. 2 2 .. 2b 3~02 ve·ry Significa-nt 

6 ~092 ~0153 3 .. 48 20 20 3 .. 02 Significant 

12 e039 .,00325 .00440 

72 .. 346 .. 00480 

3rd order interaction not significant., Pool with random., M :x W is not 

Significant., Pool with random and 3rd order interaction .. , 

8 
1-' 
~ v 
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CHAPTER VII 

INVE3TIGATION OF STATIC AND KINETIC FRICTION ON ICE THROUGH 

EXAMINAt.ION OF THE OSCILI.ATORY MOT~ON OF SLID.ERS 
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Chapter vn 

Investigation ()f Static and Kinetic Friction on Ice Through 

Examination of the Oscillatory Motion of Sliders 

An experimental study has been made of the oscilla.tory motion bf 

several bodies. sliding on iceo The purp.ose of this. study incl.udedg 

1. Verification of the occurrence of ''stick-slip" oscillations under 

predicted conditionso 

2o:Qualitative determination of the type of kinetic friction function 

encountered in the cases investigatedo 

3o Application of the osc:lllatory characteristics of the cantilever 

beam towing apparatus to the quantitative determination of the 

magnitude of the resistance constants obtained under several 

experimental conditions. 

The experimental parameters which may be varied using the appa_ratus 

descril:?ed in Chapter V include: 

1:. Material of the stationary surface 

2~ Relative roughness of the stationary surface 

3o Material of the slider 

4o Relative roughness of the slider 

S. Curvature of Surface 

60 Flexibility of slider 

7o Shape of slider surface 

8~ . Apparent area of slider surface 
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9. Ambient temperature 

10. Normal load between sli~er and stationary surface 

11. Spring constant of towing apparatus 

12. Relative ve~ocity of moving frame of reference 

Due to iimitations ori the time and durability of the stationa~ surface 

only a few of the parameters were varied in this investigation~ Experi-

mental settings chosen for the first series of tests are listed in Table 7-1. 

TABLE 7-1 

PARAMETEt SETTING FOR KINEI'IC TEST SF.HIES ONE 

1. Stationary surface clear bubble free ice frozen in the material tray 

2. Stationary surface smoothness _..; ice machined and honed 

3. Slider materials Steel, Magnesium, Brass, Hickory, Plastic (English 

Bakelite) 

4. Slider surface -- honed 

5._ Curvature of surface -~ flat 

6. Flexibility of slider -rigid block 

?o_ Shape of slid~r ~- circular 

e: Apparent area of slider == four square cemtimeters 

9. Ambient temperature. = :·~ 45c. Fi, .:.. 30° F. , + 15° F. 

10. Normal load between slider and stationary surface = 160 gran .. 

11. Spring constant = 52 grams/centimeter 

12. Relative velocity= 2.54, 12.7, 25.4, 50.8, 101.6 em/min. 
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For this first series of teststhe usual engineering appro~ch was 

followed in which only one variable was taken at a time and varied over its 

range while holding the associated variables at constant values~ A 

second independent variable was then chosen and a new set of runs made. 

In conformance with this test approach the e~ erimental procedure consisted 

of the folloWing steps. 

1. Ice surface prepared. 

2. Test cell cooled to a selected temperature and held while other 

parameterls: varied through all settings. 

3. Slider of desired material installed on test apparatus and 

loaded to 160 grams. 

4. Carriage velocity adjusted to each desired setting and an 

oscillog;-am ·tc:fken of resulting slider motion relative to the 

carriage. 

5. Slider of second material installed and velocity again varied 

t~rough all settings. 

6~ Ambient temperature adjusted to second temperature setting, and 

previous test procedure for slider materials and relative 

velocities repeated. 

In this manner test runs were made for each of the experimental 

parameter combinations listed in Tabl.e 7-1. Examples of the resulting 

oscillograms for various materials, velocities, and temperatures are 

illustrated in Figures 7-1 through 7-4. 

( 
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Steel on Ice 160 gram load 
. 4 cm2 Apparent Contact Area 

Flat Honed Circular Slider Surface 
l5°F Low Humidity 

so fl" 
3.25 em/min 
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··.... 
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--····---------,; 
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Steel on Ice 160 gram load 
4 em2 Apparent Contact J.rea 
Flat Honed Circular Slider Surface 
15°F Low Humidity 

1f ..• 

101.6 em/min 

FIGURE 1-lb KlNETIC- OSCILLOGRAM 
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. :Uagnesiym on Iee 160 gram load 
4 cm2 Apparent Contact Area 
Flat Honed Circular Slider Surface 
15•F Low Humidity 

~~ . ·---------l 
l ----------- ~---------
0./ C'177 

· 2.3 em/min 

\- 1 -~ 

~O~r /~ \ ~~~ 
~/\ /\ / / \ ; / / 

// IJV / ~ . 

0.$" c.,., k"-! 

12.7 em/min 25.4 em/min 
! . 

..... -~···· -. -· ........ . . ......... .... . , - . ~ .. -~ 

I 

'l \- -\-- '1--- ' \-. 1-- ------ ~-~ \--'\ -\--.\ ~\ '\- ~~ 

' 

I c,,., 
t 

. ' 

50.8 em/min 101.6 c~min 

~\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\4\..\ i_-

~'6URE l·Z. KINETIC OSC..aLL06RAM 
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Brass on Ice 160 gram load 
4 cm2 Apparent Contact Area 
Flat Honed Circular Slider Surface 
15•F tow Humidi~ 

1. 7 om/min 50.6 em/min 
I 

·1 
I 

~~ 
~--------' .,. \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\~\\\\\\~ 

!:::>•4 em/min 

FIGURE 1-3 KlNETl~ osc..u ... L06RAM 
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rising to approximately Oo4 at = 40QJ Fo Brass and steel were 

next with practically the same static resistanceo These materials 

had static coefficients of about Oo25 at + 15° F which rose 

to above Oo3 at 40° Fo and in the case of steel to values in 

the neighborhood of Oo4· at = 60Q Fo Hickory indicated the 

lowest static coefficient of friction with values of approximately 

Ool5 at + 15Q Fo 

3o A decrease in temperature appeared to consistently increase the 

static friction force of all materials teste.d~ 

Area test results_for sliders having apparent contact areas of 1/49 

1.~~. 4-.~~ and 16 square centimeters under a constant load of 160 grams 

are plotted for slider materials of steel.9 magnesium.~~ and brass and for 

ambient temperatures of + 15° Fo 9 = 30@ Fo; and = 47° Fo in Figures 

6~6 through 6=8o These graphs apparently indicateg 

lo Static friction force increases slightly with an increase in the 

apparent contact areao 

2 o A decrease in the temperature appeared to increase the static 

friction forceo 

Results of the pressur~ tests are plotted in Figures 6=9 and 6=10o 

In this set of experiments both the area and the load were changed at 

each test in such a way as to hold the pressure or ratio of load over 

apparent area at a constant value of 40 gms/cm2 o Sliders of steel.~~ 

mag.nesium9 and brass were tested in this fashion at + 15° F 6 and = 32° F o 

In order to agree with the predictions of other investigators the static 

coefficient should remain constant for a particular pressureo It is 

difficult to judge from the actual curves of Figures 6-9 and 6=10 whether 

this constancy is correcto 
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The Tenth Series of Friction Force Measurements was the first of the 

test series in which the Theory 6£ Variance was to be applied as the basis 

of judging the relative influence of the several variableso In this 

series. the following question was posedg wrs the inflrlen©e of slider 

material~ apparent contact area 9 load9 or any combination of these variables 

more significant than any of the unknown or uncontrolled variables present 

in the test '?n 

,An experiment was planned and performed in which three slider materials~ 

four areas 9 ar)d four loads were to be investigated() The sliders used were 

the same sliders previously studied in earlier test serieso These sliders 

· had a circular shape with a fiat contact area o The slider materials were 

of steel 9 magnesium9 and brass9 the apparent contact areas equaled 1/4~ 

1 9 4~ and 16 em2
·o Loads to be applied to the slider equaled 80» 160 9 

320 9 and 640 gramso 

Three replicate sets of measurements of all combinations of the 

studied variables were obtainedo In each replicate set the friction 

measurement for a particular combination of variables was made in a 

different random ordero Since there were 3 :x 4 x 4 g:;: 48 combinations 

of the parameter settings~ a total of 144 values or the coefficient of 

friction were determinedcs E:lch of these values incidentally represented 

the mean of fifty separate measurem~ntse Unfortunately certain discrep~ 
1 

ancies in the resulting data at three combi~;t~p,~ poin~s in one of the 

replicate sets9 required the elimination· of these points and consequently 

the elimination of the entire repl~cate seto The data obtained in the 
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remaining two replicate sets are tabulated in Table ~lo This data was 

numerically processed using the methods of the Theory of Variance to 

provide the results tabulated in Table 6=2o The fifth column of this 

table lists the ratio o.f the mean squares corresponding to the parameter 

of interest over the mean squares of the random and triple cross producte 

The suth column lists the so called ~9Fii numbers for a .5% and a 1% sig= 

nificance level for the particular combination of degrees of freedom of 

the studied variable and the random variableso According to Variance 

Theory if the .ratio listed in the fifth column has a nlimerical value·less 

than the 5% "F'" number 9 the parameter is most likely insignificant in its 

effecto At least ft is possible to place a 95% c.onfidence in this decisioho 

On the other. hand if the ratio is greater than the 5% '9 Ft~ number 9 the 

correSponding parameter is possibly significant 9 and if the ratio exceeds 

the 1% "F" number 9 the parameter is undoubtedly quite signific~nto 

The conclusions which may be drawn from the variance analysis of the 

Series Ten measurements are thereforeg 

lo Apparent Contact Area under the imposed condi tiona is very 

significant. 

2o Slider material is significant& 

3o Load is not significanto 

4e The cross product of material and area is significant while all 

other cross products including the triple cross product of 

material times area times load are not significanto · 
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:_ ,Material · 

Area=cm2 

ILOaa=gm 
80 

-

160 

320 

640 

--

·• 

1/h I 

o234 

·~'097 

o?53 

olOO 

~119 

.,214 

:244 

:116 

-

Table 6-1 

Se:ries Ten Mea~urements __ of ~he Stati~ Coefficient 

of Friction on Ice for Material.9 Area .ll and Load Parameters 

Steel Magnesium 

1 u 16 1/h l !t 16 1/h 

o422 ~216 o2J4 ol91 ~203 o25J ~175' olLl ,_ 

~JOJ 0266 
; ~ £: . 

:o2t o097 ~lLl :269 ~219 ·. :131 

~144 :347 ~231 o112 ~175 o481 ~219 ~119 

~162 ~219 :421 oll9 ol59 ~381 o)OJ olOO 

el78 o456 .,219 0 062 ~288 ~396' :·338 ~261 

~131 ~343 ~325 :078 ~119 ~492 -~402 . ·~112 

~206 ~397 ~309 ~209 ~175 ~547 ~347 :o7s 
~2o9 :244 ~325 :126 o109 ~462 :·369 .,071 

-
- -

. ' ' 

' .. 

;· ~ 

Brass 

1 h 16 

0 266 ol34 ~·216 

~262 ·02,16 ol81 

~162 ol)8. o147 

0 228 o24l o247 

~2La ~238 .,191 

ol)J ol42 o235 

:2o6 :178 0 280 

~191 o259 o225. 
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·Table 6-2 
\ 

Variance Analysis of Series Ten Measurements o£ Static 

Friction ori Ice versus Material 9 Areaj and Load Parameters 

Degrees Sum ~~F'' Number 
of - of Mean 

Variable Freedom ?qua res . Squares Ratio 5·% 1% Significanoe 

M 2 o0752 .0376 4 .. 04 3.14 4 .. 95 barely significant at 

w 3 .,0262 .,0087 .. 936 2o75 4o09 not_significant 

A 3 .. 3615 .,120.5 13.0 2 .. 75 4 .. 09 very significant 

M:x w 6 .,023.5 .,0039 o420 2.,32 _J.,09 not si.gn:l.ficant 

M:x A 6 el694 .,0282 3 .. 03 2.,32 3 .. 09 barely significant at 

Wx A 9 .,1272 .,0141 1 .. 52 2.,02 2.,69 not significant 

random 67 .,6219 .,0093 

M =Material 

W = Load 

A = Apparent Area 

Noteg 

Second order interaction insignificant_,hence was pooled with the original random to 

give the tabulated random., 

5% 

5% 
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A further visual examination of the friction coefficients tabulated. 

in Table 6-1 reveals that~ 

lo The static coefficient rises with an increase in the apparent 

area of contacto 

20 Magnesium appeared to have the highest static coefficient -

followed 1n turn by steel and then brasso 

.Although the results of the variance analysis of the Series Ten meas= 

urements appear to definitely indicate a significance in the area and 

materia.l param,eters, this significa.nce may possibly have been incorrectly 

assigned by the method of parameter descriptiono For example the experi

mental study of the variation of area and material requires the use of 

comple~ely separate sliders while load values may be varied over the same 

slidero There is thus the possibility that the significance attributed'to 

area and material is actually __ a. significance caused by· other factors in 

the manufacture of the slidero It is possible therefore that the signifi

cance found in the Series 'Ten Measurements is due to a difi"erence in 

individual sliders rather than to a difference in the material or areao 

A new experim~nt was planned to test the reproducibility of the 

material variationo For this experiment four sliders were manufactured 

identical in all respects except for _materialo Two sliders of the group 

were made from steel and t1.vo made from brasso The following question was 

then P()Sed~ unoes the slider material. cause a more significant variation 

of the friction than exists between individual sliders?i~ 
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Series Twelve friction measurements were made to compare the influence 

of slider material versus· the influen~e of individual sliderso 

Four replicate measurements were made in random order of the static 

friction coefficient of the four sliderso The expe~imental results of · 

these measurements are· tabulated in Table 6~3 9 and the variance analysis 

results in Table 6=4o 

The variance analysis of Series Twelve measUrements indicates that 

material is a very significant factor while the individual slider is not;, 

Thus greater static. friction was found to occur between sliders of dis= 

similar materials than between sliders'"of the same materialo 

While the s~gnificance of material was definitely established by the 

Series Twelve measurements 3 the proper interpretation of the significance 

attributed to area is still in questiono Since the sliders were circular 

in shape an increase in slider area between separate sliders was ace om= 

panied by an. increase in outside perimeter" It is possible that the 

variation assigned to slider area is actually caused by 'an iv edge'v effect .. 

To investigate this possibility~ an experiment has been proposed in which 

the sliders will have a ring shape with an outer and inner edge" If the 

sliders are constructed with a comparatively large outside diameter and 

perimeter9 the variation of the inside diameter accompanying the variation 

of the contact area will not greatly change the inner and total perimeterse 

The performance of this experim~nt has been planned to accompany other 

investigations regarding the side or groove effect in frictional resistancec 
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Table 6=3 

Series Twelve Measurement of the Reproducibility 

of the.Static Coefficient of Friction on Ice for 

Two Materia~s over two Sliders of Each Materialo 

Material Steel 

Oo275 

Oo266 

Slider Oo2J4 

One Oo)J8 

Avgo i= Oo278 Avgo 

OoJ59 

OoJOJ 

Slider Oo325 

Two Oo272. 

Avgo ~ OoJ14 Avgo 

Brass 

Oo234. 

Oo212 

Oo20) 

Ool91 

g: Oo210 

.. Ool91 

Oo209 

Ool59 

Ool84 

= Ool87 
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l 

Table 6-4 

·variance Analysis of Series Twelve Measurements of the 

Reproducibility of the Static Coefficient of Friction 

on Ice for Two Materials over Two Sliders of each Material 

Degrees Sum "F" Number 
of of Mean 

Var~able Freedom Squares Squares Ratio 5% '1% Significance 
1--

Material 1 OoOJ95 Oo0J95 )2o6 . 4e67 9o07 Ver,y Significant 

Slider 1 OoOOQJ OoOOQJ 0.,248 4.,67 9o07 Not Significant 

;,. M :x s 1 OoOOJ7 Oo.OOJ7 3o7 4o75 9o33 Not Significant 
~ 

Random 12 0 0 012 0.,001 



Since considerable data had been collected in previous test series 

an attempt was made to·reexamine thi~ data using the methods of the Theory 

of Varianceo In particular it was hoped to be able to establish the 

significance of· temperatureo It was possible to collect from previous 

measurements sufficient data for an analysis based on three materials~ 

three areas 3 and three temperatureso The static coefficient of friction 

data for these three parameters are tabulated in Table 6=5o Results of 

the variance analysis of these parameters are given in Table 6=6o From 

this analysis the following conclusions may be drawng 

lo Temperature has the greatest effecto 

2o Area has a large effect but less than that of temperatureo 

3o Material also·has an effect but less than that of areao 

/ 



~ 

A2 

A3 

. ., .. 

_-Tl 

.241 

o240 

.223 

Ml 

T .. 2 

.425 

~254 

.394 

Whereg 

Table 6-5 
-- -. 

· Static Coefficient of' Friction on Ice for 

Three Materialsj) Three .A.reas.? and Three Temperatures 

M2-

T 
3 Tl T2 

.363 o390 o406 

.181 o263 o288 

ol97 .222 · 0 228 

M1 = steel:, M2 ~ ·ma·gnesiti.m3 M3 = brass· 

~ = 16 cm
2

; A2 = 4 cm2
9 A3 ;: 1 cm2 

· 

Tl ~ +15o F.J) T2 = -30° F.9 T3 = -47° F. 

LOad = 160 grams 

T 
3 

o360 

.163 

o403 

M3 

Tl T2 'T 
3 

0 202 0 5"17 .506 0 
t-1 
w 
'C) 

o229 :569 oJOl i 

ol49 o372 .313 
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TABLE 6-6 

Variance .Analysis of Influence on Static Friction on Ice of -

Three Materials, Three Areas, and Three Temperatures 

Degrees Sum of Mean ttFtt Number 
of 

Variable Freedom Squares Squares Ratio 5% 1% Sign:lficance 

Material (M) 2 o024 .. 012 2.,22 3 .. 88 5o85 Not Significant 

Area (A) 2 .063 o"b315 5ot33 3 .. 88 5 .. 85 Significant 

Temperature (T) 2 .. 093 .0415 7~67 3 .. 88 5 .. 85 Significant 

Mx T 

A X T 

Residlial and 

M X A X T and 

M X A* 

4 ~095 .. 0238 3-.97 3 .. 84 7.01 Barely at 

4 .. 094 .. 023.5 3.92 3 .. 84 7 .. 01 Barely at 

12· o065 .,0054 

#It M X A interaction not significantj hence pooled with residual and 

2nd order interaction. 

5% 

5% 

B 
~ 
.t::-c 

B 



The friction measurements made through Series Twelve were taken · 

under·uncontrolled humidity conditions. Since the evaporator providing 

refrigeration for the test region was necessarily at a temperature below 

ambient, a tempe!ature gradient and vapor pressure differential existed 

in the cold room. This vapor presspre differential acted to remove 

water vapor from the atmosphere. Thus a low relative humidity existed 

and ice surface sublimation occured. This ice sublimation and changing 

surface characteristics were considered particularly undesirable. A 

humidity chamber was t~erefore constructed within the cold room as des-. 

cribed in Chapter Five. By placing quanti tie.s of snow and ice shavings 

in tl:le humi:di ty chamber it was possl.ble to raise the h~~ ty to values 

above 90% R. H. 

Static .friction measurements were first taken under the higher humidity 

conditions for packed snow. Over the range of the variables ·studied in tl1e 

snow measurements· it was not possible to determine any significance of 

the controlled variables with respect to random effects. It was found 

however that at individual parameter settings the deviation of individual 

measurements was less than the deviation under low humidity conditions. 

Undoubtedly the increased magni tud:e of. the random effects was due to 

penetration and ''digging in" of ~ighly loaded sliders :into the snow 

structure. This action caused grooves which affected later measurements. 

To insure against exceeding the bearing strength of the snow it is neces

sary to use only large lightly loaded sliders in friction on· $now measure

ments. 
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Static friction on ice under high humidity conditions was also 

investigatedo F9r purposes of· comparison the same sll.ders and parameter 

settings used in the low humidity measurements of Series Ten were 

employedo Table 6-7 l:lsts the results of the static friction on ice 

measurements under high hl.unidity conditions (Series Fourteen)o Table 6-8 

·presents the statistical results and deductions of these measurementso 

Contrary to the results of the low humidity conditions it was found thatg 

lo Load which had a negligible influence under low humidity has the 

greatest i:flfluei1ce on the static coefficient under high ·humidity 

condi tionso 

2o Area has the next most significant effeqt under high humidityo 

3o Material also has a significant effecto 

An explanation of these friction characteristics ~nder low and high 

humidity conditions in terms of the ·asslimed frictional mechanism has 'not 

as yet been deducedo 

·-~ . 



Material 
Area-cma '"1/4 

. Load .:123 

80 grams :210 

:-160 

·~154 

ol06 

160 grams· ~114 

o099 

ol25 

320 grams .194 

z 1~285 

-· ... 

Table 6-7 

·. Analysis of _Va:.iance for C~effic:i.e~t of Fr~btion of Sliders on Ice~ 

Three Materials, Thr-ee Loads, Four Areas, and Three Replicates 

Steel (A) Magnesium (B) Brass 
1 4 16 1/4 1 4 16 1/4 1 

.335 o274 .298 ol43 ol96 .170 .4l9 ol75 ol97 

~225 .273 ~516 ~119 .323 .328 .286 .175 .108 

~200 ~425 .420 .120 o253 .299 .205 .135 .185 

.213 ,o209 o375 ol40 o269 .,226 o219 .141 .169 

.303 .,226 .297 o139 .234 .270 .233 .156 .195 

.250 .,48.3 .228 .,138 ~116 ~343 .273 .147 .178 

o086 .150 .138 ol38 .683 .,137 .692 .106 .049 

.034 .,195 .. 148. .. 072 .084 .. 100 .084 ol28 o053 

o100 o097 o137 .115 .068 o108 ol34 .. 108 el20 

1o746 2 .. 332 ~.557 1o124 1 .. 626 1o981 1.945 lo2.71 1.254 

(C) 
4 16 

.181 .214 

.463 ~128 

.381 .356 
8 

f--1 

.422 o148 +z;-· 

'f 
.,148 .220 

.153 .306 

ol86 .,071 

.b98 .096 

.. 116 .. 124 

2.148 1.663 



Material 

Load (W) 
--

Area (A,) 

M x ;w 
Mx A 
w·x A 
M .. :x W __ i A 

Random 

Table 6-8 

(M) 2 !_043 .. 0215 . 4 .. 89 3 .. 10 4 .. 85 ·sign:l.ficant. 

2 ~)92 .. 196 44~6 3 .. 10 4 .. 85 Very Significant 

3 .. 191 o06)66 14o:5 2 .. 71 4 .. 01 Very Significant 

4 ~002 .. 0005 

6 .. 027 e045 10 .. 2 2 .. 2b 3~02 ve·ry Significa-nt 

6 ~092 ~0153 3 .. 48 20 20 3 .. 02 Significant 

12 e039 .,00325 .00440 

72 .. 346 .. 00480 

3rd order interaction not significant., Pool with random., M :x W is not 

Significant., Pool with random and 3rd order interaction .. , 

8 
1-' 
~ v 
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CHAPTER VII 

INVE3TIGATION OF STATIC AND KINETIC FRICTION ON ICE THROUGH 

EXAMINAt.ION OF THE OSCILI.ATORY MOT~ON OF SLID.ERS 
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Chapter vn 

Investigation ()f Static and Kinetic Friction on Ice Through 

Examination of the Oscillatory Motion of Sliders 

An experimental study has been made of the oscilla.tory motion bf 

several bodies. sliding on iceo The purp.ose of this. study incl.udedg 

1. Verification of the occurrence of ''stick-slip" oscillations under 

predicted conditionso 

2o:Qualitative determination of the type of kinetic friction function 

encountered in the cases investigatedo 

3o Application of the osc:lllatory characteristics of the cantilever 

beam towing apparatus to the quantitative determination of the 

magnitude of the resistance constants obtained under several 

experimental conditions. 

The experimental parameters which may be varied using the appa_ratus 

descril:?ed in Chapter V include: 

1:. Material of the stationary surface 

2~ Relative roughness of the stationary surface 

3o Material of the slider 

4o Relative roughness of the slider 

S. Curvature of Surface 

60 Flexibility of slider 

7o Shape of slider surface 

8~ . Apparent area of slider surface 
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9. Ambient temperature 

10. Normal load between sli~er and stationary surface 

11. Spring constant of towing apparatus 

12. Relative ve~ocity of moving frame of reference 

Due to iimitations ori the time and durability of the stationa~ surface 

only a few of the parameters were varied in this investigation~ Experi-

mental settings chosen for the first series of tests are listed in Table 7-1. 

TABLE 7-1 

PARAMETEt SETTING FOR KINEI'IC TEST SF.HIES ONE 

1. Stationary surface clear bubble free ice frozen in the material tray 

2. Stationary surface smoothness _..; ice machined and honed 

3. Slider materials Steel, Magnesium, Brass, Hickory, Plastic (English 

Bakelite) 

4. Slider surface -- honed 

5._ Curvature of surface -~ flat 

6. Flexibility of slider -rigid block 

?o_ Shape of slid~r ~- circular 

e: Apparent area of slider == four square cemtimeters 

9. Ambient temperature. = :·~ 45c. Fi, .:.. 30° F. , + 15° F. 

10. Normal load between slider and stationary surface = 160 gran .. 

11. Spring constant = 52 grams/centimeter 

12. Relative velocity= 2.54, 12.7, 25.4, 50.8, 101.6 em/min. 
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For this first series of teststhe usual engineering appro~ch was 

followed in which only one variable was taken at a time and varied over its 

range while holding the associated variables at constant values~ A 

second independent variable was then chosen and a new set of runs made. 

In conformance with this test approach the e~ erimental procedure consisted 

of the folloWing steps. 

1. Ice surface prepared. 

2. Test cell cooled to a selected temperature and held while other 

parameterls: varied through all settings. 

3. Slider of desired material installed on test apparatus and 

loaded to 160 grams. 

4. Carriage velocity adjusted to each desired setting and an 

oscillog;-am ·tc:fken of resulting slider motion relative to the 

carriage. 

5. Slider of second material installed and velocity again varied 

t~rough all settings. 

6~ Ambient temperature adjusted to second temperature setting, and 

previous test procedure for slider materials and relative 

velocities repeated. 

In this manner test runs were made for each of the experimental 

parameter combinations listed in Tabl.e 7-1. Examples of the resulting 

oscillograms for various materials, velocities, and temperatures are 

illustrated in Figures 7-1 through 7-4. 

( 
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Steel on Ice 160 gram load 
. 4 cm2 Apparent Contact Area 

Flat Honed Circular Slider Surface 
l5°F Low Humidity 

so fl" 
3.25 em/min 

L-~-----~~-~ 

··.... 

o.l e.m 

--····---------,; 

i 
l 

.,....._ _____ ____j ~--_J~---~ 

---~--~-.. -------·--- -·----------·- .... i 

12.7_cm/min 

o.s-cm. 
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Steel on Ice 160 gram load 
4 em2 Apparent Contact J.rea 
Flat Honed Circular Slider Surface 
15°F Low Humidity 

1f ..• 

101.6 em/min 

FIGURE 1-lb KlNETIC- OSCILLOGRAM 
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. :Uagnesiym on Iee 160 gram load 
4 cm2 Apparent Contact Area 
Flat Honed Circular Slider Surface 
15•F Low Humidity 

~~ . ·---------l 
l ----------- ~---------
0./ C'177 

· 2.3 em/min 

\- 1 -~ 

~O~r /~ \ ~~~ 
~/\ /\ / / \ ; / / 

// IJV / ~ . 

0.$" c.,., k"-! 

12.7 em/min 25.4 em/min 
! . 

..... -~···· -. -· ........ . . ......... .... . , - . ~ .. -~ 

I 

'l \- -\-- '1--- ' \-. 1-- ------ ~-~ \--'\ -\--.\ ~\ '\- ~~ 

' 

I c,,., 
t 

. ' 

50.8 em/min 101.6 c~min 

~\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\4\..\ i_-

~'6URE l·Z. KINETIC OSC..aLL06RAM 
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Brass on Ice 160 gram load 
4 cm2 Apparent Contact Area 
Flat Honed Circular Slider Surface 
15•F tow Humidi~ 

1. 7 om/min 50.6 em/min 
I 

·1 
I 

~~ 
~--------' .,. \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\~\\\\\\~ 

!:::>•4 em/min 

FIGURE 1-3 KlNETl~ osc..u ... L06RAM 
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) 

l 
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101.6 em/min 

~c~ 
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i ... 1 
I 
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25.4 em/min 

Brass on Ice 160 gram load 
4 cm2 Apparent Contact Area 
Flat Honed Circular Slider Surface 
-28 •r Low Humidity 

/\ r \ /1 ~. t'\ !\ / '. \ \J \ ;\ I \ / .. 
. // \ ~ . \ J \_/ ;\ ./ 

·.-:-------- ·.,----" \--.. ----..,...._......_ ../ _J 

Steel on Ice 160 gram load 
4 cm2 Apparent Contact Are~ 

--. 

Flat Honed Cfrcular Slider Surface 
·28•F Low Humidity 

FIGURE 1-4 KaNE. TIC. OSC.I LLOGRAM 
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.J • •\ / iJ \ I 

r- .,..../ -' 
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$0.8 em/min 

' I 
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In these oscillograms the upper saw-toothed trace indicates the 

slider posi tiono The square shaped trace- on the lower line of each 

oscillogram marks the individual revolutions of the leadscrew and thus 

the distance of slider travelo An a:xis has been drawn on each oscillogram 

to indicate the relative force and distanceo These traces were taken at 

a constant oscillograph tape speed of 5 mm/seco 

Examination of the oscillograms indicates the close corre~pondence 

of the position-time traces with the "stick-slip" motion predicted in 

Chapter IVo The linear slowly-rising line represents the stic~ period in 

which the slider is held stationary on the ice surface by static friction. 

The more rapid falling line is the period of slip. As the carriage 

velocity is increased ~he slope of the stick line is seen to have a 

correspondin~ iricreaseo 

.The point at which_slip motion is initiated corresponds to the 

static frictional fore eo This ini t:l.al motion point is very c1:-ose but not 

identical to the maximum deflectiono As shown in Chapter IV the maximum 

Fs deflection e~uals the sum of 
k 

m v 2 

and an inertial term equal to 
2 

( a ) 
Fs- Fk 

if F - Fk> ~Ink v • It is thus necessary to correct the maximum point . s 0 

for the inertial term to determine the true static frictiono 

As was also ·shown in Chapter IV the presence of the inertial term 

in both the ·maximum ahd minimum points enables this factor to be cancelled 

_out of the mean de!~ection point- considerations. The analysis of Chapter 

IV further brought out the relation of this mean deflection point to the 

kinetic constants of the assumed friction functions. 

I. 
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A quantitative anatysis was inade of the maximum and mean deflection 

points on the collected oscillograms to determine the friction function 

constants. Each indiVidual cycle on the position-time oscillogram may 

be considered an indiVidual experiment. Since a series of cycles were 

obtained at each setting of the experimental parameters, it is possible 

to smooth the variat~ons between the individual cycles by averaging the 

values obtained from a nllinber of cyclesG To prevent the possibility of 

biasing _the data from choice of only certain cycles, the cycles analyzed 

always were in consecutive order. Thus the maximum and mean positions of 

twenty-five consecutive cycles at each setting combination of the experi-

mental parameters were examined and tabulated. 'Table 7-2 and 7-3 illus

trate this tabUlation for the steel slider at 1.5° F. temperature having 

velocity settings of 12e7 em/min. and 2So4 em/mine The maximum and mean 

positions of the twenty-five 9ycles at each test setting were also 

plotted on frequency diagramsG Figures 7-5a, 7--5b, 7-6a, and 7-6b are. 

the f'requeincy diagrams for the data of Tables 7-2 and 7-3. These sample 

frequency diagra.ms indicate qual:i.tati,vely a close proximity: to a normal_ 
. ' . . ' 

. distribution of- the indiV:iCiriai·~.~~Y~~s~ .. 
< ,"•; .. ~::; ...... >-.,~:.~ ·', J ,.·. ·.:.. •• ~ •• -.:~ •• ~~· • 

The meail viilu~' aiid.''~J:l~~~£'if!i~~<i>:~?Yiation of e;>ch set of values were 

· next ciilCuliited andt~~~~~f;"~~~~~~~~~".r~a1ibration diagrams conVerted· to 

force values. Table 7..;.·u··si.imma:rrz·es··,,\the"· results of these calculations for · 

the several parametric sett:ingso The resulting· mean values are also 

plotted against the carriage velocl.ty in Figures 7•7 through 7-11. In 

these diagrams the mean value is indicated as a cross composed of a short 

horizontal line and a vertical line equal to the computed standard deviationo 
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TABLE 7-2 

KINETIC lt'RIGTION ON ICE 

Stat. Surface Matl. - fee 
Temperature + 15° F o 

H~idity Low 

Maximum 
Pen-·Defo 

mm 

14 
13 
14 
1.5 
14-
13 
13 
11 
14 
12 
14 
12 
13 
;L5 
12 
·12' 
. 1.5 
1.3 
13 
1.5 
15 
14 
15 
12 
11 

Sliding Sur+ace 
Mate-rial - 1040 Steel 
Curvature - Flat 
Pl~n~Shape - Round 
Smoothness - Honed 
Appto Area - 4 cm2 

Midpoint 
Peno Def. 

mm 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

10 
10 
11 
11 
11 
11 

9 

Load 160 grams 
Velocity 12.7 em/min. 
Beam Data L20B, .1\tt 2 
Date 8/13/53 

09o5 

Minimum 
Pen. Def. 

mm 

5 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
9 
6 

10 
6 
6 
7 
J 
6 

... ? 
4 
5 
6 
5 
7 
7 
7 

10 
7 
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TABLE 7~3 

KINETIC li'RICTION ON IGE 

Temperature + 15° F. 
Sliding Surface 
Material - 1040 Steel 
Curvature - Flat 
Plan Shape - Round 
Smoothness - Honed 
A,ppi. Area - 4 cm2 

Humidity tow 

Maximum Midpoint 
·Pen ·nef~ Pen Defo 

mm nun 

15 11 
17 11 
14 11 
15 11 
13 10 
15· 12 
14 12 
15 10 
15 10 
14 10 
15 10 

- 14 11 
13 10 
11 11 
12 10 
11 -10 

,' · ...... ' ;. 

12 ··_.10' 
11 . li 
13 11 
14 11 
13 10 
14 10 
12 10 
13 9 
10 '10 

Load 16o grams 
Velocity 25o4 cm/mino 
Beam Data L20B, Att 2 
Date 8/13/53 

0910 

Minimum 
Pen Defo 

nun 

6 
5 
7 
7 
7 
8 
9 
5 
4 
6 
5 
7 
1 

10 
8 
9 
7 

10 
8 
8 
7 
6 
8 
5 

10 
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FRICTION ON COMPACTED SNOW' C~de No. IA.4 +~SF 
Date, Time 8/'3 js3 o~os 

t040 STEEL SLIDISR: Load l(oO Ro11_....:b;..:::8~----

· Graph 
Deflection 

t< IN e-TIC. MA'X \Mv~ Frequency C .w. 0 Att_..:z..::;;.,_ ____ _ 
Vel • .J.1.:.1. B .Po z.o- L 13 

mm .: ' 
t,_..,/~ 

0 - 1.0 I 

1.1 - 2 .• 0 
2.1 - 3.0 
3.1 - 4.0 
4.1 - 5.0 
5.1- 6.0 
6.1- 7.0 --1.1- 8·.o 
8.1- 9.0 ·-1-· 

9.1 -10.0 -
10.1-11.0 I 4 
11.1-12.0 /I II IS 
12.1-13.0 '/V II I 6 
13.1-14.0 I II I l ~' 14.1-15.0 
15.1-16.0 

ll II I I ·~ 

16.1-17.0 
17.1-18.0 
18.1.;.19.0 
19.1-20 .o -20.1-21.0 
21.1-22 .o 
22.1-23 .o 
23.1-24 .o 
24.1-25.0 
25.1-26.0 -

26.1-27.0 
.. 

27.1-28.0 
28.1-29.0 
29.1-30.0 
30.1-31.0 
31.1-32.0 
32.1-33.0 
33.1-34.0 
34.1-35 .o 
35.1-36.0 
36.1-37.0 ( 

37.1-38.0 
38.1-39.0 
39.1-40.0 
40.1-41.0 
41.·1-4 2.0 
42.1-43.0 
43.1-44.0 
44.1-4$.0 
45.1-46.0 
4 6.1-47 .• 0 
47.1-48.0 

Number Readings 'Z. 5" Fric. Force Coef. of Fric. 
Mean Graph Def. Gd l'2.. 8fc, mm Mean 1..9. S gr Mean .184-

Std. Dev. 2 l.(p mm Std. Dev. 3.S gr Std.Dev •• oL.?... 
Std. Dev. 1.1.(,49 

FlGUR.E 7-5 o.. H \STOGRAM 
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FRICTION ON COMPACTED SNOW Code No. IA4 +\SF 
Date, Time 13/1?> I s3 o')oS" 

Load tltto Roll "S ' 
Graph 

Deflection 
mm 

\040 STEEL SL' VE R Frequency C .W • fii} Att 1.. 
"'~E.\\C. ·lv\ \'D?O\~T v 1 - B p--=..,=--__ T.Z. ___ _ 

0 - l.C I 
1.1 - 2.0 
2.1 - 3.0 
3.t- 4.0 
4.1 - s.o 
5.1 - 6.0 
6.1- 7.0 
7.1- 8.0 
8.1 - 9.0 
9.1 -10.0 
10.1-11.0 
11.1-12.0 
12.1-13.0 
13.1-14.0 
14.1-15.0 
15.1-16.0 
16.1-17.0 
17.1-18.0 
18.1-19.0 
19.1-20.0 
20.1-21.0 
21.1-22 .o 
22.1-23 .o 
23.1-24.0 
24.1-25.0 
25.1-26.0 
26.1-27.0 
27.1-28.0 
28.1-29 .o 
29.1-30.0 
30.1-31.0 
31.1-3 2.0 
3 2.1-33 .o 
33.1-34.0 
34.1-35.0 
35.1-36.0 
36.1-37.0 
3 
3 

7.1-38.0 
8.1-39.0 

3'9.1-40.0 . 4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

0.1-41.0 
1.1-42.0 
2.1-43.0 
3.1-44.0 
4.1-45.0 
5.1-46.o 
6.1-47.0 
7.1-48.0 

II i/ J l 
II /I/ I/ I JJ 
II /I/ I 

Number Readings 
Mean Graph Def. Gd 

Std. Dev. 2 

Std. Dev. 

' 

" ) Jl I \-; 

~ 

I 

.. 

2s-
~.r:; mm 

.48 mm 
• ~C\1.82. 

II ~ 
I 

-

I 

Fric. Force 
~-~ e an 1-7-. 

Std. Dev. '2. 

FIGURE 7-5b HISTOGRAM 

e ·~ • ·~~~~L~·~~------
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~~~ 

gr 

gr 

.. 

I 
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·'---
-
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i 

Coef. of Fric. 
Mean • \38 ---
Std .Dev •• 0\'L -·-·-.. 
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FRICTION ON COMPACTED SNOW Code No. LA4- + tSF 
Date, Time8!J>/S3 oqao 

Load IG,o Roll "8 • 1 

Graph 
Deflection 

1040 STEEL 5LIOER. Frequency C.W._Q_ Att_--=2.=--------
KINETlC. .IV\A>C\MUtv\ Vel. z:S:4 B.P. 2,_o__L._B -·-

1Th1l 

0 - 1.0! 
1.1 - 2.0 
2.1 - 3.0 
3.1 - 4.0 
4.1 - 5.0 
5.1 - 6.0 
6.1- 7.0 
7.1- 8.0 
8.1 - 9.0 
9.1 -10.0 
10.1-11.0 
11.1-12.0 
12.1-13.0 
13.1-14.0 
14.1-15.0 
15.1-16.0 
16.1-i7.0; 
17.1-18.0 
18.1-19.0 
19.1-20.0 
20.1-21.0 
21.1-22 .o 
22.1-23 .o 
23.1-24 .o 
24.1-25.0 
25.1-26.0 
26.1-27.0 
27.1-28.0 
28.1-29.0 
29.1-30.0 
30.1-31.0 
31.1-32.0 
32.1-33.0 
33.1-34 .o 
34.1-35 .o 
35.1-36.0 
36.1-37.0 
37.1-38.0 
38.1-39.0 
39.1-40.0 
40.1-41.0 
41.1-42.0 
42.1-43.0 
43.1-44.0 
44.1-45.0 
4 
4 
4 

5.1-46.0 
6.1-47.0 
7.1-48.0 

I I 
j) 
J/ IJ 
II II I 
II II I 

Number ·Readings 
Mean Graph Def. Gd 

2 Std. Dev. 
Std. Dev. 

I 
3 
3. 
:s 
~~ 

" 
I 

-. 

IZ ,q mm 

z.. t-,4- mm 
f,<.Z48 

"'--/~ 
! I 

: 

,_ 

t '; 

.. 

·Fric. Force 
Mean z...§ gr 

Std. Dev. 4,5' gr 

Fl6URE. 7-fo 4.. H lST06RAM 

.. f-- ,.-

-~· 1-f-

I 

' ' 

Coef, of Fric, 
Mean -115" 

-~--; 

Std.Dev. • o2S -·-·-.. 
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FRICTION ON COMPACTED SNOW Code No. IA 4 +ISF 
Date, Time 8/r3/!13 oq 10 

Load Jloo Roll ~a · · ' 
Graph 

Deflection 
Illi'TI 

\040 STEEL 5L\OE:R: Frequ~ncy C .W. 0 Att · '2, 
KlNET\C. MlDPol...aT. Vel. 2S:t B.P-.~~:::zo_L._6 ___ _ 

0 - 1.0 
1.1 - 2.0 
2.1 - 3.0 
3.1 - 4.0 
4.1 - 5.0 
.5.1 - 6.0 
6"1- 7.0 
7.1- 8.0 
8.1 - 9 .OJ 
9.1 -10.0 1// II 
10.1-1'1.0 
11.1-12.0 
12.1-13.0 
13.1-14.0 
14.1-15.0 
15.1-16.0 
16.1-17.0 
17.1-18.0 
18.1-19.0 
19.1-20.0 
20.1-21.0 
21.1-22.0 
22.1-23 .o 
23.1-24 .o 
24.1-25.0 
25.1-26.0 
26.1-27.0 
27.1-28.0 
28.1-29.0 
29.1-30.0 
3 
3 
0.1-31.0 
1.1-3 2.0 

32.1-33.0 
33.1-34.0 
4.1-35.0 

1/ 
1/ 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5.1-36 .o. 
6.1-37.0 
7.1-38.0 
8.1-39.0 
9.1-40.0 
0.1-41.0 
1.1-42.0 
2.1-43.0 
3.1-44.0 
4.1-4.5.0 
.5.1-46.0 
6.1-47.0 

4 7.1-48.0 

II I 
/I/ 
II 

Number Readings 

II 
/I/ 

-

Mean Graph Def. Gd 

Std. Dev. 2 

Std. Dev. 

t-j~·. 

I 

I 
II /I/ I ~:. I 

9 
2. 

I 

..... 1-1-

2> Fric. Force Coef, of Fric. 
9.?8 mm Mean ~' gr Mean . 144----.¢p Std. Dev. Std.Dev. • 0/~ mm ~.s- gr _,_._, 
.zo 

F\GURE 1-~b 1--\ tSTq6RAM· 
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TABLE 7-4 

SLIDEH POSITION DATA SUMMARY FOR VELOCITY, 
MATERIAL~ AND TEMPERATURE PARAMETIDS 

Series 1 Data 
Force in grams 

M =Mean 
SD = Standard Deviation 

Velocity 

Flat Circular Shaped Sliders 
. . 2: 4 em·~ Apparent Area 
160 grams Load 
Ice Stationary Surface 

Max., Mido Max. Mido Maxo . Mid., 
. cm/mino M SD M SD M SD M SD 

2~54 46 ~ 6:5 
12.7 47 ! 6o5 
25.4 38 18 
.50.8 33 4 

101.6 32 4 

12.7 50 19 
2.5:4 . 47 22 
56~8 53 22 

101~6 Ll 13 

. . ·2.:54 
12~7 
25.4<. 
50.8. 

101.6 

2.54 
12.7 
25.,4 
.50.8 

101.6 

29.5 
29o0 
28o.5 
28 • .5 
29 

$teel 

2' 
4 
4 
2 
3 

Magnesium 

Plastl.c 

47 4 26 2 
42 4 26 3 
38 4 26 4 
30 6 24 2 
27 4 23 lo5 

M SD M SD 

37 7 23 2 
30 3o5 22 2 
28 4o5 23 3 
30 4o5 23 3 
34 5 22 3 

42 7.5 29 + ,4 -
44 6.5 ?8 + 4 -
48 8 24 3 
Ll 5 23 3 

.. 

21 2 .. 7 1-8~?.··. 1.;7:' 
2lo5 2.3 .18~3 le8 
18o7 1.8 16~5 1o4 
24 7 17.5 1.2 

21 4 20 ·3 
17 2 17 2 
36 4 36 4 
20 3 20 2 
22 5 22 4 
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'TABLE 7-4 (Continued) 

t 
~!,, ., 

45o-F., - 30° Fo + 15o F., -
Velocity 

Max., Mido Ma:x., Mid., Ma:xo Mid., 
cm/ml.n. M SD M SD M SD· M SD M SD M SD 

Hicko-ry 

12.,7 44 13 28 4 66 6 34 3 
25o4 35 9 25 3 12 8 36 4 
50o8 so 10 28 3 46 10 '24 6 

10lo6 46 13 28 4 

,,, 

.,-.. 
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The graphical plots of the slider midposition versus velocity for 

steel, brass, plastic, and hickory indicate no change with velocity over 

the range investigatedo This means that the kinetic frictional resistance 

of these materials is a constant friction of the Coulomb typeo The inter-

cept on the vertical axis of the midposition diagrams therefore indicates 

directly the value of the kinetic friction. 

Using an app~oximate value of the static friction and the value of 

the kinetic friction from the midposition measurements, the value of 

F s - Fk may be determined and compared with {ffiK v0 • The resul~ing 

values are tabulated in Table 7-5o At the lower velocity the limitation 

that Fs ~ Fk;>~k v0 held for most materials and the inertial correction 

term could be calculated in terms of force as m 
2 

2 
v 0 k At higher 

velocities and for the entire higher temperature set of plastic runs the 

series of Equation (4-61) is no longer convergent and the approximations 

of Equation (4--62) cannot be usedo For the high velocity runs and the 

higher temperature plastic runs the quantity J. mk. v 0 represents fairly 

well the inertial influ€mce. Using these values the maximum position was 

corrected and the static friction determined. Resulting values of the 

static as well as the kinetic friction for the several materials anrl. 

temperatures are also listed 1n 'Table 7-5. 

The tabulatedvalues of static friction forces would indicate that 

the static friction decreases with velocity. This result may be inter-

preted in two ways. First there probably is a .decrease in the strength 

of the static bonds due to a shorter time available for plastic flow and 
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TABLE 7-5 

STATIC FRICTION FORCE CORRECTED FOR INERTIA 

vel. 

em/min. 

2~54 
12.7 
25.4 
So.8 

101.6 

'2. 54 
12.7 
25.4 

--50-~8· 

101~6 

12.7 
25.4 
"56~8 
101~6 .. 

2.54 
12.7 
25.4 

12.7 
25.4 
50~8 

101.6 

F~-Fk 

gr 

16 
18 
10 

4 
3 

14 
8 
5 
7 

12 

15 
-12 
1.5 .. 
. ::r~, 

3 
3 
4 

3 
3 
2 
7 

gr 

Steel 

o15 
.76 

1.52 
3.05 
6.1 

~15 
.76 

1.52 
3.05 
6.1 

MagnesJ.um 

.76 
1~52 

' <3.65 
·6~·1 

Brass 

.15 

.76 
1.52 

.76 
1 • .52 
3o05 
6~1 

m v 2 k 0 

.001 

.02 

.16 
1.00 

.001 

.03 

.2.5 

.67 
1.6o 

.02 

.16 

.33 

.02 
·.12 
.JO 

l·.l5 

.oos 

.o8 

.48 

.o8 

.64 
2.4 

gr 

46 
47 
38 
30 
26 

37 
30 
28 
29 
32 

so 
47 
53 
35 

42 
44 
40 
40 

28.5 
29.5 
29 

21 
21 
16.3 
18 

gr 

30 
29 
28 
28 
29 

23 
22 
23 
23 
22 

35 
35 
38 
38 

29 
28 
24 

.. 23 

25.5 
26.2 
25.8 

18.2 
18.3 
16.5 
17.5 
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TABLE 7--5 (Continued) 

;" m v 2 'k 
• J If!k v 0 

0 

Tempo Velo Fs-Fk 2 (F s=Fk) Fs Fk 
0 F. em/mine gr gr gr gr 

Plastic 

- 30° 2~54 '21 ol5 oOOl 47 26 
12o7 16 o76 o02 42 26 
25o4 12 1 .. 52' ol6 38 26 
5oo8 6 3 .. 05 oJ 29 24 

101.,6 4 6.,1 21 
' .. - 2J 

+ 15° 2.54 1 ~15 21 20 
12.7 0 0 76 17 17 
25.4 0 1 .. 52 35 36 

t 50 .. 8 1 Jo05 17 19 
10lo6 4 6o1 16 18 

Hickory 

...., - 30° 12:7 16 o76 : o02 44 28 
25· .. -4 10 1 .. 52 ol8 35 25 

' 50~8 22 3o05 o25 50 28 
101.6_ 18 6.1 1 .. 5 44 28 

+ 15° 12 .. 7 .32' .,76 .,01 66 34 
25~4 36 1.52' o06 72 36 
50~8 22: '3!"05 o25 46 24 

., 

: ·- . ~-. .; ..... ~' •' 

,. ; 

~- l: .. 
-' 



for formation of the bonds., At the high velocities the slider also may not 

be coming cor~pletely to rest and thus not allowing the formation of 

static bondse Instead~ it may be oscillating around the kinetic position 

• with an amplitude between zero and the maximum amount of the inertia termo 

It has been showl1 that in the case of static plus constant kinetic 

friction~ it :is possible t"o nudge or otherwise externally affect the 

slider motion to obtain a sinusoidal motion of intermediate amplitudee 

Fossibly in the experimental operation of the apparatus the slider was 

inadvertantly nudged or dampened to the necessary condi tionso In this 

case it would not be correct to subtract the entire value of the inertial 

quantity from the maximum positiono Also in this case the apparent 

static friction should equal the kinetic friction., As an· example~ the 

kinetic friction of steel on i.ce at = 4.510 F., and 101., 6 em/min., from 

Table 7-4 equals 29.grams., The maximum displacement under these conditions 

is 32 gramse However~ the apparent static friction corrected for inertia 
~· 

equals 26 gramsJ a value lower than the kineticG Undoubtedly the true 

static friction is much. higher_ than this and the observed motion is merely 

a sinusoidal oscillation da.mped to an amplitude equivalent to 3 grams& 
. . .. 

In the ca·se of magnesium on, ice a very definite velocity influence 

may be noted., The. frictj;on' fo,rce appears to decrease with velocity 
• '• ~ " •' - • I 

i~dicating a negatiye damping constanto rlleasurements of the slope reveal 

r::l~.· " t 

·a damping constant of c :;: = 4., 5 gr sec/em., Inserting this value in 

Equation (4=h~the resulting logarithmic increment would becomeg 

d = 4o5 X 3el416 2 5 
: 2 1/4 U f52 . ~ ( 4o 5 ) 2 ~ = 

0 

vm 2 x 174 
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and the correction for the vertical axis intercept equals:. 

:X max 

This would indicate a Coul-omb resistance equal to: 

30 - (- 40) = 70 grams 

Since this value of the Coulomb resistance is considerably greater 

than the static resistance the application of this approach to the 

measurement of the kinetic friction constants of magnesium on ice is 

somewhat questiona~le. 

Several other interesting trends are indicated by the static and 

kinetic data. For steel, magnesium, brass, and plastic the frictional 

resistance both static and kinetic decreased as the temperature was 

increased from - 45° F. and - 30o·F. to + 15° F •. For the hickory 

slider, however, the fricti'on increased with an increase of temperature 

The slider material had several influences upon the frictional 

characteristics. Of the>.five:mc;iterials investigated, the magnesium and 

·the hickory sliders. ha~£·~~-~;;~_-h£gq.~~·t ... s.tatic friction. 

also had 

forces~ 

These.two materials 

·rriction 

most comma~ materials of personriel skils&: · The high 

static friction of ski.is•:.··ot::•:tHe's'(:iV'-riiaterials aids in climbing· slopes.·. 

The large difference in the static· and kinetic fr,iction also leads to 

less chance of disturbance during the slip portion and thus reduces the 

possibility of vibration. The negative slope on the kinetic friction vs. 
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velocity curve of the magnesium slider would indicate that £his material 

would be particularly suited for low kinetic friction applications. 

The brass and the plastic sliders .according to th.e data of Table 7-5 

present the lowest value of static friction and the least difference 

between static and lq.netic. The stat:tc plastic data _:i.s somewhat ques-

tionable, however, s:l-nce it may be overcompensated .for the inertial effect. 

It should he noted that no clear relation may be drawn between the 

thermal conductivity of the slider materials and the resulting friction. 

Hickory, whi¢h was just mentioned as having the highest static 

friction, also had the softest or most easily penetrable surface. This 

material also had ~everal small grooves in the surface caused by the 

natural wood grain. It is possible that these grooves might occasionally 

orient themselves perpendicular .to the direction of motion and to create 

in some manner additional resistance. 

The results of the first series of tests were open to some question 

due to the lack 'c)f control of several possible known and unknown variables. 

Included among these variabl·~~·;.are 'the influence of time upon the structure 
,· .. ·: .• - · . .':·<·::~;~,····,. •:~:~----.. . .. 

. . ·, .. __ ..;~_:<·· .. -·. : .. ~;_ 

of the ice and ice sheet~. Thus the ice . 

. It ::~s .~lso 

possible that 

may be due to 

Thus the friction difference between two sliders of different material 

may be due to slight unknown differences in construction rather than to 

the difference in material. 
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To enable a check of the reproducibility of the material variation 

a second series of test r~s was performed. For this series the four 

sliders used :in testing static friction reproducibility ·(series Twelve 

measurements described in Chap'ter VI) were again used. These four 

sliders included two of steel and two of brass. ~11 steps in the 

construction of these four sliders were exactly identical and p~rformed 

concurrently •. The basic question to be answered by the second series of 

kinetic tests was, ''Is there a 'significantly greater difference in the 

values of the k:i.netic frictional resistance between ice and sliders of 

diss:i.rnllar material than·there is :in the values of friction between ice 

and slid'ers of' the same rna tei·:i.al ?« 

Measurements were made corresponding to three carriage velocities 

at a single load and a single temperature setting for the four sliders. 

To insur·e- again-st biasing through the variation of unknown or uncontrolled 

parameters, the selection of the order of testing of each setting was 

performed in random fashion. ! total of three replicate test runs were 

inade at each test setting. Each replicate was taken in a ne~-vly~selected 

random order. TWenty..,_fiV'e cpiJ~ec~-t-ive cycles at each test setting were 

analyzed and plbtt~d orf·-.f~~q~ep'cy 1

;Cliagrams. ·The :resulting values of the 
. . . ... . -- ~-:: -._';- . - -. . 

maximum and mi'dposition .values:)~f·e···listed in Table 7-6. From these values 

a statistical analysis Vi~s:·:P~r~d;In,e~ using the analysis of variance. This 

analysis indicated as show in Table 7-7 that material has the most 

significant influenc·e upon both the static and upon the kinetic frictional 

resistance, the steel sliders presenting a greater frictional resistance 

than the brass sliders. Individual sliders of each material had no 
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T!BtE 7-6 

SERIES TWO FRICTION MEASUREMENTS ON REPRODUCIBILITY 
OF MATERIAL INFLUENCE 

Grams Tangential Resistance 

Velocity steel Brass 

em/ Slider 1 0 Slider 2 Slider 1 Slider 2 
min. Stat. Kin. Stat. Kin. Stat. Kin. Stat. Kin. 

~ 41 19:0 50 25.0 31 20.0 35 17.5 
12.7 . 44 21·~5 56.5 25~5 . 26 18.5 21 16.5 

38 21~0 40 25~0 24.5 20.0 25~5 18.5 

38 18.0 33.5 18.5 20.5 16.0 28.5 18.0 
25.4 38.5 21.0 43.5 26.5 24.5 16.5 21.5 17.0 

~- 4d.5 2010 " 36.0 23.0 22 19.0 20 14.0 

31 2o.o 42 25.0 22 17.5 29 17.5 
50.8 27~5 l8.5 31.5 18.5 21 17 .o 16 14.0. 

27 .5. 21.0 32 25.0. 20'.5 18.5 29.5 17.5 
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TABLE 7-7 

.Significance of Variables in Series 2 

Friction Measurements 

Tab. 'd ·Static Kinetic 
Degrees "Ftt Value Com- Com-

of 5% Level puted Signif- puted Signif-
Variable Freedom Den .. =26 Ratio icance Ratio icance 

Material 1 4.22 69.7 Very Sign. 44 Very Sign. 

Velocity 2' 3 .. 37 8 .. 47 sign. 2.7 Not sign~ 

~ Slider Number 1 4 .. 22 3.06 Not sign. 2.58 Not sign. 

Mx v 2 3.37 21.9 sign, .. Small Not si'gn. 

M·x s 1 4.22 2.15 Not sign. 14.4 sign. 

~ V X s 2 3.37 1.,09 Not _sign. .13 Not sign. 

Mx V X s 
2J6 

Not sign .. Not sign. 

Random 

• 
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. . 
significant variationo Thus the original question posed was answered by 

this analysis indi~ating that the variation attributed to material was 

correctly assigned. 

The variance an~lysis applied to this data also indicated that 

velocity is not significant for the kinetic friction although it is 

significant for the static frictiono The velocity independence of the 

kinetic friction agrees with the results of the first test series for 

these same two materials and over this same velocity rangeo Examination 

of the static friction data of Table 7~6 indicates a general trend 

t6wards a decrease in the static friction With an increase in velocityo 

This result may b.e interpreted as again indicating a relation between the 

static bonds and the time of stationary c6ntacto At the higher carriage 

velocities a shorter time 'is available for· plastic flow and for the 

formation of the static bondso 

Implication of the ''significant·;, results for the cross products of 

material time velocity in the case .of static friction and of material 

times slider in the kinetic friction is not understood. 

'The previously described kinetic friction measurements were performed 

under comparatively low humidity conditionso Upon completion of the 

humidity chamber ~ third set of kinetic measurements were taken under 

high hurrd.dity conditions<) In this test series the Theory of Variance was 

· applied to the investigation of the influence of Apparent Contact Area 

and Load as well as to the previously studied influences of Material and 

Velocity. The number of test settings of these previously investigated 
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parameters was increased to three for material and five for velocitye 

With four area settings and three load settings the total number of 

e~perimental combinations equaled 180. -Unfortunately time limitations 

prevented, obtaining any replicate measurements. · 
I 

Tabl·e 7-8 illustrates the type of df.ita c·ollected at each ~xperimental 

point and the method of processing to determine the static and kinetic 

coefficients of friction. A summary of the static and kinetic coefficients 

for the 180 parameter combinations is presented in Table 7-9~ Results of 

a preliminary anaiysis of variance upon the static a:nd the kinetic 

coefficients of friction are given ih Tables 7-10 and 7-11. 

The experimental measurements of this test series indicates the 

following with regard to static friction on ice under high humidity condi-

tions ~ver the investigated range of the variables. 

1. .Apparent area of contact is very signific-ant. 

2. The slider material is also significant at the 5% level. 

3. In contradiction to the results of Series 1 and 2 (which applied 

to low huinidity conditions) the velocity variable had no 

signif-icant influence on the static coefficient of friction on ice. 

4e .The load also had no significant influence on the static 

coefficient of friction on ice. 

5. The several .interactions were insignificant in their influence 

as compared to the residual • 
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TABLE 7-8 5AMPLt DATA 5HEf.T 
FRICTION ON SNOW AND ICE 

Graph Defl~ction 
Midpoint 

?.o 

J.S" 

7.S 

7.S 

B.o 

e.o 
8.0 

].0 

6,S 

6.5 

t:,.o 

7.0 

6.5 

~. s-

~.0 

.s:s 
7.0 

7.S 

~~S 

7.0 

J.o 

~.0 

7.s-

8.~ 

8.o 

Oscillogram Data 
YDLV\C::l 

Slider· type +lat Code I A 4-
--=-~-----Minimum Temp. -+ asF Date,time 4/l-t./s-~ r4oo 

2 

2-

3 

3 

5 

4 
8 

3 

.3 

4-
s 
I 

0 

I 
to 

(, 

7 

7 

2 

0 

~ 

4-

~ 

7 

s-

-

Humidity Hi(\""' Observers v.e-~. 
Load eo ~._s . Att_2-____ _ 
Carre Vel. z.s~~ y~B .P. -z.o L e 

Mean Max. G. Def. 

Mean Max. Fric. :b,orce 

Inertia Corr. 

Static Fric. Force 

Static Coeff. of Fric. 

Mean Midpoint G. Def. 

Kinetic Fric. Force 

Kinetic Coeff. of Fric. 

/o. /2. 

neq, ... 

7. o4 

/5'. ~ .i 1?7 

0.20 
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Table 7-9 

STATIC AND KINETIC COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION FOR 
PARAMErERS OF r1ATERIAL 3 AREA, LOAD, AND VELOCITY 

(High Humidity Conditions) ·Upper Values = Static 
Lower Values = Kinet:lc 

Material steel magnesium 
Apparent Area, cm2 1/4 1 4 16. 1/4 1 4 16 1/4 
Load Velocity 

gm em( min. 
5.1 .15 o29 .33 .51 o13 .13 .53 .38 .10 

.10 .1.5 .19 .24 .11 .09 e27 0 21 .o8 

12.7 .11 .31 .22 o47 .19 .16 .,4.5 .33 .10 
.,08 .1.5 .,17 .19 .13 .10 .26 .20 .09 

80 25.4 .c,18 .29 .31 .46 o16 .21 .50 .31 .11 
.15 .1.5 .20 o18 .12 .• 13 .23 .17 .,08 

... 

50.8 .. 17 .27 o2J .40 .13 .22 .50 .28 .15 
~12 .. 12 .18 .16 .11 ~14 ~22 .17 .12 

101~6 .17 .30 .28 .49 .14 ol7 .25 .26 .13 
.10 .16 .20 .17 .12• .10 .19 .. 17 .09 

5.1 .14 .42 .44 .40 . • 12 • 21 .38 .28 .09 
' .10 .13 .16 .,18 .,10 .10 .,22 .. 19 .07 

12.7 .13 .'30 .47 .37 .. 23 .19 .29 .37 .,12 
.09 .14 .14 .14 .12 .. 10 .18 .,18 .07 

160 25.4 o13 .27 .36 .37 .15 .20 .. 23 .. 23 .. 14 
.09 .11 .. 17 .13 .. 11 .09 .15 .,14 .10 

50.8 .13 .38 .48 .42 .. 1.5 .21 .2.5 "22 .10 
.09 .11 .11 .14 .11 .. 11 .13 .12 .08 

101~6 .13 .30 .36 .. 38 .12 .20 .25 .,29 .. 10 
.10 .14 .11 .14 .10 .12 .16 .17 .06 

.5.1 .·14 .36 .48 .32 .. 10 .. 25 .51 .. 31 .12 
.10 .. 13 .13 ~15 .. o6 .14 .1)' .15 ~07 

12.7 '.15. .33 .• 39 .36~· .. 10 .26 .. 39 .. 31 .. 12 
.10 .12 .,12 .13 .. 07 .11 .11 .13 .08 

320 25.4 .14 .39 .47 .. 42 .. 10 .27 .50 .31 .13 
.10 .11 .13 .12 .. 07 .10 .. 11 .12 .. 09 

5o.B .15 .. 38 .43 .. 41 .10 .. 29 ... 50 .31 .12 
.10 .09 .. 11 .12 .07 .10 .. 11 .. 10 .08 

101.6 .12 '.47 .. 44 .44 .13 .31 .. 44 .17 .. 10 
.09 .. 09 .. 09 .10 .,08 .11 .12 .09 .07 

brass 
1 4 16 

.18 .43 .33 

.10 .11 .17 

.14 .45 .33 

.08 o10 .16 

.14 .26 .34 

.10 o10 .14 

.10 .,24 .28 

.08 .09 .15 

.15 .24 ,,'23 

.. 08 .12 .15 

.17 .25 .)1 . 

.,12 .15 .17 

.17 .23 .. 30 

.. 10 .12 .15 

.. 16 .24' .. 33 

.,11 .13 .1.5 

.17 .)1 .34 

.12 .13 .14 

.. 13 .36 0 21 

.11 .14 .16 

.. 16 .. 33 .27 

.,09 .. 68 .15 

.19 .. 28 .. 25 

.,10 .o5 .13 

.15 .39 .25 
.. 09 .o6 ~15 

.16 .. 31 .. 29 

.09 .03 .,12 

.. 17 .35 .. 31· 

.,09 .. 02 .. 13 
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Table 7-10 

SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIABLES ON STATIC COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION ON ICE FROM SERIES 3 OSCI;LLA.TdRY MEASUREMENTS 

Sum of Degr~es Mean Computed .Tabulated 
Squares Freedom · Squares "F" ratio "FU ratio Significance 

5% 1% 

3198 2 1599 3 .. 64 3 .. 05 4.74 Significant at 5% 

14,478 3 4826 11.,0 2.,66 3~90 Very Sigpificant 

228 2 114 .. 259 3 .. 05 4 .. 74 Not Significant 

131 4 33 .,075 2.42 3 .. 43 Not Significant 

7343 167 440 

Table 7-11 

SIGNIFICANCE .OF VARIABLES ON KINETIC COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION ON ICE FROM SERIES 3 OSCILLATORY MEASUREMENTS 

Variable Sum of Degrees Mean Computed Tabulated ·Significance 
Squares Freedom Squares "F'-' ratio "F" ratio 

5% 1% 
·Yes 1 Material 296 2 148 24.,7 3 .. 06 4.75 

Area 920 3 307 51 .. 2' . 2;.67 3 .. 91 Yes 1 

Load 533 2 266 44 .. 3 3.,06 4 .. 75 Yes 
1 

Velocity 88 4 22 3.7 2 .. 43 3.44 Not :Excessively 

MxA 269 6 1:45 7.5 2.16 2.92 Yes 

M XL 127 4 32 5 .. 3 2 .. 43 3 .. 44 Yes 

A XL 232 6 39 6 .. 5 2.,16 2 .. 92 Yes 

Residual2 862 151 6 
1 This significance may be due either to the interaction or the 

main effect, · or both .. · 

2 
includes insignificant.first and second order interactions., 
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The results of this series ·-of measurements, therefore, agree with 

the results of Series 14 Static Measurements with respect to the influence 

of apparent area and material, but disagree with respect to the influence 

of load and the interactions of material with area and load with area~ 

Series 3 results also agree with Series 2 Low Humidity Oscillatory 

Measurements with respect to material but d~sagree with respect to the 

influence of velocity. 

The preliminary analysis of the kinetic coefficients of friction on 

ice under high humidity conditions (Table 7-11) indicates the following: 

(1} Apparent area of contact is very significant. 

(2) Load is also very significant. 

(3) Slider material ranks third in significance for the particular 

set of materials tested. 

(4) Velocity also has a significant influence upon the kinetic 

coefficient although the degree ·of significance of this 

variable is much less than that of the first three variables. 

(5) The interactions of material with area, material\wi th load, 

and area with load also have a significance as ·compared to the 

residuals. 

At the current stage of the statistical development of this problem 

it is not possible to ascertain whether the indicated influence of 

material, load, and area is due only to these individual variables or 

partially due to the interaction effects. Further statistical analysis 

is required to resolve this question. 
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· It should also be recalled that thi-s analysis was based on only 

a single set of mea$urements at each combination of experimental points. 

For this reason care should be taken not to place more dependence on the 

experimental ·results than the situation warrants. 

'The forces equivalent to the oscillatory mean displacement for 

the 4 cm2 sliders of steel, magnesium, and brass are plotted against 

·velocity for severai load values :l,n Figures 7-12, 7-13, and 7-+4. Mean 

displacement equivalent force values versus load for several velocity 

sett~ngs are plotted for these same sliders in Figures 7-15, 7-16, and 

7-17. 

The mean displacement versus velocity curves appear to indicate a 

decrease of the mean displacement with an increase of the velocity, i~ e. 

a negative damping constant. EXamination of the mean displacement versus 

load curves indicates an increase in the mean displacement with an 

increase in the load as would be expected from the Second Law of Friction. 

(Friction Force is proportional to load). It is interesting to note, 

however, that the mean diaplacement load relation decreases with higher 

values of the velocity parameter ih the case of steel. For magnesium 

the slope of the niean displacement-load curves remained more nearly 
. . . 

. . . . ..... · 

constant over the-velocity parameter than. the slope-obtained for the steel· 

. slider • 

Assuming a friction function equal to F k + c~, one of the functions 

examined in Chapter IV, the individual componenets should be obtainable 

from the mean displacement versus velocity and mean displacemeJ?t versus 
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TABLE 9-J 

Calculated Upper Limit for the Fractional Change in Area .. 

f (cps) Series 1 Series 2 

100 .. 021 n .. 026 n 

250 .. 040 n .. 022 n 
it 
~ 

500 ·.035 n .045 n 

1000 .. 011 n .027 n 

1500 .. ·019 n .. bl7 n 
·~ 

-· 2boo .. 0-23 n .. 008 n 

2500 .. 023 n oOO) n 

Aveo .025 n .. 021 n 
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Experiment II 

Procedure 

The promising results of Experiment I su:pported the use of the 

proposed method in securing area determinations and other information on 

the characteristics of the ice-slider surface.. Toward this goal the 

proc.edures undertaken in Experiment II were more defini ti Veo 

The general conditions under· which the experirne~t was performed were 

essentially the same as in Experiment I. 

lo Ambient teniperature 

2 .. Slider material brass 

3! Apparent area ·of slider 

4 .. Effective"area of condenser 

5. Thickness of ice dielectric .. 5969 em 

The ice was ·prepared in the wood tray.. Attempts to control the 

formation of the ice stic'h that 1t would grow from the bottom up met with 

some difficulty.. The low thermal conductivity of the wood delayed the 

freezing and considerable freezing occurred from the side producing 

horizontal cylinders 6£ trapped gas. The ice that constituted the dielec-

tric was relatively f~ee of bubbles as· the ice was machined to a level 

below the bubble line. 

Measurements of resistance and capacitance of the condenser were 

taken in the frequency range 7-3000 cps. for each load.. The slider was 

loaded with 214, 412, 611, .. and 810 gm. in increasing order, care being 

taken riot to disturb the position of the slider on the ice. At the end of 
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the 810 grno load run-9 .weights were then removed from the slider and 

measurements again taken for 611 9 412~ and 214 gmo loads in that 

ordero The latter procedure was followed to determine whether a mechanical 

· set was taking placeo At the end of. the 214 gmo run a hot soldering 

iron was lightly applied to the slider to melt a thin layer of ice at the 

ice~slider surface and produce a complete freezedown of slider to ice as 

the layer refroze& Resistance and capacitance measUrements were then 

obtained for the f"roz€m down condi tiono The slider was then forcibly 

dislodgedo The separation was not at·the ice~slider surface but fracture 

took place in the ice itself indicating essentially a complete freezedowno 

Data and Results 

Table 9-4 contains the values of resistance of the ice condenser 

obtained for the loads 2142) 412Jl 611Jl and 810 gmo under both 

increasing and decreasing loading conditionso This table also lists the 

values Obtained for complete freezedowno 'Table 9=5 contains the values 

similarly obtained for the parallel capacitance for the several different 

loading conditions together with the freezedown measurementso In Table 

9-4 several of the values for the lower frequencies are mi.ssingo At 

frequencies below 5o cpso the bridge output was distorted preventing 

accurate balancing of the resistance component for the lower frequencieso 

This fact coupled with the very large resistance at these low frequencies 

suggests that the values obtained at frequencies below 50 cpso should 

be discardedo For the freezedown situation sufficiently accurate values 

were obtained at the low frequencies due to the lower resistance associated 

with the elimation of surface effectso 
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Table 9--4 

The Resistance of the Tee Condenser 

Load 214 grns 412 gms .611 gms 810 gms Freezedown 

:f (a) (b) (a) -(b) (a) 
--

(b) -. ·.. 7 123olxl07 24o 62xl0 7 61~60xlo7 6_o_l78xl0 7 
7 24o·79xl0 ' .. ~ 

15 24o82 4l_o_ 0 5xl0 7 24o68xlo7 Llo06 24o66xlo7 49o27 3o.532 

25 18o96 14o 51 18o96 22o43 . 17 o61 18o98 J;,389. 

50 12o l.tJ_ 12oJ5 24o73( 12o34 13o7) 15o43 1.5o44 . 2o479 8 
1\) 

9o.565 7 o50l 7o746 7o498 8o255 8o251 lo692 
1'\J 

100 7o991 0' 
a 

250 4o034 2o895 2o968 2o765 3oll4 2o569 20679 7" 809xl0 
6 

5oo lol75 loO)..J-7 · io084 lo009 loOJ5 lo018 lo06I Jo788 

3o307xl0
6 2.,95xl06 6 3o026xl06 3oO)xl06 3o03xl06 6 

lo497 1000 3o028xl0 2o 959xl0 

1500 lo618 1o498 lo515 lo498 lo500 lo482 lo466 .,8443 

2000 .. 9989 0 9407 . o9567 o950l 0 9'231 ~9232 o9261 o5708 

2500 ~71?7 . 06809 06855 0682"9 o6?65 o6?06 .,6696 o43J8 

3000 o5642 o53J5 o54LJ. o5389 ~5338 0.5325 ~5331 o3523 

The_ (a) val~es were obtained with the increasing loads and the (b) values were obtained 

with the qecreasing loads" All resistances are :i.I1 ohms" 
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Table 9~-5 

-The Capacitance of the Ice Condens-er 

·Load 214 gms . 41.2 gms 611 gms 810 gms Freeze-
£ (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) dmm 

"" 

7 35 37 28 36 ')7 39 37 118 

15 33 31 36 30 33 )2 34 76 

25 32 31 32 30 31 31 31 70 

50 33 32' .32 33 32 32 32 65" 

100 30 31 )2 30 32 "30 31 61 

250 32 30 30 . 30 30 .'30 30 40 
ft 

N 

500 28 28 32 "13 29 30 55 1\J 
30 -.J 

8 

1000 32 33 12 12 1] 12 13 81 

1500 to 'JJ 32 9 10 11 12 61 

2000 36 9 32 31 10 9: 13 38 

2500 12 8 36 29· 9 8. 11 33 

3000 31 31 54 56 33 28 31 32 

'The (a} values 1~ere obtained with ~he increasing loads and the (b) values were.-

obtained with the decreas::ing loadso .All capacitances a·re iri micro:....micro faradso 
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Immediate examination of the data reveals several interesting facts4 

In Table 9-S a distinct difference in the magnitude of the capacitance 

obtained at freezedown compared to the values obtained for the resting 

situations is evident. This suggests the existence of a surface 

capacitance which disappeared when the slider was frozen to the surfaceo 

Because of~the erratic character of the capacitance values~ the cause of 

which was explained in the discussion of Experiment I.~> the method of 

least squares was used to obtain a representative value of the capacitance 

over the entire measured 1frequency rangeo 

Examination of Table 9-4 reveals a characteristically lower resistance 

at all frequencies for the freezedown situation suggesting the existence 

of a resistance associated with.surface effectso The difference however 

between the resting and freezedown resistance at any given;oad is a 

function of frequency.. This fact rules out the possibility that the 

surface resistance can consist entirely of a free-ion conductivity' that 

is frequency independent.. It may also be seen that the surface resistance· 

represented by the difference between the freezedown and resting resis-

tances decreases with increasing load., As the load increases the contact 

area certainly cann.ot decreasec, Associating decreasing surface resistance 

with ipcreasing area, an assumption which was made in ·Experiment I, now 

appears justified. 

It may also be seen from examination of Table 9-4 that a mechanical 

set takes place as loads are increased, for as the loads are subsequently 

removed the resistance does not return to its original value., 
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of ice conductivity in the literature. Future work should include 

measurements on the water from which the ice is obtained. 

,Estimation of Surface Capacitance 

We assume that the capacitance measured under resting conditions, CR' 

consists of an ice capacitance, CF, in series with a surface capacitance, 

c8 • At freezedown the surface capacitance disappears and·the measured 

capacitance is CF alone. The surface capacitance is then obtained from 

the equation 

(9-10) 

Substituting for CF, the least square curve of capacitance as a 

function of frequency obtained from the measured capacitance of the freeze-

down slider, and for CR, the least square curve of capacitance for each of 

the loa_ded condensers, c5 , the surface capacitance, as a function of fre

quency is obtained.· 

Figure 9-7 indicates the values for surface capacitance as the loads 

were increased and Figure 9-8 as the loads were decreased. The character-

istic feature of all the curves is the constancy of the capacitance out 

+ 
to 1000 cps. at a value of about 55 - 10 mmf for increasing loads and· 

+ . 
52 - 15 mmf for decreasing loads. No distinctive variation of the surface 

capacitance with load is apparent, though finer capacitance measurements 

may later show a dependence on load to exist. The surface capacitance 

values beyond 1000 cps. should be discarded as inconclusive since the least 

square approximations for the measured capacitances reduce in accuracy as 

the frequency is incre~sed. 
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To explain the origin of the surface capacitance,three sources were 

considered. 

1 •. Formation of a liquid or higher temperature ice film at the surface 

as a result of dielectric heating. 

2. .Existence of an air film on the ice slider surface. 

3o The existence of a transition film on the ice surface as a result 

of orientation of H2o molecules, as postulated by Weylo5 

A calculation of the energy lost in the ice revealed that insufficient 

heat was produce~ to increase the temperature of the ice and alter the di-

electric constant of the surface appreciably. . Thus a heating effect was 

ruled out as a cause Tor the surface capacitance. An air film to produce 

a surface Cflpaci tance of 55 mmf would have to be 8 x 10-3 em. thick for 

an effective capacitance area of 4.83 cm2. It does not seem conceivable 

that this large an air film could exist in view of the way the ice surface 

and. the sliders were honed. It is possible, however, that the air bubbles 

which formed during ice formation may have left some air pockets on the 

ice surface which were sufficient to give an appreciable contribution to 

the surface capacitance. Proper evaluation of this possibility awaits 

improved ice formation, using the wood tray together with methods 

that will permit a pinpointing of the contribution of the air film to the 

capacitance. 

5 1Veyl, Wo .A. (1951) "The Surface Structure of Water and some of its 
Physical and Chemical Manifestations."; Journal of Colloid Science Vol. 6, 
pp. 389-405. 
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According to Weyl•s Theory, a transition layer forms on the ice surface 

as the molecules of water make the transition from the bulk structure to-

the dipole structure (See Appendix B). This strong molecular binding 

would have the effect of reducing the dielectric constant -of the ice 

surface below that of the interior. This result is supported by Palmer6, 

who obtained a dielectric constant of 3 for thin water films bound to 

clay particles. If we assume a dielectric constant of 3 for the 

transition layer, it would require a thickness 2.4 x 10-2 em. for the 

layer. This value for the thicknes·s of the film is considerably off 

compared to Weyl•s suggestion that it would take a layer of only several 

hundred molecules to make the transition. Considering that 1000 molecules 

are necessary for the transition, our value of 2. 4 x 10-2 em. is about 

1000 times too large. None of the suggested origins for the surface 

capacitance seem completely adequate to explain the results obtained. 

It is believed that a combination of the a.ir film plus the transition 

layer contribute the most to this surface effect, but definite conclusions 

must await further experiments. Considering a transition layer as a 

contributor to surface capacitance requires the absence of_this film at 

the slider-ice surface during complete freezedown. This is possible since 

the free electrons of the brass slider mayhave sufficiently neutralized 

the strong proton forces during the thawing and refreezing which took 

place as freezedown was obtained. If in addition tin or copper atoms 

6 Palmer, 1· s. (1952) Proceedings of the Physical Society of London Part B 
Vol. 65, pp. 674-678. 
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from the brass slider entered the ice surface~ they would contribute to 

the disappearance of the transition filmo The fact that in dislodging 

the slider after the freezedown measurements fracture took place ·in the· 

interior of the "ice slipports the contention that the transition layer was 

absento 

Surface Resi·stance and Contact Area 

It has been remarked that the raw data indicates that irreversible 

deformation of the ice~metal surface takes place as the slider load 

increaseso Figure 9~9 is a .plot of. the surface resistance as a function 

of frequency for in·creasing loadso A defirrl. te decrease in surface 

resistance as the load was changed from 214 to 412 grams is indicatedo 

Further increase :in the load did not ·produce as consistent a decrease ih 

surface resistanceo This.· suggests that beyond 412 grams tne character 

of the ice~metal surface is unchanged from an electrical point of viewo 

Figure 9=·10 plots the surface resistance for the different loads as 

they were progressively decreased}) and it shows" no progressive increase 

of surface resistanceo ·The changes in surface resistanceS> Figure 9~9 ?J 

are not evident in 9...:1oo The important conclusion to be drawn from these 

results is that permanent deformation of the ic~sllder contact surface 

takes place with loads· of the magnitude here usede ThiS! means that 

elastic contacts a·re ruled out because they would require similar surface 

resistance measurements whether loads are progressively increased or 

decreasedo Plastic deformation or actually fract~re must therefore take 

place at the ice=slider surfa(Qeo 
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It might be argued that a time factor may be res~onsible for this 

phenomenon. This argument requires that the character of the ice-slider 

surface changes with time independent of load until some sort of a permanent 

fix takes place that is subsequently unaltered by load changes. At the 

present time this alternative explanation has not as yet been ruled out, 

and is conceivable that both mechanisms are operating_. The feeling is that 

the permanent deformation theory offers a more plausible explanation of 

the .Phenomenon. In either case, the importance of these results in under-

standing friction on ice needs no elaboration and are further studied 

in Experiments III and IV. 

The vartation of surface resistance with frequency has already been 

mentioned and illustrated in Figures 9-9 and 9-10. It was expected from 

theoretical considerations based on asperity contact between the ice-

slider surface that the surface resistance would be frequency independent. 

These theoretical considerations led to Equation (9-3) for the contact area. 

A= uA .2 
16 nX2 (9-3) 

Some comment on the usefullness of this equation in view of the 

experimental results needs to be made. If we assume that the surface 

resistance is primarily a constriction resistance, the free-ion conductivity 

must be a frequency dependent .quantity.. This possibility has already been 

mentioned in the discussion of-Experiment I. Applying this construction 
\ 

of the surface resistance to Equation (9-3) require~ a knowledge of this 

frequency dependent conductivity. Lacking such data the conductivity of 

the bulk ice obtained in the freezedown measurements was used instead. 

This conductivity is primarily due to dielectric loss, but it was applied 
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. surface resistance will show no change in value. If permanent deformation 

does not take place the surface resistance should change, provided aging 

has not yet had the opportunity to produce the permanent surface. 

The variation of surface resistance with frequency has already been 

mentioned and illustrated in ·Figures 9-9 and 9-10. It was expected from 

theoretical considerations based on asperity contact between the ice-

slider surface that the surface resistance would be frequency independent.· 

These theoretical considerations led to Equation (9-3) for the contact area. 

_ rrA 2 

A - 16 nA.2 

Some comment on the usei'ullnes·s of this equation in view of the 

(9-3) 

experimental results n_eeds to be made. If we assume that the surface 

resistance is primarily a constriction resistance, the free-ion conductivity 

·must be a frequency dependent quantity. This possibility has already been 

mentioned in the discussion of Experiment Ie Applying this construction 

of the surface resistance to Equation (9-3} requires a knowledge of this 

frequency dependent conductivity~ Lacking such data the conductivity of 

the bulk ice obtained: in the freezedown measurements was used instead. 

This conductivity is primarily due to dielectric loss, bu.t it was applied 

in the hope its frequency dependence resembled that of the free ion 

conductivity as postulated. This approach, ~ntuiti vely weak to begin with, 

proved fruitless. Equation (9-3) therefore seems of little value at the 

present tinie if a frequency dependent free-ion conductivity exists. 
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A more successful approach to the surfac~ resistance problem is 

provided by the parallel arrangement of film and asperi'ties discussed in 

Chapter I. The assumption is made that the measured surface resistance 

consists of two resistances in parallel. One a frequency independent 

resistance due to current constriction through the contacting aspei'i ti·es 

and the other a frequency dependent resistance due primarily to dielectric 

L 
RAA 

R - -~:--
s -R +L. 

A.A 

1 is the film· thickness, A its cross sectional area, and A. its 

conductivity.· Solving for R yields~ 

Rs 
R =----ll 

1- RSL 

(9-10) 

(9-11) 

If we assume the surface film obeys Debye 1 s dipole theory the conductivity 

at any frequency is given by~ 

( el - eo) ~fa-
A.. = 2 

1. 8' X 10
1 

(1 + p 2 fa} 
( -1 ·ohm em) (9-12) 

where 9J_ is the static dielectric constant, e
0

, · the dielectric constant 

at optical frequencies, p the relaxation time, and f the frequencyo 
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Substi tuting Equation (9-12) into (9-11) gives for R: 

Rs 

R = ------------------------
(9-13) 

Rs ( el - eo) pf:a .A. 
1 -· ___ ......_~-----

lo 8 :X 1012 (1 + p 2 f 2
) L 

If we set& 

(~ - e0 } pA 
k = ---------------

loB :x 1012 L 
(9-14) 

(9-13) reduces to 

R 
R = ..... s;;;.._...,...._~--R. kfz. 

1- _s __ _ (9-15) 

1 + P.2t?.:: 

Since R is frequency independent,Equation (9-15) holds for all 

Rsa 
R = ---------

1 - Rsa k fa a 

1 + Pa fa a 

\ 

Solving for k we have: 

Rsa - Rsb 
k = -----

RsaRsb 

= 
Rsb k fa a 1- ___ _ 

(9-·16) 

(9-17) 
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Substituting (9-17) into the first part of (9-16) yields for the frequency 

independent resistapce 

-R 
R = __ sa--------------------~--~--~~ 

(1 + P2 fb 2) fa a 

(9-18) 
R -R 

1 __ s_a ___ s_b_ 

(fba- fa':i!) 

Therefore the surface resistances measured at any-pair of frequencies 

permits a calculation of the static component of the surface resistance if 

p, the relaxation time is known. Similarly, solving for k in EqUation 

(9-17) permits estirnation of the thickness and area of the film if the 

dielectric constants· of the film are known. 

Application of this method to the cilrves of surface resistance as a 

function of frequency (See Figures 9-9 and 9-10) was done in the following 

manner. At a given load, surface resistance values of the frequency pairs 

So,lOU; 100, 25o; 5b, 250 were substituted into Equation (9-18)_ to 

yield three values of the frequency independent resistance R, and into 

Equation (9-17) to yield three values for k. ·These values were then 

averaged and substituted into the equation 

-· R 
Rs =-------·a k f 4 

1 + -~---
(9-19) 

1 + pa f2 

· This equation is the same as (9-10)' after the substitutions ( 9-12) and 

-(9-14) have been made. R, and k are the average of the three values 

of R and k obtained from the three frequency pairs. Equation (9-19) 

is then evaluated at each frequency that was studied experimentally to 
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provide a comparison of the surface resistance calculated from Equation 

(9-19) with the experimentally determined values. In this way the validity 

of the interpretation of the surface as two resistances in parallel can 

be checkedo This is admittedly an empirical approach since some of the 

data must be used to permit evaluation of the theoretical expression for 

the surface resistanceo Close ±:it therefore between experimental and 

theoretical vaiues is expected at the frequencies 50s lOOj) and 250 cpso 

The behavior of these values at the higher frequencies must test the 

construction~ 

In all the calculations the relaxation time was taken as 2 :x lo-4 seco 

Th~s provides for a transition frequency of 5j)ooo cps in the anomalous 

dispersion of the surface filmo 

The method described was applied to the surface resistance-values of 

the- 214 gram, and 412 gram slider (see Figure 9-9) and the 810 gram 

slider (see Figure 9-lo) o For the latter slider the values of surface 

resistance selected were the averages of ihe values obtained for all four 

loads during the decreasing testo The reason for this wa~ the apparent 

constancy of the surface resi'stance as the loads were removedo 

Table 9-6 contains the values of R and k obtained for each 

frequency pair from ~uations (9-17) and (9-lB)o 

From the average values for R and k listed in 'Table 9;.,63 the 

surface resistances from Equation (9-19) were obtainedo Table 9-7 lists 

these calculated surface resistances alongside the experimentally determined 
" ' 

values at each frequencyo Figure 9-11 9 9-12.9 and 9~~3 present the results 

. in graphical formo The-curves are from the calculated values~ and the 
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TABLE 9-6 

Calculated Values for the Frequency Independent Surface 

Resistance R, and for k for the (a) 214,. (b) 412 and 

(c) 810 gram Slidero 

Frequency 
Pair R (ohms) k (sec2 /ohm) 

(a) 214 gram load 

50,100 1.088 x10 8 3.51 x lo-l3 
100,250 1.080 3.45 

5o,25o 1.085 
J{ 108 3.46 

X 10-l3 Average (1.084 ~ .• 003) (3.47 ~ .o2} 

(b) 412 gram load 

50,100 
. 8 

1.245 :X 10 8.52 X 10-l3 
100,250 .914 5.57 

50,250 1.155 
X 108 5.95 . 

Average (lel05 Z o13) (6.68 ,! 1.2) X 10-l3 

(c) 810 gram load 

50,100 1.610 X 108 10.14 X 10-l) 
100,250 '1 •. 035 6.68 

50,250 1.432 
x.1o8 7.13 

X 10-13 Average (1. 359 ~ 0 22) (7 •. 98 !. 1. 4) 
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TABLE 9-7 

Ca1culat~d and Experimental Surface Resistances for 

the (a) 214 gram (b) 412 gram and ( c} t310 gram Slider 

Frequency 

(a) 214 gram load 

50 
lOU 
250 
500 

1000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 

(b) 412 gra~ load 

5o 
100 
250 
500 

1000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000. 

(c) 810 gram load 

50 
100 
250 
500 . 

1000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 

Rs (Calc) ohms 

9.90 x 107 

7•88 
3.24 
1.05 
2.92 :X 106 

1.38. 
.842 
.573 
.434 

9.33 :X 10 7 
6.36 
1.92 ·. 6 
5.73 :X 10 
1.54 
·.722 
.433 
.299 
.226 

8 
1.08 :X 107 
6.50 X 10 
1.82 

.488 
.• 129 6 
.605 :X 10 
.363 
.250 
.189 

~s (Exp) ohms 

9.93 X 107 
7.87 
3.25 
.• 796 6 
1.81 X 10 
. ~774 
.• 428 
.284 
.212 

9.86 :X 10 7 
6.o5 
2.18 6 
7.05 :X 10 
1.53 
,.671 
.386 
.252 
.192 

1.14 :X 108 

6.12 :X 107 
'1~95 

.655 

.150 6 

.642 :X 10 

.364 

.242 

.182 
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Figure 9-11 CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL 

SURFACE RESISTANCES r~OR 214 gm SLIDER 
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points indicated are the experimental values. 

In the construction of the surface resistance, the frequency indepen-

dent component, R, · :is caused by a current constriction through contacting 

asperities between the ice and sll.der. Equation (9-3) should therefore 

apply to this resistance. 

Tf,J'l. 2 

A - 16 nA.a , (9-3) 

From Table 9-6 the resistances (1.084 ! .003): :x 10
8, (1.105 i .13) x 10

8 

and (1.359 --~ .22) x 1u
8 

ohms are ·obtained' for the 214, 412 and 810 gms 

loads respectively. 

Though the indicated errors produce some overlap these resistance 

values seem to be increasing. Since A= 1/R, Equation (9-3} requires 

that the number of asp eri ties decrease· w:i. th increasing load for certainly 

increasing the load should not reduce the electrical co.ntact area. A 

decrease in the number of asperities however does not seem possible. 

Therefore if the indicated il'lcreas·e·in. constriction resistance.is a real 

one its .. explanation: must await further study. It should be noted that an

. electrical contact area calculated from :Equation -(9-3} need not be the 

oniy area of dir;ect contact between ice and slider. · The film may also be 

mald.ng contact at CEp:"tain p-oints· and hence be a factor in tne fricti'onal 

force without it necessarily being able to pass a free-ion current~. 

If we take for the tree-ion conductivity the value 0.2 :X 10-8 (ohm 

~m) -l obtained from the freezedown slider at 7 cps, and substitute into 

Equation .(9-3),the electrical contact area ih terms of asperity number 
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for the 214, and 810 gm loads becomes 

respectivelyo For 

4.,02 
~n-.. =9 

and 

2o66 2: 
-~9 em 

n 

o053 cm2
o 

For the purpOse of examining the Order of magm tude -these contact area 

values give for the coefficient of friction we utilize the formulag 

Solving for the coefficient )4 we haveg 

1J. g s Ar 
;-· . N 

(9.-.20) 

(9=21) 

where s is the Shear strength of icez, Ar the electrical contact area~ 

.and N the'load., Substituting the shear strength 7040 gm/cm2 reported 

in Chapter I~ the values of the coefficient of friction for the bras_s slider 

for loads of 214~ 412 and 810 grns., are 2o8» lo4J) and o4 respectivelyo 

.This variation i'ri the coefficient is not. supported by experimental friction 

force measurements,!) .and except for the last value.,\) they are too large., No 

purpose would be served at the present time to correlate these values of 

the coefficient obtained electrically with friction force measurements 

until further electrical measurements can be madea 

The last piece of information supplied by the surface resistance 

construction concerns the thickness of the surface filmo The value of 

k fromTable 9-6 supplies this information through Equation (9=14) 

(~ .:.. e
0

) p A. 
k§~~-~~--- ( 9=14) 

Substituting for the dielectric constant ~ and e09 3 and 2 respec= 

ti vely, for the cross-sectional area 4 cm2
'.9 and fo1r p 9 2 :x lo=4 the 

thickness can be calculated~ :For the 21.4Jl 412 2 and 810 gm slider thi.s 

yields a surface film thickness of 13~ 73 and 6 microns respectivelyo 

These values. are smalle·r than the film thickness ·estimated from the 
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surface capacitance but are still somewhat larger than Weyl•s estimate of 

the th1ckness of the transition layer that forms on an ice·surface. 

EXPERIMENT III 

Introduction 

Experiment III was set up to resolve further the cause of the 

permanent deform~tion phenomenon discussed on page 237. The pointwas 

raised that perhaps a time factor was responsible for the permanent 

structure of the ice-slider and surface and that this caused the surface 

resistance measurements to remain constant as the loads were successively 

reduced. Six to seven hours of ice-slider contact has elapsed before 

decreasing loads were applied. In the experiment to be described,this 

time intervai was requced to one hour to see if the phenomenon was still 

present. 

Procedure 

Bulk capacitor (not surface) resistance measurements were made on 1, 

4, and 16 cm2 steel sliders in the frequency range 50-40,000 cps. for each 

loading condition. Ice temperatures were maintained at -10.5°Go for all 

sliders and the thickness of the dielectric was.485 em, .502cm., and .456cm. 

respectively,for the 1, 4, and 16 cm2 sliders. 

The sliders were loaded in seccessive order as follows: 

Slider Load in gms 

i. 4 cm2 200 Boo 200 

2. 1 cm2 200 50. 

3. 16 cm2 200 800 200 

It took 45 min. to sweep over the entire frequency range at each 

load. When load changes were made, the ice slider contact was not dis

turbed. The ice surface was freshly prepared and honed prior to the 
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measurements on each slider. 

Results 
'""· 

Three alternate hypotheses regarding the cause of the apparent sta-

bility of the ice-slider contact with decreasing loads were constructed 

to be tested by the results. 

The hypotheses and their expected results are: 

A. Permanent deformation-with loading does not occur, and aging 

of the ice slider contact resulting in stability of the contact with 

decreasing loads does not take place after one hour of contact. 

Expected Results 

1. capacitor resistances of the 4 cm2 condenser decreases when 

the load is changed from 200_to 800 gms. 

2. The resistance of the 1 cm2 condenser increases when the load 

is changed from 200 to 50 gms. 

B. Permanent deformation with loading does not occur, and aging 

resulting in stability of contact occurs after two hours of contact • 

• Expected Results 

1. Same as A - 1 

2. Same as A - 2 

3. The resistance of the 4 cm2 condenser when the load is 

changed from 800 to 200 gms does not change. 

c •. Permanent deformation with loading and for one hour aging o! 
. . 

the contact resulting in stability _of contact with decreasing loads occurs • 

... 
Expected Results 

1. The resistance of the 4 cm2 capacitor decreases when the 

load is changed from 200 to 800 gms. 

2. The resistance of the 1 cm2 condenser remains constant when 
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the load is changed from 200 to 50 gms. 

The data for the 1 and 4 cm2 condensers are given in Table 9-8, 

and 9-9 respectively. The data for the 16 em 2 condenser is not included. 

The resistance .trends exhibited by this slider are similar to that of the 

• · 4 cm2 slider and add no additional information. 

Figures 9-14 and 9-15 graphically represent this data and are clearly 

consistent with the expected results of Hypothesis c. 

Table 9-8 

The Resistance of the 1 cm2 Condenser 

f~ad 200 gms. 50 gms. 

so 5.731 X 106 5.700 X 106 

100 4.828 4.831 

200 3.965 3-945 

soo 2.750 2.753 

• 1 000 1.827 1.801 

• 2 000 1.090 1.062 

5 000 6.146 X 105 6.102 X 105 

10 000 5.761 5.799 

20 000 5.500 5.500 

All resistances are in ohms. 
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. ·-
Experiment III, therefore does not completely resolve the question,. 

We can, at most, say that permanent deformation with loading and/ or one 

hours aging of the ice-slider contact is responsible for the constancy of 

the contact when subject to decreasing loads. 

In the course of the work with the steel sliders, attempt~ to secure 

freezedown by touching a soldering iron to the sliders were not successful. 

In future work a better method to obliterate Slrface phenomena is needed • 
... 

Growing the ice such that intimate contact with the condenser plates is 

secured during the freezing process should be accomplished. 
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Experiment IV 

Introduction 

Experiment IV was directed at studying whether the apparent con-

stancy of the ice-slider-contact in the face of decreasing loads could be 

demonstrated by friction force measurements. The concept of slider load 

was altered to faciliate this study. The te nns resting load, noi)n~l;~ .. ~' 

load, and resting time were introduced to adequately define the condition 

of an ice-slider contact prior to the determination of the static friction 

force. Resting time is the length of time the slider i~ in contact with 

the ice surface prior to the measurement of the friction force. Resting 

load is the load on the slider during the resting time period. Normal 

load is the load on the slider at the instant the friction force measure- · 

ment is made. Normal load, therefore, need not necessarily equal resting 

load. In this experiment, friction force measurements were made on two 
i 

brass sliders of u and 16 cm2 area with resting loads greater than or 

equal to normal loads. 

Procedure 

The Linear Path Friction Force Dynammometer was used to measure static 

friction force. The 4 and 16 cm2· sliders were subject to the same normal 

and resting load conditions. The resting time in all cases was one minute. 

In situations where the resting load was greater than the normal load, the 

excess load was removed seconds prior. to the force measurement. When this 

was done the ice-slider contact was not disturbed. ·At each load condition 

ten measurements were made and averaged and the average mean deviation com-

puted. The results are tabulated in Table 9-10 and plotted in Figures 9-16 

and 9-17. The figures indicate that the load history of the ice-slider con-

tact may influence the friction force. ·Specifically permanent deformation with 
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TABLE 9-10 

STATIC FRICTION FORCE 

MEASUREMENTS FOR A RESTING TIME OF ONE MINUTE 

-(a) Area =4 cm2 brass 

·Resting 
Load (gms) 

Friction Friction 
Load (gms) Force (grnf) 

80 80 22 _; 8 

160 80 19 ± 9 

320 80 44 + 18 

640 80 43 + 16 

160 160 36 + 16 

640 640' 99 + 25 

(b) Area :: 16 cm2 brass 

80 80 23 +. 7 -
160 80 26 + 9 -
320 80 42 -+ 29 

640 80 42 + 29 

160 160 so + 11 -
... 

320 32~; ... ,; .. 81 + 21 -
640 646' 240 + 17 -
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loading appears to occur although some recovery of the surface does take 

place when the load is reduced. If no recovery took place, the two 

curves in Figure-9-16 and 9-17 would~co:i.ncide • 

The rather large mean deviation error in the friction force causes 

overlap which tend to weaken the validity of these conclusions. The 

introduction of restin~ load as a variable for statistical analysis to 

determine Whether it is significantly related 'to the coefficient of 

friction is easily performed. Future statistical analyses of variance 

should include resting,loads as a variabl"e. 

Conclusions 

'The analysis of the experl!Tlents reported here rai.ses several questions 

., which have not been resolved. Nevertheless sev-eral important conclusions 

on the character of the ice-metal slider interface may be made. 

l_! A definfte surface capacitance and surface resistance exists. 

2. The surface resistance may be adequately represented by two 

• resistances in parallel, one frequency and load. independent and 

the other frequency and load dependent. 

3. Interpretation of. the surface resistance as a constriction. 

4~ The surface from an electr1cal point of view undergoes permanent. 

deformation with increasing loads. Increasing loads and/or a one-

hour aging of an :Lee-slider contact results in a stability of the 

contact that is unaltered by decreased loads. 

5_._ The presence of a surface film is indicated. 

6. If the resting load (load on slider prior to a friction force 

measurement) is greater than the normal load (load on slider at 
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measurement), the measured coefficient of friction is larger than 

if the resting load equals the normal load. 

1. The number of asperities in electrical contact for the sliders 

... investigated have an order of magnitude of 5o • 

• 
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Radioactive Tracer Investigation of Surface Movement 

The discovery and the current availability of radioactive isotope 

tracers has placed in the investigators' hands a tool for marking· and 

detecting minute quantities of material. This method is outstanding for 

its sensitivity and its flexibility. This technique .is particularly 

adaptable to the study of such frictional phenomena as the transfer of 

material between sliding surfaces, and the smearing of material on these 

surfaces. 

As early as 1944 Sakmann, Burwell, and Irvinel reported on the inves-

tigation of material transfer from a_copper beryllium base onto sliders 

made of various materials to be tested. The copper beryllium used in 

the base was ·made radioactive by deuteron bombardment in a cyclotron, 

and the amount of material picked up by the sliders determined by stan-

dard radioactivity detecting instruments. 

SUbsequent investigators employed a similar technique, but made the'

sliders radioactive, instead of the base2-6. such investigations were 

1sakmann, B· w., J. T. Bu:rwell, and J. Wo Irvine, (1949) ttMeasurements 
of the Adhesion Components in Friction by Means of Radioactive Indicators." 
Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 15, pp. 4.59. 

2 Grego~y, J ." N. (1946) t'Radioactive Tracers in the Study of Friction and 
Lubrication." Nature, Vol. 1.57, pp. 443-444. 

· J. Rabinowicz, E. and.D. Tabor, (19.51) "Metallic Transfer between Sliding 
Metals; an Autoradiographic Study •. tt Vol. A 208, pp. 4.5.5-475 • 

. ·4 Ra.binowicz, E· {19.51) "A Study of Metal Transfer. During Sliding, Using 
Radioactive Analysis,u Physical Society Proceedings, Vol. 64A, pp., 930-940 • 

. 5 Burwell, ·J. T. "Radioactive Tracers in Fri..ction Studies.~~ Nucleonic·S 
Vol. 1:, No. 4, pp. 38-.50. 
6. ·. . .. · 

Burvvell, J. T. and s. F· Murray (1950) ttRadiochrq;mium Plating ·ror Friction 
Studies," Nucleonics, Vol. 6, ~No. 1, pp. 34~ 38. 
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concerned almost exclusively, however, with the friction of metals. 

The purpose of the radioactive tracer studies, in connection with 

friction on compacted snow, was the examination of ~wo phenomenon. The 

.. 
• 

first phenomenon was the material transfer from the ice surface to the 

slider, and the second was the material movement on the surface itself. 

In experiments with metals it has been found that, in the case of a hard 

material sliding over a softer material, the hard material will pick 

up a considerable amount of the latter. In addition, the hard slider 

will disturb the surface of the softer- material by moving portions of 

the surface to a different location. This disturbance is generally-
II II 

termed scatter. In the current investigation a metal slider was moved 

over the ice surface. This is a case of a hard material sliding on a 

soft material. Both "pickup", by the metal slider, and scatter, on the 

surface, can be expected to take place in this experiment. 

To determine the transfer and scatter, experiments were planned in -

which radioactive material was to be dep6si ted on the ice surface. 

Sliders 1-vere to be drawn over the surface and the effects on the result-

ing location of the radioactive material determined by autoradiographic 

and counter techniques. 

Several methods were investigated for deposition of the radioactive 

material upon the ice surface. .Among the methods tried were various 

techniques for grooving or cutting the ice surface by thermal and mechani-

cal means. It was hoped, for example, that a high resistance electrical 

wire, previously dipped in a radioisotope solution, could 'be heated by 

,_, 
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electrical p~er to melt a groove and to plant the tracers. This 

method proved to be unsatisfactory, however, since the water formed has 

a tendency to run over the edges of the groove and produce an 

irregularity in the ice surface • 

Mechanical cutting of a slot was tried in which a 1/16 inch thick 

milling cutter was fastened to a 1/4 inch portable electric drill and a 

groove machined in the ice. A solution containing radioactive material 

was then deposited in the groove by a pipette. This method proved to 

produce a good, smooth groove although the.problem of smoothing the 

frozen solution so that it formed a continuous surface with the rest of 

the ice 1-1a s not overcome. Due to this difficulty and due to illtrdefined 

autororadiographs, this method of depositing the radioactive material 

was discarded. 

It was finally decided that the most feasible method for deposition 

of the radioactive material would consist of painting a thin film of a 

liquid solution of the materiol on the ice surface. Admittedly this 

method produces a slight discontinuity on the ice surface, but this irreg-

ulari ty would actually be less than was encountered by the other methods. 

In the method adopted, a few drops of radioactive solution is deposited 

on a small paint brush and the brush passed transversely over the ice 

surface. A smooth line about 3/B inches wide is formed. Judging from 

the autoradiographs taken of this line, the radioactive material has 

been distributed quite evenly in the line • 

.A.nother advantage of the painted stripe technique is the increased 

clarity of the resulting autoradiographs. Since the radioiso,tope emits 
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its rays in all directions, a film held at a distance from a distributed 

region of the radioactive material will detect rays coming from a number 

of angles. This results in a diffusedand ill defined region of blacken-

ing on the film. If the film is held close to the radioactive source 

and if the region of activity is confined to a thin layer, the space 

angle through which the emitted rays are detected is more restricted 

and the autora.diographs much better defined. 

In the early experiments on this problem, ca45 was used as the tracer. 

This isotope of calcium has a half life of 180 days; it emits only beta 

particles, the energy of these particles being in the range of .25 Mev. 

This is strong enough for detection;even in very dilute solution, and 

yet weak enough so as not to be too hazardous in handling. Moreover, the 

isotope is in chloride form which is readily soluble in water.. It has 

a specific activity ranging between 0.2 and 0.4 millicurie per gram; it 

comes in acid solution of concentration no smaller than 0.01 millicurie 

per cc, with acidity not exceeding 0.5 N hydrochloric acid. One cc of 

the original solution was diluted with water to 1000 cc. The resulting 

solution had a specific activity of no less than 0.01 microcurie per cc, 

which was readily detectable by a Geiger counter. Initial experiments 

using the Geiger counter method were not too satisfactory, however, since 

the region of activity could not be defined closely. Several attempts 

at obtaining autoradiographs proved futile. At the time it was believed 

that the energy of the emitted beta-rays (.2 Mev} was too low to blacken 

the x-ray film. 

Due to t.he low energy of the beta-rays (and conversely their short 

range) emitted by ca45 and because of the short half-life of this material, 
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it was decided to procure co60 for tracer material. co6° has a half

life of 5.3 years; emits beta-rays with an energy of .Jl Mev and two 

monochromatic gamma-rays with energies of 1.17 ~nd 1.33 Mev respectively. 

The gamma-rays have too high an energy level to blacken a photographic 

film perceptibly, but the beta-rays have energies high enough to give 

good autoradiographs. The long h~lf-life of Co6° (5.3 years) permits 

the use of a more flexible experimental program. 

One millicurrie of co6° was ordered and received from Oak Ridge 

National Laboratori·es. The active· material was in the form of 0.34 N CoCl2• 
. '-.. 

·This solution was mixed with distilled water to give 10 cc of solution wi tQ_ 

a concentration of O.l·mc/cc. ·This solution was not used directly as a 

tracer solution, but parts of it could be mixed with distilled water to 

form a solution of any desired concentration. The solution adopted as a 

tracer has a concentration of 2 microcurries/cc. This was found to pro-

duc·e satisfactory autoradiographs. 

!he application of the radioactive tracer technique in any 

particular procedure greatly complicates matters. The necessity for· 

protection against radiation hazards creates a problem out of what would 

otherwise be a very simple and normal process. E3ch step requires 

specific consideration, and sometimes great difficulties must be over-

come to insure both accurate and safe operation. .Once a substance has 

been made radioactive all operations must be by remote handling; 

contaminated instruments must be segregated and handled with care until 

they have becom~ decontaminated either through time or washing; contai:tlers 

for radioactive materials must be shielded with lead, and all .wastes 
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must be safely stored until the activity is sufficiently low so as 

to allow their safe. disposal, preferably by burial in the ground in 

some remote spot. 

With the above considerations in view, a remote pipettirig device 

was constructed for diluting the original radioisotope solution • 

. (Figure 10~1.) A lead shield was arranged on a stainless steel 

covered table and a mirror adjusted to enable visual examination of 

the region behind the shield. (Figure 10~2) ·with these protective 

measures the various tracer manipulations could be accomplished 

with minimum hazard to personnel. 

The actual scattering experiments and ~xposure of the x-ray 

filin for the desired autoradiograph were to be accomplished in a 

deep-freeze. To prevent contamination of the freezer and to provide 

personnel protection during scattering e?CPerim.ents, a lead box 

(Figure 10-~) was fitted inside the freezer. 

Unused tracer solutions were stored in a lead covered cabinet 

and the wastes in a ten-gallon stainless steel milk can wrapped in 

lead sheeting. 

The operations were carefully rehearsed beforehand, using 

flu~escene dye to simulate radioactive tracers, so as to insure 

maximum efficiency and safety in technique. Finally, in compliance 

with federal and local saf.ety requirements, a careful survey of 

existing facilities was made, so as to procure a location adequate 

-
in ventilation, cleaning faci~ties, sink, running water, .and electric 

power. Protecttve clothing such as laborat01y aprons, gloves and foot-
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Figo 10-1 Remote Pipetting Device 

• 

·-

... Figo 10-2 Hadioacti ve '"La bora tory 
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~ig. lQ-3 . 

Tilting Apparatus 

Fig. lG-4 

Autoradiograph resulting 
from passage of loaded 
steel slider over radio
active stripe. 
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wear, was also procured., chiefly to guard handlers from internal 

hazards of radiation. 

A series. of. scattering experiments was made using a tilting table 

apparatus_ to initiate slider motion. One end of the tilting table, 

showJI~f within the lead bo:x in Figure 10-3, was pivoted on a hinge 
...... ·\,·, .. 

while the other end was lifted by a leather cord. A tray of ice with 

a radioactive stripe and a test slider placed above the stripe was 

placed in the tilting table. The table was then lifted until the 

slider broke away and slipped down over the tracer stripe. Knowing 

the dimensions of the tray and distance the cord has been raised, it· 

was possible to compute the angle of inclination a.t the instant of 

breaking and therefore the static coefficient of friction • 

.A.utoradiographs taken before and after the sliding event indicates 

· the transfer of radioactive material and the resulting scattering. 

Despite close examination of the autoradiographs obtained in this 

manner no material transfer could be detected. 

In the above tests however only a single trip was made over the 

-test stripe for each t·est. 

It was next suggested that perhaps passing the slider a n~per 

of times over the same path nlight cause enough material transfer to 

be detectable. Since the slider moving under the action of gravity 

down the til ted surface does not necessarily take the same path, it 

was considered advisable to change the driving method. For this reason 

and to obtain a remote method for handling the contaminated slider, the 

linear path frictional force apparatus was utilized for the second 

series of scatt~ring tests. 



• 

The procedure followed in the second series of scattering 

experiments was as follows: 

1. Ice "t...ras frozen in a steel tray having the same cross section 

size and shape as the trays utilized in the regular friction 

force experiments. 

2.. The ice surface was machined and :ifl.oned using the linear path 

surface machining equipment. 

3. A stripe of radioactive material was painted ()n the surface 

of the ice. 

4. X*'ay film was exposed over the ice to determine the initial 

condition of the radioactive surface. 

5. A test slider was drawn over the ice surface using the 

6. 

linear path frict:!:on force apparatus. .The frictional 

force was measured simultaneously. 

After the slider had moved several inches beyond the radio~ 

active stripe, the slider was lifted from the ice surface 

using the remotely controlled lifting mechanism. The entire 

apparatus was :~·en returned to the initial position and re-

placed on the ice. 

7. The test slider was drawn in this manner over the ice surface 

for a total of 15 times~ 

8. The slider was then removed and :x-ray film again exposed 

to determine the final condition of the radioactive surface. 
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Figure 10-4 illustrates the final cond.i tion autorad.iograph 

resulting from the passage of a steel slider over an ice surface in 

the manner described above. The spots in a horizontal stripe near 
_,_ .. 

the upper part of the picture were caused by the radioactive material 

remaining in the primary stripe. The spots appearing below this 

stripe region were undoubtedly 9aused by material transferred or 

nscattered"' by the steel slidero 

It was noted in the course of the "scattering" experiments 

that scatter could be detected only at temperatures relatively high 

in comparison with the melting point. At ambient temperatures of 

15° F. and below no material transfer could he .:found. 

Another interesting result noted was the relation of the 

transferred material to the tt'stick slip" motion of the slide apparatus 

If the slider came to rest or "stuck" in the region of the stripe, 

considerable more material was transferred than if the slider, passed 

• over the stripe during the ft;slipff por;t,ion of its motion. It was also 

noted that the scattered material appeared to be deposited chiefly iri 

regions where the slider had been nsticking." 

Thus through radioactive experimentation it was established that 

the ice surface material is actually transferred or scattered during 

the frictional process. Tr.d.s transfer appeared to occur more readily 

at higher temperatures. It may also be concluded that a greater 

amount of transfer may be expected as a result of static friction or 

adhesion than through kinetic.friction • 

..• 
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CHAPTER n 

Summary 

A study was made of the several proposed mechanism~ of frictional 

resistance and the relation of these resistances to the physical properties 

of the stationary surfaces and the sliders. 'rhe influence of ·the 

appa·ratus components and atmospheric conditions upon frictional character-

i.stics was also investigated. Experimental data on the frictional resistance 
. . 

to motion over ice and snow presented by previous investigators as 1..rell 

as the data collected in this project were analyzed in terms of the studied 

mechanisms and properties. 

It was concluded that the resistance to motion over compacted snow 

and ice is principally a dry friction phenomenon relieved slightly .by the 

presence of a film on the surface. A total frictional resistance composed 

of theresistance of the surface filffi in series and in parallel with the 

resistance created by direct adhesion bonds between the slider and the 

internal structure appears to best agree with the known experimental facts • 

If the snow is capable of further compaction ~n additional force in 
. . . .. . 

the form of a plowing resistance is present. 

The amount ·a:t internal structure resistance or direct adhesive bonds 

and the amount of film resistance appears to be dependent upon the time of 

contact. Thus for very short contact periods such as a slider in continuous 
' { 

motion, the internal structure resi·$tance is negligible and the entire 
\! 

resistance is due to the surface film. The kinetic friction would in this 

case equal the film resi'stance., For slightly longer perio~:ls of stationary 
\ 

contact, some bonds are formed with the internal structure and the surface 
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film. Sta.tic friction applies to this case.. . For very long periods of 

contact time the internal structure bonds l.ncrease to a ma:ximum or the 

film solidifies to form a considerable resistance to motion such as is 

present under tlfreezedown" conditions .. 

Several mechanisms for the. production of the surface films on. ice have 

been proposed., These hypothesized mechanisms include (1) Pressure Helting, 

(2) Frictional Heating, (3) Adsorbed Water Vapor, and (4) 11.ectrical Dipole .. 

Of these four mechanisms, the Frictional Heating and the Electrical Dipole 

Tr~eories merit special attention since these best correspond to e:xperimental 

observations.. Neither of these theories) hO"t-Iever> fully e:xplain all frictional 

phenomenon on ice and snow. 

Consideration has also been given to the meehanical and electrical 

properties of the surface film., Sincethe kinetic friction does not display 

a strong velocity dependence it may be concluded that the film is not viscous 

in nature.. Hm.vever> since the kinetic friction appears to be a function of 

the temperature, the slider material, and the area of contact, the surface 

film i·s "probably related to these parame~ers. 

The principal features of ~veyl' s Dipole Theory and the application of 

this theory to frfction on ice ar'"e outlined in an appendi:x of this report. 

A theoretical analysis has been made of the area of real contact 

between two rough surfaced bodies., From this analysis it is c~ncluded that 

under a low ratio of the loading to the mean flow pressure the real area 

of multiple contact between bodies either elastic or plastic in nature is 

directly proportional to the first power of the normal applied load. Under 

this same loading condition it may also be concluded that the real area 
\ '..._\ 

of contact is independent of the apparent area.. Hm.vever at higher 
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ratios of the loading to the mean flow pressure, the real area of contact 

no longer increases linearly with the load but asymptotically approaches 

the value of the apparent area as a limito 

An ana1ysis was made of the theoretical motion of a sliding block 

drawn over a stat:l.onary plane by a flexible member attached to a moving 

frame., It was shown that for certain assumed friction functions the 

resulting motion of the slider is an oscillatory motion made up of 

sudden forward jerks followed by periods of rest., Methods for the. deter-

mination of the motion characteristics and the constants of the assumed . r . 
. friction functions from experimental posi tion-tirrie trace,s of/ sliders 

drawn over a stationary base were developed. 

Apparatus of the stick-slip variety was constructed for the measure-

ment of the-frictional forces between a slider and base as the slider is 

drawn in a linear path or a cylindrical path. These frictional force 

dynamometers w~re enclosed 1d thin a humidity. ·chamber which in turn was 

located within a 'temperature controlled room., Methods for the remote 

operation and control of the carriage arid slider position and velocity as 

well as for the recording of the slid~r p,osi tion, frictional force~ 

velocity, temperature and other variables were provided. 

Experimental data on the static friction- of sliders on ice and snow 

~!lder_- __ vari?us conditions of load, apparent area, material, temperature, humidity, 

and time of stationary contact was obtained. 

In the first sev.eral test series where the actual static force was 

measured using a spring balance, the individual test measurements were 
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found to vary considerably. In order to standardize the time of contact 

a large number of tests were made in wrlich a known horizontal force -vms 

suddenly applied upon a slider after a specific time ot stationary contact. 

The percentage of pullaways at this applied force was counted. In this v-ray 

the cumulative curve of percentage pullaways versus applied. load was 

determined.. From this cumulative curve; it was ascertained that the static 

friction f" orce at a particular setting has a normal distr:lbution around 

a mean value. 

In later test series the influence~. bf several variables were examined 

by holding all parameters constant eJ<cept the one under investigation. Tests 

were made in this manner upon the influence of load, area, velocity, material, 

and temperature. The resulting data indicated the follm.ving trends: 

1. Variation 't..rith load. from 40 grams to 960 grams on 4cm2 sliders did 

not appear appreciable. 

2. In the load variation tests the phenolic resin (English) bakelite 

had the highest static coefficient of friction followed in turn 

by magnesium, brass and steel, with hickory having the lowest coef~ 

ficient. 

3.. A decrease in the temperature appeared to consistently increase 

the static friction force of all materials tested. 

4. Static friction force· :increased slightly with an increase in the 

apparent contact area. 

5. It was difficult to judge from actual data whether the static coef-

ficient at a particular pressure was constant under various combi-

nations of load and apparent area of contact •. 
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6. The kinetic coefficient of friqtion was lower than the static 

coefficient and appeared to remain constant over the range of 

velocities examined~ 

To provide a better compar~sm of the influence of the individuai 

parameters and to provide a m.llTl~rical basis for judging these influences, 

the later frictional measurements were performed using the statistical 

~etho~s of the Theory of Varian~e. Results of these test series may be 

smmnarized as' follows: 

1. v!i thout humidity control and at 15° F sliders of various materials, 

areas, and loadings were tested for static friction on machined ice. 

It was -found that: 

(a) A.rea variations Here the most significant variables. 

(b) Material variations were mildly significant. 

(c) Sliders of the same material, area, and loading produced 

essentially the same effect. 

~· 2. Without hurnid.i ty control and at' various temperatures, sliders of 

various materials and areas 1~Jere tested with constant loading on machined 

ice. It was found that: 

(a) Temperature variations have the greatest ef:·fect on the static 

coefficient of friction. 

(b) .Area has a large effect but less than that of temperature. 
' 

(c) Choice of mater~al has a significant effect but less than that 

of area. 

3. With humidity control at constant temperature (15° F), sliders of 

various materials, areas, and loadings 1~Jere tested on compacted snow. None 
~· 
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of the controlled variables were found to be significant with respect to 

random eff"ects~ 

4~ With humidity control ?t copstant temperature (15° F), sliders of 

various materials, areas, and lpadings were tested on machined ice. It 

was found that: 

(a) Contrary to· the results obte1ined in (1}, loading had the great- ' 

est effect on the static coefficient qf {fiction. 

(b) Area had the ne:xt greatest effect. 

(c) Material ·had a significant effect. 

An investigation of the.frictional characteristics on ice was also 

made ba~ed on the analysts of the intermittent "stick-slip" motion of the 

sliders. From this analysis the following conclusions were drawn& 

1 •. The oscillatory_motion observed compares very closely-with the 

·theoretical motion of a sliding body resisted by a high static friction 

and a lower constant kineti~ or Coulomb friction. 

2-. In the cases in which the kinetic friction i-s affected by velocity, 

the damping constant of the velocity dependent term appears to have negative 

value. 

3. There is a decrease in static and kinetic friction between most 

materials ~nd ic-e .with an increase in temperature from - J.j_5·0; F and - 30° F 

to + 1.5° F. Hickory, hm.Jever, indicated an increase in friction with an 

increase in temperature from- 30! F to + 15° F. 

4. There is a decrease in the static friction of materials on ice 

with a decrease in the time of stationary ·contact. 
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5 •. Magnesium and hickory had the highest staticfriction and the 

greatest difference between static and kinetic friction of the five 

materials tested. 

6. Brass had the lowest kine.tic resistance followed in order by 

the phenolic resin bakelite, steel, hickory, and magnesium. 

7. The surface film on the ice does not act as a viscous substance 

under the. contact region of the s tudied bodies. 

8. Apparent area of contact is a significant factor for both static 
. . 

and. kinetic friction under high hurnidi ty conditions. 

9o For low humid.ity conditions the carriage velocity has a significant 

influence upon the static f rict:lon (d.ue to time of contact) and little 

influen-ce upon the kinetic friction. For high humidity conditions the 

opposite appears ·ttrue, i.e. little effect on static friction while a · 

significant influence upon the kinetic f riction on ice. 

10. Under high humidity conditions load had no s1gnificant influence 
( . 

on the static friction as determined by the oscillatory method while load 

does have a significant influence o~ the kinetic _'friction. 

11. Several interactions between material, area, and load have a 

significant effect upon static and kinetic friction on ice. 

From the several types of friction-time experiments the following 

conclu_?ions have been drawn; 

1. 
.,. 

During the time period following a machining operation· on an ice 

surface thefriction force decreases indicating a change in the ice surface. 

This change may be_ interpreted as the growth of a sur.t'abe\ fllm. \\ . 
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2. The ma:ximum static friction occurring in the stick portion of 

the intermittent stick-slip motion decreases with an increase in carriage 

velocity. This has .been explained as due to a decrease in the solid structure 

bonds with a decrease J.n the time of stationary ·contact. 

3. The kinetic friction appeared to remain constant over the range of 

veloci~ies investigated. 

L.~ The double and triple slips detected in the Series Three Kinetic 

measurements indicate that a finite ~ini.e is Iequire~ for the formation of 

the stationary bonds. Merely bringing a slider m<?mentarily to rest is 

not sufficient to obtain· static friction resistance. In addition :it is 

necessary to have the slider r em~in at !fst for a short period of time • 
.. 

· 5: Static friction following l\ong. periods of stationary rest rose 

to very high values. This result might be interpreted in t erms of the 

hjpothesized iiquidlike filiD as the solidification of ·the liquidlike film 

and formation of strong bonds between the solid surface of the slider and 
I 

the solid. interior of the\~ce. slab. !\ . 
Measurements were made of the electr-ical resistance and capacitance 

\ \ 
\. \ .· ·,~;~. . · .. 

between an electrode plate frozen within an ice slab and a metal slider 

dra·wn over the ice surface. From these measurements the following 

.conclusions were drawn: 

1. A definite surface capacitance and surface resistance exists. 

2. The surface resistance may be a. dequately represented by two 

resistances in parallel, one frequency and load independent and the 

other "frequency and load dependent. 



, 

3._ Interpretation of the sur .face :resistance as a\ constriction~ 

4-~ 'The surface from an electrical point of view undergoes permanent 

deformation with increasing: loads. Increasing load-s and/or a one

hour aging of an ice-slider contact results in a. ·stability of the 

contact that is unaltered by decrec:ised l·oads~ 

· 5.: The presence ·of a surface film is indicated. 

6: r..t the resting load (load on slider \1t'i6r to a friction force 
.Iii 

. . 

'measurement) is greater than the normal ioad (load on slider. at 

measurement)' the measured coefficient o~·:&ict{on is larger than 

if the resting load equals the normal load~ 

7. The number of asperl.ties :in electrical contact for the sliders 

investigated 'have an order of magnitude of 50~ 

Transfer of the ice surface material during the passage of a slider 

was ·:investigated using radioactive tracer techniques. In this investigation 

water carrying radioactive cabal t was painted on the surface of the ice. 

Sliders were drawn over the radioactive stripes and autorad:iographs taken 

before and after the sliding process. 

Scatter or -transfer of ra&ioactive material .f'rorn the original stripe 

location to a new location was detected. It was noted however that the 

scattering could be dete.cted only at relatively high temperatures. At 

ambient temperatures o:f 15° :F and below no material transfer was noted. 

It was also noted that greater transfer occurred if the slider came to 

rest over the stripe than if it were in continuous motion over the stripe. 

Further the scattered material appeared to be deposited in regions 'tvher·e ·the 
\ 
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slider had been.,, sticking" during the "stick-slip" mption. F'rom .this it 
i 

may be c6bcluded that a greater amount of transfer may be expected as a 

result of static friction than through kinetic f~iction. 

The theoretical and e:xperimental work accomplished to date has 

indica~ed,the necessity for investigation of the following: 

1. -Friction Force Measurements on ice 

'(a) ~pon ~dditional materials chosen to characteri~e certain 

physical properties such as: 

(i) Hardness 

(ii) Thermal Conductivity 

(iii) Hydrophobic and hydrophilic tendencies 

· (iv) Surface electrical characteristics (permanently 

charged electrets, etc.) 

(b) 'To determine the influence of the slider edge including 

outside perimeter, center grooves, etc~ 

(c} To determine 'the influence of slider rigidity and· the. relation 

of apparent area to real: area under fle:Xibl~ slider conditions. 

(d) To determine the influence of the following parameters upon 

the static friction during· lOng stationary time. conditions 

(.freezedown)~ 

- (e) 'To determine the change in the kinetic friction during the 

period. following the initial machining of-an ice surface 

· ~Ag:ing ~periments) and the influence of chend.cal additives 

upon the kinet~c friction change •. _These experiments should 

provide information on the formation of a surface f-ilm. 
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(f) To determine the effect of_ electrical or thermal energy 

addition. 

2. -El.ectrical Conductivity Measurements 

(a) To resolve the question whether aging and permanent deforma

tion are :importa~t in altering the character of the ice 

slider interface. 

(b) To e:xamine the surface electrically under a greater 

variation of sl:ider material, apparent area of slider, 

load, ice thickness, and frequency. These measurements 

are impor~ant )for each .of these variables will atfect the 

relative contribution of the surface to the resistance 

and capacitance measurements. 

(c) To determine the conductivity of the water from which the 

ice is obtained. 

(d) . To determine the .. influence of additives to the ice on the 

• i-ce-slider interface~ 

... 

3. Theoretical -study of: 

(a) 'The phenomenon of regelation and the c·orrelation of this 

phenomena with the surface film characteristics. 

(b) 'The physical properties -of shear stress and mean flow 

pressure of the internal ice, the possible means of measuring 

these properties or determination from other physical 

properties, and the influence of these properties upon the 

coefficient of friction. 

(c}. The interpretation of the interaction effects indicated by 

statistical a.naiysis of the friction data. 
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Appendix A 

Historical.Development of the Classical·Laws of Dry Fiction 

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) appears to be the first man to have 

systematic ally investigated the phenomenon of 'fric·tiora. ·.F'f:iction r··c,r· 

bodies in contact he divided into four classes:l,2 flu~d on fluid, solid 

on.solid, solid on fluid, and the motion of a wheel in contact with the 
I 

ground (rolling friction). Regarding the factors affecting the solid 

on solid class of friction he appears to be remarkably clear for he 

writes at various times the following itemssl,? 

1. "The resl.stance created by friction for the movement of weigbts 

is separate and remote from this weight. tt: 

2. ,, . ., • • which movement becomes more difficult in proportion as 

the smooth surface becomes more scoured and rough •. n 

3. "The friction made by the same weight will be of equal re-

sistance at the beginning of its movement although the contact 

may be of different breadths or lengths.tt. 

4. "Friotion produces double the amount of effort if the weight 

be dou.bled.w 

5. "In friction, every body resists with .f of its weight, assuming 

a sui table plane with a polished surface •·" 

1 Leonardo da Vinci. The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, (compiled 
byE· Maccurdy, Reynal and Hltchcock, New York, 1936). 

2 Allan, R~ K. (1946) Rolling Bearings, London: Pitman and·Sons, Ltd., 
p •. 6. 

Jpaimer, Fo (1949) ''What About Friction? Part r. Classical Laws, It· 
Amer. J. of Phys., Vol. 17, p. 18h. 
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6 •. "When the inclination of the p~lished plane enables the 

body to act with i of its weight in the direction of motion, 

the body is in itself inclined to move downward •. n 

7. "The very rapid friction of two thick bodies produces 

fire." 

These statements express some of the most basic concepts 

and experimental relations of friction. ·It is also interesting 

to note that the apparatus and methods used by da Vinci to experi-

mentally verify his statements are practically identical to the 

methods used in our present physics classrooms. 

Unfortunately the writings and sketches of da Vinci were 

unpublished and unknoWn. to _his con~emporaries. The principles 

discovered by da Vinci thus remained hidden for several hundred 

addi ti<?~~l. ... X~~rs • 

Guillaume Amontons, a French engineer, appears to be the 

second man to have systematically studied the causes and relations 

of frictional phenomenon. Amontons_disclosed his findings to the 

general public through a paper presented to the Royal Academy of 

Sciences (Paris) in .1699.4 For this reason the first two laws of 

friction are generally called Amontons' laws. The following con-

elusions were reached by Amon tons:: 

(1) Resistance caused by friction is independent of the 

apparent area of contact. 

4 Amontons, a. (1699) nne la Resistance causes Dans les 
Machines," Academie de Sciences, Paris, Historie.de l'Academie . 
royale des sciences avec les memoires de mathematique_et 
physique, pp. 25'7-82. 
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(2) Resistance caused by friction is proportional to the 

force with which the upper S"!J.rface presse.s against the lower. 

(3) The resistive force for different surface materials is 

approximately 1/3 of the nonnal force. 

It was also noted by Amontons that after greasing surfaces 

the frictional resistance is independent of the nature of the 

surfaces. He did not distinguish between static friction and 

kinetic friction nor did he recognize the significance of the 

angle.of repose. 

Practically simultaneous with Amontons, the great German 

mathematician Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz published a treatise 

on friction in the Proceedings of the Berlin Academy. In this 

treatise he distinguished between sliding friction and rolling 

friction.5 

Antoine Parent6; in 1704 rediscovered the angle of repose. 

Leonard Eulef7.in 1748 further discussed the angle of 

repose, the dependence of friction upon load, and the independence 
. . 

of friction from the shape or extent of surfaces. He also noted 

that static friction, the force required to start. sliding, is 

greater than kinetiq friction, the force required to maintain sliding. 

5 Allan, op. cit., p. 7 • 

6 Parent, A. '(1704) "Memoire. qui contient tout ce qui se· fait 
sur les :plans· Inclines,"' Academie des Sciences, Paris, Hlstorle. 
,de 1 •A,cadernie royal'e des sciences avec les memoires' de 
mathematique et physique, pp. 235-$4 • 

7 Etll~,r, L· (1750) "Sur le Frottement des Corps Solides, n· . 
HiSto'fr:e_ de 1• Academie Royale des Sciences ·et Belles :tettre.s·, 
(Berlin, 1748), PP• 122-32. 
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In 1781 the French scientist, c. A· Coulomb,8 presented a 

paper before the Royal Academy of.Sciences which verified the 

observations of Amontons and other previous investigators. 

· Coulomb made a clear distinction between static and kinetic 

friction and noted that kinetic friction can often be considerably 
•' 

lower than static friction. He also found that Amontons• laws 

concerning load and contact area applied to both static and 

kinetic conditions. Coulomb further concluded (sometimes . 

called the Third Law of Friction) that the force of kinetic 

friction is nearly independent of. the ·velocity. The force of 
t 't ~ '·I 

static friction he found to depend upon the lerl'g;th of time . 

during which the surfaces are ::in cont,qct. Finally, for both 

kinetic and static friction the force of friction was found to 

depend upon the nature of the materials in contact and their 

coatings. 

Although Coulomb was not the first to study dry friction, 

his extensive and well-known work is responsible for our present 

designation of dry friction as Coulomb Friction. Investigators 

follow~ng·coulomb perfected his crude measuring apparatus into 

a more precise instrument but contributed very little in the 

way of new experimental relationships. Thus for the major part 

of the past two centuries, Coulombs• conclusions have been 

accepted by scientists and engineers for friction problems. 

Coulomb, c. Ao. (178.5) "Theorie des Machines Simples, En 
Ayant Egard au Frottement de Leur Parties, et a la Roideur des 
Cordages," Academie des Sciences, Paris, Memoires de 
Mathematique et de Physique, Vol. 10, pp. 161-332. 
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Appendix B 

Application of Weyl•s Dipole Theory to Friction on Ice 

The outstanding and obvious characteristic of the ions and atoms which 

make up the surface of a liquid"'or a solid i~ the asymmetrical environment 

in which they find themselves. This fact forms the basis of Weyl•s 

dipole theoryl. An attempt will be made in this appendix to explain the 

fo:rmation ·of the dipole layer together with its implications with regard 

to friction on ice. 

The changes that take place at a nascent surface occur in an effort 

to reduce the surface free energy of the system; ·The first step in this 

reduction consist-s in the polarization· of the surface ions. Figure B-1 

represents,this schematically in the case of a NaCl crystal. The asymmetry 

of the environment causes the polarization. The sodium ions on the surface 

are backed by chlorine ions. This situation causes an increased electron 

density on the external surface of the s odiUIJi ion which decreases the 

electric field intensity extending outward. Similarly the sodium ions 

backing up the chlorine ions of the surface increase the electron density 

of the chlorine ions on the internal surface. This also decreases the 

strength of the electric field extending outward. As a rule anions are 

more polarizable than cations2, therefore, the electric field of the chlorine 

ions undergo a greater reduction than that of the sodium (Fig. B-1b}. 

1 Weyl, w. A. (19.51) "The Surface-structure of Water and Some of Its 
Physical and Chemical Manifestations,"' Journal of Colloid Science·, 
Vol. 6, PP• 389-40.5. 

2 Fajans, K. (1931) nQhemicaL Forces and Optical Properties of Substances",· 
McGraw-Hill Book co., New York • 
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(a} (b) (c) 
Nascent Surface Polarization of Recession and Partial 

Surface Ions Neutralization 

Figure B-1 

Formation of the Dipole Layer on the Surface 

of a NaCl Crystal. 



The stlronger electric fields that are produced on the inward side of the 

surface chlorine ions as a result of the polarization, forces the sodium 

ions to recess into the surface (Fig. B-lc). . Tbis recession reduces the 

degree of polarization ~f both the sodium and chlorine ions, the fonner, 

however, to a greater extent. The net effect is a restoration of the 

balance or equilibrium of the surface force fields such that the stronger 

fields of the sodium ions are shielded. The resultant structure simulates 

a layer of dipoles with ·~the , neg a ti v~ charges pointed out fro~ the surface 

and the positive charges pointed inward. In general terms the changes \that 

. undergo at a nascent surface of a solid. or liquid, result in the more pol• 

arizable ions maintained on the outer surface to shield the stronger fields 

of the less polarizable ions and hence reduce the surface energy. 

In the case of water or ice, it is the oxygen ions which enter the 

outer surface for the proton is not polarizable. 

The dipole surface which occurs on water and ice and other crystals 

is capable of explaining several phenomena. For a description of these 

phenomena the reader is referred to Weyl' s original article and the refer-

ences cited therein. Some of the· experimental facts which ·are explained 

by Weyl•s transition film theory are ballo-electricity, fluidization of 

powdered crystals such as MgO, the regelation of ice, and the effervescense: 

associated with the addition of ice to carbonated water. ·In addition the 

stability of water droplets in freezing temperatures, the failure of the 

water droplets associated with fog to coalesce, the seeding of clouds to 

produce rain, and the chemical phenomena associated with the subjection 

of water to supersonic vibratio~ are also explained. 
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Nakaya and Matsumota3 have since explained the cohesion of ice spheres 

in contact on the basis of Weyl•s dipole theory. 

Certain broad characteristics resulting from the formation of the· 

dipole layer are immediately obvious. In order to make the transition . 

from the bulk molecular structure to the surface dipole layer, a finite 

distance is required. Thus a transition layer of continuously variable 

molecular structure is formed on the surface. This layer is in equilibrium 

with the bulk structure on one side and the vapor phase on the other side 
i 

if the surface is exposed to the atmosphere. Immediately it follows .that 

the transition layer is a function of the environment of the surface. 

For example, the size of the transition layer at· an ice-metal surfac-e 

will be different from that at an ice-organic surface. The different 

results obtained between the passage of an iron wire and an organic string 

through a block of ice is explained in this manner byWeyl. Similarly 

two pure blocks of ice brought into contact would freeze together as the 

transition layer disappears due to the exposure of the film to a symmetrical 

environment. 

Ice because of its more rigid structure requires a greater distance-

to make this transition than water requires. Furthermore any molecular 

change which can reduce the surface free energy of the system with a 

minimum of alteration of the H-20 molecule will reduce the thickness of the 

layer. For example the addition of a chemical impurity whose ions are 

Nakaya, v. and Matsumoto, A. (1953) "Evidence of the Existence of a 
Liquid-like Film on Ice Surfaces,n Research Paper 4. Snow, Ice and Perma
frost Research Establishment, Corps of Engineers, u. s. Army, Wilmette, 
Illinois. 
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more polarizable than oxygen ions willenter_the surface. This reduces 

the amount of molecular rearrangement necessary and hence the thickness 

of the transition layer. 

A proper physical description of the transition layer must contain 

the hypothesis that a specific set of physical constants can be applicable 

to the layer only insofar as they represent an average over the layer. 

This is obvious when we realize that the molecular geometry of the layer 

is a variable quantity resembling the bulk structure on one side and the 

dipole structure on the other side. · 

Confining our discussion to ice and to sliding friction on ice, 

several deductions may be made which can be tested experimentally. Weyl 

states that it would take several hundred molecules ·to make the transition 

from the bulk structure to the dipole layer. If we consider 500 molecules 

as being necessary at 0°C for the transition, and take one Angstrom unit 

as equal to both the diameter of a water molecule and the distance between 

individual molecules, the thickness of the transition layer must be in the 
-s 

order of 10 em. Pure ice therefore exposed to an asymmetrical surface 

has on its surface a layer which is neither water nor ice, but which should 

be expected to have more fluid characteristics than ice due to the reduc-

tion in rigidity associated with a transition structure. 

The low coefficient of friction on ice may have as its cause the 

presence of this fluid-like layer. Temperature will o.ffect this layer. 

since the thermal agitation of the molecules will affect the distance 
~.,· 

necessary to make the transition of structure. As the temperature of ice 

• 
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is reduced, the friction between a perfectly flat slider on perfectly flat 

ice should increase. The reduced thermal agitation results in a thin:ner 

layer of the liquid-like film. The relative humidity of the atmosphere 

in contact with pure ice should also affect measured frictional. forces. 

·rn an atmosphere of low relative humidity,: sublimation is continually 

taking place. The transition layer continually is formed anew as the 

surface molecules leave the surface. · This should lead to more erratic,.· 

friction measurements than those obtained in an atmosphere of high constant 

relative humidity which permits a more stable and constant transition 

layer. Friction measurements on ice performed in this laboratory under 

both low and high temperatures and relativelr humidity bear out the above 

theoretical predictions. (See Chapter VI). 

An effect of impurities on the transition layer has already been. 

mentioned·. The addition of substB:nces more polarizable. than oxygen should 

reduce the thickness of the layer and hence increase the friction, between 

a perfectly fl~t slider and perfectly flat ice. In addition impurities 

absorbed from the atmosphere or already present in the original water from 

which the ice was frozen and substances deliberately added to the water 

may have an effect on friction on ice if we as·sume a partial chemical basis 

to the friction process. 

Much of what follows is based on several experiments on glass.4 To 

be applicable at all to ice some similarity in the molecular structure of 

glass and ice. should be indicated. The molecule of water consists of two 

hydrogen atoms and one oxygen so orientated in space as to give a resultant 

dipole structure with centers of positive charge at the two hydrogen atoms 

Weyl, w. A. (1948) "The Surface Properties of Glasses as Affected by Heavy 
Metal Ions" Journal-of the Society of Glass Technology Transactions, Vol. 32, 
PP• 247-259. 
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" and 'cen-ters of negative charge at the oxygen atoms. Thus molecules of 

water can group together such that the oxygen atoms of two water molecules 

attach to two hydrogen atoms of a third molecule. The oxygen atom of this 

molecule can also bond with a hydrogen atom of a fourth molecule. Thus 

in water or in crystalline ice there exists one oxygen atom between every 

two hydrogens. This resembles the s'tructure of quartz which has one 

oxygen between every two silicon atoms. 

A chemical explanation for friction would consider the formation of 

chemical bonds between opposite ions when both materials present ionic 

surfaces to each other. In the situation of a metal sliding on an ionic 

surface we may also get compound formation by the passage of single ions 

from the metal into the ionic surface. If we accept therefore the exis-

tence of a chemical basis for friction, then all changes that decrease 

the number and strength of\tinsaturated valences of surface ions on ice 
I 

should decrease the friction.' 

Molecules or ionic groups that do not exhibit a stable configuration 

of electrons (incomplete electron outer shells) are strongly deformed in 

an electric field more so than ions of the· noble gas like structure. 

Doubly charged lead ·a.nd tin ions fit this- requirement. Both of these ions 

have two electrons in their outer ring. The electric fields of their 

respective negative ions will concentrate the valence electrons on the 

surface side of the metallic ion making it appear neutral. ·The side 
'' 

directed toward the interior rill~ then:·ppesent~.a;Jf.Or.ee·,··fi:eldt:;similar:t·tt,>a 

the Pb4+ or sn4+ ion. The presence of the neutral side will reduce the 
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chemical reactivity of the surface and hence the friction. Pb(NOJ)2, PbS, 

and SnC12 are typical compounds which could be added to the water to 

study this effect. 

To summarize, additives influence friction on ice in two ways, both 

actions being antagonistic. The more polarizable substances entering the 

surface reduce the thickness of the transition layer and hence the fluidity 

of the surface leading to an increase in friction. At the same time fewer 

unsaturated valence bonds present at the·· surface reduce the friction by 

inhibiting chemical combination. Experimental measurements would indicate 

the predominating influence. 

The influence of additives, temperature, and relative humidity on 

frictional forces was described above for friction between perfectly· flat 

surfaces. Experimental friction measurements however involve contact 

beb~een relatively rough surfaces. While the effects of additives, temper

ature, and relative humidity on the transition film holds for rough 

surfaces also, the tran~ition film itself exerts special effects not 

present with perfectly flat surfaces. 

Friction of a metai slider on ice is similar to the series arrange-

ment described in Chapter I· This description involves a thin layer of 

soft material comple-tely separating the harder materials of the sliding 

body and the stationary surface. The thin layer of soft material is the 

transition layer formed on the ice surface. The phenomena associated with 

the reduction in film thickness over asperities with increasing load 

applies as well for the dipole layer. Consider for example the slider in 
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contact with an ice asperity. As the load increases the fluid transition 

layer begins to flow,decreasing the thickness of the film at the point of 

direct contact. As the molecules in the bulk ice under this reduced film 

layer begin to orient themselves, partial neutralization of the strong 

proton fields by the slider surface molecules occurs. This makes it 

unnecessary for the film to recover its original thickness. Therefore,as 

the load increases, the thickness of the film:between the slider and the 

bulk ice,at the point of contact, progressively decreases. sooner or later 

under heavy loads the film is completely squeez~d out, the proton force 

fields are completely neutralized, and no transition film need form. This 

last situation corresponds to what. happens at fr~ezedoW"n (See Chapter IX) 

and results in the parallel arrangement described in Chapter r. Under 

heavy loads, therefore, the slider load is supported partially by the bulk 

ice where the film is squeezed out and partially by the film that persists 

at other points. The effect of time on the type of load support provided 

by the ice is descriped in Chapter 8 and is applicable to the transition 

film construction of the ice surface. 

In Chapter IX tpe concept of a parailel arrangement of ice, film, and 

slider is applied to the electrical resistance measurements with good 

results. The electrical apparatus has been used to good advantage in the. 

investigation of the liquid-like layer due to the difference in the current 

carrying characteristics of the transition layer and the bulk ice. 
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APPENDIX C 

PREPARATION OF SMOOTH; CLEAR ICE SURFACE 

In the measurement of friction between solid objects and compacted 

snow it is first necessary to develop techniques which will provide a 

smooth surface, free from irregularities and subject to reproduction. 

In order to simplify the initial experiments,, .an end product of fully 

compacted snow, namely ice, was chosen for.testing. Even with this 

simplification,.a number of problems were encountered in the preparation 

of a smooth, clear ice surface. In general, the major problems encountered 

resulted from two basic properties of ice, its air solubility and its 

volume expansion. 

Before discussing the work performed on these problems in the 

current investigation, it is helpful to examine the previous findings 

as described by Dorsey.l 
,, 
'"'~~Production of Homogeneous Ice 

In 1845, c. Brunner described his attempts to produce homogenous ice 

suitable for use in a determination of the density of ice. On cocling 

while exposed to the·air, carefully boiled~out distilled water takes up 

so much air that when it is frozen it contains many bubbles, especially 

in the portion that was the last to freeze. covering the water with turpen-

tine immediately after boiling kept out the air fairly well, but the ice 

was then full of cracks. Following a suggestion, which he attributes to 

F. Co Achard, he exposed one side of the vessel, containing the water to 

be froze~, to a low temperature and the opposite to a temperature above 

0°C. The ice so formed contained some air bubbles, but not nearly so 

l Dorsey, N.· Eo (1940) Properties of Ordinary water Substance in All Its 
Phases, Reinhold, Publ. Corp., New York, pp. 414-417. 
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many as that formed in the usual manner. He found that selected river-ice 

was much superior to any ice he succeeded in freezing in the laboratory • 

L· Dufour boiled~out and froze water in a Torricellian vacuum,~:.~ir 

pressure not over o • .5 mm. The ice contained a few very small bubbles. It 

was opalescent and very homogeneous. He. 'states that the opalescence was 

not due to air, but to the crystalline structure of the ice, or to in

ternal crevices. 

R· Bunsen introduced boiled-out distilled water into one arm of a 

U-tube initially filled with air-free mercury. The water was introduced 

while hot, was boiled in the tube,· and the tribe was then sealed so as to 

exclude all air. The water was frozen gradually from the top downward. 

Thus, he obtained a cylinder of ice that was entirely (vollig) free of 

air-bubbles, and that was equal to the best crystal-glass in clearness and 

transparency. 

G. Forbes used the same procedure, and stated: "The ice formed was 

quite uniform, very clear, and when cloven by planes perpendicular to the 

plane of freezi~g, split easily, showing the crystalline structure with 

great clearness.": 

G.- Quincke stated that by repeated fractionations, by means of 

freezing and thawing, the ice becomes ever purer and purer, and the 

crystals large, ~ut that he had never succeeded in obtaining ice that was 

not an aggregate of many crystals. The removal of air by alternate freez.:.., __ _ 

ing and rapid thawing had been described, and the method seems to have 

been used by Duvernoy nearly 40 years before. 

A· Leduc introduced hot, boiled-out distilled water into ·an exhausted 

vessel, and froze it progressively from the bottom to the top. The upper 

portions contained bubbles. Even after three such freezings in vacuo 
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there were small bubbles in the portion last frozen. A,fourth freezing 

appeared to produce no further improvement. ·Likewise, Q. ·Bode has· stated 

that ·neither the.boiling-out of distilled water nor its repeated freezing 

ih a vacumn is sufficient to insure a clear sheet of ice. 

~··Hess stated that by s~ow, long-continued freezing,very _homogeneous 

ice~sheets may be formed on the water in large reservoirs. On thawing, ,, 
these sheets break up into vertical, columnar pieces. 

1. Problem of Air Solubility 

.As previously stated the first problem in the preparation of ice is 

presented by the air solubility. of water. Liquid water, the practi9ally 

universal solvent, carries a considerable amount of air in the dissolved 

t~:~~te. In the frozen state, however, the solubility is much lower. Thus 
~ 

as the water freezes the dissolved air originally contained -in the water 

becomes concentrated in the unfrozen liquid, and ultimately this liquid 

becomes saturated with air. At this point the dissolved air b~gins to 

leave the water.as bubbles. In an ice sheet this point is quite apparent 

as a plane of bubbles appears at a level distance below a region of clear 

ice. As the water continues to freeze, more air escapes and joins the 

previously fonned bubbles. In addition to this, the volume expansion of 

the ice squeezes the bubble region pu~hing the bubble ahead of the forming 

ice plane. The bubble leaves as a track,· a long air tube in the ice 

indicating, incidentally, the direction of ice growth. The photographs. 

of Figures c.l and c.2 illustrate this phenomenon. 

The bubbles and honeycombed structure can be prevented by several 

methods such as by allowing the bubbles to escape or by preventing the 

remaining liquid from ever reaching the air saturated state. 

River water flowing under an ice layer effectively solves this pro-

blem in nature. By carrying bubbles to open regions in the ice, the 
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Fig. C-1· Bubble Formation in Ice 

Upper Two Specimens 

Top view of regularly frozen 
ice demonstrating cloudy appear
ance due to formation of bubbles. 

Middle Specimen 

Top view of clear ice frozen by 
special process. 

Lower Two Specimens 

Cross section views of ordinary 
ice showing plane at which bubbles
first appear and bubble tracks. 
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Fig. C-2 Cross section compa r~_son of ordinary 
and specially prepared ice. 

Top Specimen is ordinary ice containing 
air tubes fonned by expanding ice forcing 
air bubbles ahead of plane of freezing. 

Lower Specimen is ice frozen by special 
process. This view is actually an end 
view of the ice tray with end plate re
moved, a region where the special process 
is not completely effective. Filaments 
at the bottom of the clear ice were formed 
at intersection of tray and cover plate 
and do not occur in the body of the ice. 
Top portion of this ice illustrates clear 
ice obtainable. 
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bubbles are allowed to escape, and by changing the water in contact with 

the ice the freezing water is prevented from becoming air saturated. If 

properly controlled in the laboratory, this method could probably be used 

to prevent bubble formation. However, as the liquid region shrinks below 

the ice layer, it becomes more difficult to move water in the available 

space. 

Several methods of eliminating or reducing the dissolved air have 

been experimentally investigated in this project. 

a. Vibration of water during freezingt 

Water was vibrated while freezing in an attempt to dislodge air 

bubbles from the freezing water as the bubbles formed. A low energy 

level vibration of about 60 cps was used. -Small regions of ice which were 

clearer than the surrounding area were obtained by this method. The 

energy level and frequency used were probably both too low. L· Bergmann2 

states that gases in a supersaturated liquid progress toward the nodes of 

vibration when the liquid is subjected to ultrasonic vibrations. The 

gases evidently form into bubbles and rise to the surface·. It wquld 

seem possible· to use such a technique; since air bubbles in ice are 

caused by a supersaturated condition of the unfrozen water. The surface 

of the freezing water should be kept liquid so that the air bubbl·es can 

be scarified from the water. Frequencies with a small wave length should 

probably be used so that a sufficient number of nodes of vibration would 

be present to degas the liquid throughout. 

b. Use of a clear section of an ice surface:: 

It was noted that the bottom l/8tt of a 1" frozen ice section was 

2Bergman, L· (1938) Ultrasonics, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 
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generally clear ice, with but few air bubble formations present. It 

would be possible to machine an ice surface down to this level and pro-

duce an area of clear ice. The suggested procedure described later 

rnables the formation of a deeper section of bubble free ice for machining • 

c. Freezing water previously placed under a vacuum:: 

Water was evacuated in a jar to 27 inches of mercury and agitated 

to bring out the absorbed air. The jar was sealed and the water frozen. 

Air bubbles still were present, although in much smaller numbers than 

ice formed from untreated water. 

d. Rapid freezing of supercooled water:. 

Although the rapid freezing of supercooled water.might possibly 

entrap the air along grain boundaries rather than in bubbles, the pra.cti-

cal difficulties in producing supercooled water deterred investigation 

of this technique. 

e. Freezing a tray of water under a temperature gradient: 

A temperature gradient was obtained by placing a metal tray 

of water in the cold box and covering it with an insulation board. Nichrome 

heater wires attached to the underside of the insulation board supplied 

heat to prevent the top water surface from freezing. Cold air blown by 

fans upon the underside of the tray set up a subfreezing temperature in 

the lower portion of the ice tray. Freezing was initiated and progressed 

from the bottom of the pan. This allowed the air bubbles to escape to 

the water surface as freezing progres~ed. Since the top surface is open 

it was also possible to replenish the air saturated water with fresh low 

air content water. 

2. Problem of Volume Expansion 

As water is cooled, its specific volume contracts until temperature 
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of 4°C is reached. Below this point the specific volume expands and 

as the liquid freezes to ice:' the specific volume ,increases considerably 

more. One explanation of this phenomenon attributes the expansion to 

the increased formation of the larger molecules of trihydrol, (H20)J, 

even though the individual molecules in the mixture of hydrol, dihydrol, 

and trihydrol continue to·decrease in size as the temperature decreases.J 

In the customary type of freezing,the less dense material rises to 

the top and freezes on the upper surface. If the container is suffici

ently large, the ice will float above the liquid and rise gradually and 

uniformly as more water freezes upon the undersurface. In a container 

such as a refrigerator ice tray, however, ice first forms along the sides 

of the tray. This first fonned ice expands in volume and. squeezes the 

remaining water to the center usually causing it to overflow at the top. 

As the ice continues to freeze toward the center, more and more water is 

pushed out the center c~using a distinct bulge in the top central surface. 

The action is further complicated by the usual procedure of expos~ng 

the water surface to a low temperature atmosphere. As top surface of 

the last o·verflow of water freezes over, a volume of liquid is trapped 

inside which, upon freezing, is restricted in its expansion, causing 

large stresses and a cracking action. 

The following methods for obtaining level ice have been studied: 

(1) Procurement of ice from a large surface region such as a lake 

or river. 

(2) Freezing ice practically instantaneous1y throughout. 

(3) kllowing lateral motion by providing flexible sides for the 

material trays. 

3schmidt, E· (1949) 1hermodynamics, Oxford University Press, London, pp. 187. 
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controlling crystal growth direction sufficiently well so 

that the ice will form on definite planes and rise as a unit 

with volume expansion. 

(5) Smoothing a previously formed uneven ice surface by applica-

tion of surface heating. 

(6) Machining the uneven surface actually formed down to a 

smooth, level surface. 

In the attempt to form smooth level ice artifically, several experi

mental techniques were tried: 

a. Vibration of liquid during freezing: 

It was hoped that vibration would prevent crystallization of the 

surface until the entire body of water froze. Jarring a tray of water 

with a vibrator. slowed down the freezing process but did not prevent forma

tion of a humped surface. 

b. Control of direction of ice formation 

Direction growth control was attempted in several ways: 

(i) By exposing a very thin sheet of water to the freezing region. 

-In the thin sheet, lateral crystal growth did not have time to form and 

the resulting surfaqe was comparatively smooth. 

(ii) By placing compressible insulation in the freezing.tray. It 

was expected that heat would not be conducted rapidly through the insula~ 

tion material and that the ice would only form from the upper and lower 

surfaces. EXpansion of the ice into the region of collapsible insulation 

was expected to prevent bulging surfaces. In operation,this technique 

was only partially successful. Ice did form outward from the insulation · 

material, indicating a greater flow of heat through the insulation than 

through the remaining w~ter. Expansion of the ice into the insulation 



material was not sufficient to prevent bulging of the top surface. 

(iii) By freezing ice from the lower surface upward. This method 

proved fairly satisfactory in preventing undesired expansion. 

Co Smoothing.of the top surface by melting a·small layer of ice: 

In applying this technique an ordinary iron was used to iron down 

the bumps. It was found that too high an ttironingtt temperature or exces-

sive application of the iron melted too much water and bumps were re= 

formed upon refreezing. Also since the surface tension of water is con-

siderably greater than that of ice, water fonned during melting tended t~: 

pull together and form globules on the ice surface. Upon freezing, these 

globules further roughened the surface. 

Remote melting of the ice surface using infrared lamps was also 

attempted. Again, the heat of the lamps tended to melt the top projec-

tions, the resulting water drops pulled together, and the ice became 
l' 

even more rough thanJt-eviously. 

Machining a·large ice sample down to the required levelness do 

and smoothness~ 

Machining of the ice surface down to the desired shape and smooth-

ness was attempted and proved fe~sible. Since ice is very abrasive, it 

is difficult .to keep a milling cutter sufficiently sharp to produce a 

smooth surface. In exploring this technique, it was found necessary to 

design a special milling _cutter to shave the iceo In addition to the 

shaving process, it was found feasible to hone the ice to remove tool 

marks. During later refinement of the surface smoothness, great care 

must be taken to prevent excess heat and consequent melting of the 

surface. 
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In spite of its disadvantages, machining is judged to be the most 

practical method of producing a smooth, level surface. 

3. Volume Contraction at Low Temperatures 

Low temperature operation presented another problem in the preparation 

of ice. As the temperature was lowered, the ice expanded and then con

tracted setting up large thermal stresses. Before re,aching the desired 

temperature the ice would crack or shatter., It was, therefore, nec:essary 

to provide a flexible container in which the ice could expand or contract 

as a: unit. 

Several methods for obtaining this flexibility were tried. A sand 

bed on the bottom and sides was one method investigated. Water filling 

the pores betw~en the sand grains would freeze with the remaining water, 

making the entire mass a large rigid body bounded by the steel tray. 

~ter also soaked into sponge rubber giving the same result for sponge 

rubber sides. Harder ~eber becomes very rigid at the low temperatures 

desired. 

A method was finally found, however, which proved satisfactory. In 

this method the bottom of the tray is first coated with vaseline to pre

vent direct adhesion of the ice crystals to the steel bottom and thus 

allow shifting along the bottom. Strips of Biltrite, rigid insulation 

board,, are placed along the tray sides. This insulation does not allow 

excessive penetration of water and retains its flexibility at low temper

atures. Water frozen in this container is able to expand and contract 

without setting up the stresses which would result in shattering of the 

ice. 
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4. Method Utilized in the Preparation of Smooth, Homogeneous Ice surface 

The following procedure for freezing clear homogeneous ice has 

been found to be satisfactory, 

1. Distill water - removes majority of solid impurities • .. 
2. Place water under vacuum and vibrate, this removes the 

larger portion of dissolved air. 

J. Siphon water into material tray at atmosphe:ric pressure1~-

prevents excessive reentry of air. 

4. _Place material tray in cold region with circulation of 

coolant over bottom of tray. 

5. Place electrical resistance heater over air space above 

tray. Heater maintains temperature of top surface above 

freezing, allowing the ice to freeze from bottom surface 

upward. · 

6. Before the unfrozen :liquid above the ice becomes saturated 

with air, replace the·remaining liquid with fresh water 

having a lower percentage of dissolved air. This process 

may be accomplished by.a continual flow of water over the 

surface of the ice or by simply removing and replacing a~ 

definite time intervals. Fo·r an original depth of 2 centi-

meters of water being frozen at -4°C, a change every three 

hours and discard of the remaining water after nine hours 

is recommended. 

since solid impurities are also rejected during 

freezing, the first formed ice is more pure than that 

which freezes last. 'Replacing the unfrozen liquid thus 
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serves to remove any remaining solid imp~rities along with 
dissolved air. 

In this procedure the vacuum and agitation tend to .remove a con-

siderable amount of the dissolved air. Freezing from below allows 

access to the unfrozen liquid and aids in the escape of bubbles should 

any be formed. Replacing the water keeps the air content below the 

saturation state. Discrete changes of water are advocated over continous 

flow since temperature gradients in the quiescent water are easier to 

maintain than in flowing water. 

Mechanical smoothing of the top surface requires several machining 

steps. In addition to large scale cutting for removal of the major 

bumps, it is necessary to carefully hone the surface to remove the tool 

marks. 

For the Linear Path Dynamometer, a. special milling and honing 

machine has been designed and constructed. The milling head of this 

machine is designed to carry a cutting tool at several different posi-

tive and negative rake angles. Connected to the other end of the shaft 

is a 1/20 HP electric motor and speed reduction unit which drives the 

tool holding head and cutting tools at a uniform rate. Frame, motor, 

reduction unit, coupling, and cutter hea.d.are illustrated in Figure 0.3. 

Additional surfa.ce smoothing is obtained from a honing tool. ·Four of 

these tools are mounted in the cutter head and revolved over the previously 

machined ice surface. Cross hatching of the honing tool provides the 

necessary cutting edges and the space for absorbing the ice chips. These 
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r'ig. C-3 Linear Path l'"iachining and 
Honing Apparatus 

Fig. C-4 Cylindrical ·Path I~achining 
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tools remove any remaining-tool marks on the ice surface. Spring load-

ing in the vertical direction and freedom of the tool to .pivot:around a 

conical point and socket joint provide sufficient independence -of moti·on 

and position to· present a random shaving edge for a honing action. 

Freezing of ice in the drum of the Cylindrical Path Friction-Force 

Dynamometer has also presented special problems. The method of heating 

the top surface while cooling from the bottom is not too applicable in 

this case. 
~· 

Another freezing method was found to be fairly satisfactory for this 

particular apparatus. "Distilled and vacuum processed water fs placed in;~ 

the bottom of the drum while the drum is slowly rotated. The water fonns 

a pool in the bottom of the drum bounded by the rear wall, the front ring 

and the curved drum sides. The drum rotating through this pool picks up 

a thin film of water. - During the remainder of the drum revolution, the 

film freezes and the surface is able to pick. up another film layer on 

its next pass through the water bath. The resulting ice layer is sur~ 

prisingly clear since the dissolved air is always free to escape_ and the 

air concentration never builds up to the saturation level• 

One other problem does arise with this freezing method. Since the 

water in the bottom pool in the drum is cooled, there is a tendency for 

an ice layer to form on the surface of this water. Agitation of the 

water by the rotation of the drum prevents the formation of a solid sur-

face but crystal groups do form. These crystal groups·floating near the 

edge of the pool are picked up by the emerging drum surface and freeze 

to the drum surface. The small bumps formed by the crystal groups act 

as the nucleons for large projections on the ice surf-ace. These pro-

jections sometimes grow to better than a cen~imeter above the remaining 

surface. 
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Machining of the ice surface to remove the projections is accomplis~ed 

through the use of a specially designed boring bar bolted directly to the 

carriage cross feed (Figure c.L.) At the far·end of the boring bar shaft, an 

adjustable tool holder supports a collet type extension tool bit at approx

imately a 4.5° angle to the (horizontal. ·Movement of the cross feed brings the 

tilted cutting tool into contact with the ice layer at the correct cutting 

angle. 

Experienc~ has shown that a. very fine feed is necessary to produce the 

desired surface smoothness. Following the machining operation, an aging time 

is required to allow the machined ridges to flow slightly and smooth themselves. 

It has also been noted that· over a long period of ti~e the ice in the cylindri:

cal drum has an extensive and detrimental flow. rf·the cylinder is allowed 

to remain stationary for a period of time, the ice will flow from the drum top 

to the drum bottom, thus enlarging the ice thickness at the bottom and chang

ing the curvature within the drum. It is therefore necessary to periodically 

machine the interior of the stationary surface or to keep the drum continually 

moving. 

The problem of avoiding the shattering of the ice in the cylindrical drum 

under low temperature operation has not as yet been solved. 

·snow is prepared for testing in the linear path apparatus in the following 

manner: Following a. snow fall, the snow to be used is examined for its physical 

characteristics. A quantity of snow is then sifted into a tray, filling the 

tray uniformly to a depth greater than the tray sides •. : A straight edge is then 

used to remove the surplus above the tray sides. Next a flexible masonite sheet 

slightly smaller than the tray dimensions is placed on the snow. This masonite 

sheet is loaded uniformly :to a pressure of approximately 3 p.s.i. The masonite 



sheet,in turn, transmits the loading to the snow compacting the snow evenly. 

The filling and compaction process is repeated twice resulting in a compacted 

snow surface approximately 1 1/4 inches in depth. The smooth masonite sheet 

pressed against the snow forms a smooth snow surface which requires no further 

• 
machining. 

( 
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Appendix D 

A Brief Description of the Analysis of Variance 

Suppose we have N values of a random variable having two classifi-

cations. For instanc~ it might be supposed that one is endeavoring to 

determine what, if any, variation different makes of lathes have on 

various machinists' outputs. An experimental study would be set up in 

which each operator would work on each machine for a certain length of 

time, the choice of which operator works on what machine being a com-

pletely random choice, except that for all work periods after the first 

the choice would preclude any man working twice on the same lathe. 

In addition to the above, we may further assume that each man does 

work on each machine a. certain number of times, each work period being 

called a "replicate••. Hence we have P _machines (columns), Q. operators 

(rows), and R periods (replicates). 

The results may be tabulated below: 

0 
p 
e 
r 
a 
t 
0 

r 

I 

II 

III 

Machine. 

1 

all 
1>11 

R11 

al2 
~12 

R12 

2 

a21 
l:>21 

R21 

a22 
~22 

R22 

3 ... p 

a31 
~31 
.-,. 
R31· 
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We shall refer to each tabulated item as Xijk where i = 1, 2, ••• ,P; 

j = 1,2, ••• ,Q; and k = 1,2, ••• ,R. Also for a particular. row and 

column, all observations {or replicates) constitute a ••cell". 

Consider the very hypothetical case where each machine has the same 

effect in equal degree on each operator and where each machine performs 

identically, and each operator is equally proficient and does perfect 

work. If this be the case, then each value of Xijk representing man-

machine output would be the same and the difference represented by 

p Q. R 
~ I L (~jk - f.) 2 would be zero. Here·X is the average of all the 

i=l j=l kd. 

values of t 

<X· .k X' = ~ l.J 
N 

In other words each observation is equal to the average. 

In an actual situation, the above would not be true and we must seek 

some explanation. 

We make a few assumptions regarding the populations from which these 

samples are drawn. we assume that the populations from which each obser-

vation Xijk was drawn has a normal distribution with standard deviation ~, 

and a mean made up of the sum of four parts:· (i) a basic mean of.)'; 

(ii) a constant value for each column, Pii (iii) a constant value for 

each row, qj; (iiii) an ttinteractiontt term, Iij• ~ is the same for all 

cells, Pi is the same for all cells in i th column, qj is the same for 

all cells in the J·th row and I· · is the same for all observations in a - , ' l.J 

particular cell. · 

We may illustrate the above by considering our machines and operators 

example. Machine 2 may have the longitudinal !eed .clutch in an' unusually 
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easy-to-use position. As a result e~ch machinist on lathe 2 does ·more 

work than he does on any other machine. This is a form of column or Pi 

effect. Now operator 3 has had a year more experience than any other 

operator. Hence any machine he works on will enable him to produce more 

than any other operator. This represents a row or qj' effect. Further, 

suppose some of the machinists each own a share of stock in a machine 

tool company, each share representing a different company. If the re

sults of these tests being carried on will influence the purchase of 

lathes, these share-holding operators will try to make that machine 

represented by their stock look outstanding. Tl1ey/ will perform (or 

attempt to do so, at any rate) better on these particular lathes than 

on the others. This improved output will not be reflected equally on 

a machine, nor equally by an operator, but only for a particular man

machine combination. This is a form of interaction. 

We may write out a 2 x 3 design in the light of the above as follows: 

1 2 

I A + Pl + ql + I11 ~ +P2 +.q 1 

II .,/4 _./.,( +P 

III ~-+:::p ./--(. +P 

We refer back now to the sum of squares mentioned earlier, 

(Xijk - !)2 • If the above is not zero, there must be some factors 

which cause the discrepancy. These factors we have given as colunin 

effect, row effect, and interaction. Another effect not previously 

mentioned is ttresidualn or tterrortt. This value takes into account all 
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effects not accounted for by the other three. Included might be instru-

ment error and observation error. 

Basically speaking, in analysis of variance we break down the above 

sum of squares, known as the fundamental sum of squares, or fundamental 

sum, into its-components. This is: 

Total Column 
Effect. 

Row Effect 

+LLL (xijk - Xij)2: 

'---..:.._,---. 

Residual 

Interaction 
Effect 

This is trus inasmuch as the cross ~products always are zero when 

the summation is carried out. 

We call the total, column, row, interaction, and residual E, A, B, c, 

and D, respectively, and set up the· following table. 

Source of sum of degree of Mean of 
variation Square freedom squares IF ratio 

between columns A p - 1 A/ (P-1) 

between rows B Q- 1 B/ (Q-1) 

interaction c (P - 1) (Q - 1) c/ {P-1) (Q-1 

residual D N ~ PQ D/ (N - PQ) 

Total E N- 1 

The values of A, B, G, etc. are calculated from the basic equation • 

Significant 
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The degree of freedom column needs some explanation. ·suppose we 

have three billiard balls. We may choose a first ball completely at 

random. From the remaining two we can again pick a second random ball.· 

However; now there re~ains no choice, we can only choose the third ball 

as the remaining one. ·So for three balls, we choose two at random, or 

we had (3 - 1) = 2 degrees of freedom in our choice. Hence for P machines 

we have P - 1 degrees of freedom, etc. 

The mean of squares represent~ a Jf. / degrees of freedom distribution 

for we assumed that the random variable was distributed normally. ·Hence 

this also is a measure of the ratio s2 /a2 where S is the sample deviation 

and d- the population deviation. 

The F ratio is now used to compare the mean of squares of column and 

row. effects with that of interaction or residual pooled with in~eraction. 

Initially the mean of squares for interaction is divided by that of res-

idual. This in effect gives.us 

F = S interaction ~ 
s residual = sd 

since we had previously assumed equal ct's, and since s2 /a2 possesses a 

;f;d.!. distribution. The resulting value of F is compared with a pre

viously estabiished value at some level of significance. If the calcula-

ted value is larger than the established value, we say that interaction 

is significant. This basically implies that the means of the eells, when 

column and row effects have been removed, are more disp~rse than one 

would expect for samples from the same population. The hypothesis that 

all Iij •s are zero is not acceptable. 
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Interaction may be due to the following: 

(a) Depending on the significance level, we shall get inter

action indicated even though none exists. The percentage 

of times that this will occur is equal to the significance 

level. 

(b) Interaction may actually exist; i.e., effects are produced 

by acting together that wouldn•t be produced separately. 

(c) There are influencing factors not included in the tests 

that should be considered. 

(d) The samples are not randomly drawn. 

If interaction is significant, similar F ratio comparisons are then 

made between column mean of squares and interaction mean of squares, and 

also between mean of squares of row and interaction. Significance here 

implies that all Pi's or all qj 1 s are not zero. 

If interaction is not significant, it is a common practice to add the 

sum of squares and degrees of freedom for the interaction term and the 

residual, and form a new mean of squares. This new value is used for 

comparison as previously with the row and column means. The idea here 

is that if interaction is not significant, it is in reality additional 

residual. 

The above discussion has dealt with two variables with replication, 

while this report deals with experimental· designs having three variables 

with replication. The basic ideas presented here are still involved, and 

except for additional work in computation, nothing new exists. 
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APPENDIX E 

A Modified Ford and Reynolds Alternating current Bridge 

Introduction 

The modified Ford and Reynolds alternating current bridge (See 

Fig. 9.1) is designed to measure the resistance and pure capacitance 

that must be placed in parallel in order to obtain an exact equiva

lence of an ice condenser.l The functional yalue of the various .fea-

tures of the bridge will be presented in this appendix along wi. th the 

development of the contact area equations obtainable from surface 

resistance measurements. 

Theory 

Balance is secured first with the ice condenser out of the cir-

cuit, SWitch 51 being open. At. balance the following relation holds:: 

R1 _ Z)ID 
- -·- (E-1) 

R2 Zen 

where. 1 1 
ZAD =. ~ + j {iJ C:AD (E-2) 

and 1 1 
Z(m = R4 . +· j w 03 (E~3) 

(E-4) 

With 51 closed, balance is again secured with the new values R4• 

and CJ' on the variable precision resistance and capacitance respectively. 

We therefore have 

.. 1 

R4' (E-5) 

1 Ford, w. A. and Reynolds, s. T· (1933) ''Alternating current bridges for· 
measurements of electrical insulating ma~erial~tt!, Gen. Elec. Rev., Vol. 36;. 
pp. 99-105. 



From equations (E-4) and (E-S) it follows that 

Gx·= 04·- ·c4r (E-6) 

1 1 1 
RJc = R4 - -R4''~~·· {E-7) 

and the capacitance and para~lel resistance of the· ice condenser is· 

detennined independent of a lmowledge of the frequency or the accuracy 

of the stated values of the other components. 

Shielding. principles 

rn: constructing a bridge one aiways runs the risk of introducing 

unintentional electric and magnetic couplings between various components 

of the network. · ·These are repre~ented by leakage conductances and 

capacitances join~ng the branches of the network to one another ·or 

connecting branches to earth. Hence when balance is secured, it.must 

involve these undesired coupling effects and thus cause inaccuracy. 

The purpose uten of a shfelding system is to make· inter.:. and earth-admit-

tancee definite in magnitude; independent of the position of the network 

or/of the observer, and at the same time to modify the distribution 

and location of these admittances so that their effect on the accuracy 

of the bridge balance is as small as possible.· In a)bridge based on 

_a substitution principle, the important thing is that residual and 

stray impedances are definitely located and kept constant during both 

balances. 

In a capacitance bridge of the type used, magnetic coupling is 

negligible and is limited· only to the direct influence of the ·source 

upon the detector. ·Proper isolation of source from the bridge ie 

secured through the General Radio doubly shielded bridge transfonner1 Tl• 
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The shielding technique here as shown ·in Figure 9.1 fixes all stray 

capacitances from point A and stray inductances from the secondary of 

the transformer and places them across the bridge from point A to C 

where they do not disturb the balance. 

Electric coupling is taken care of as follows: The doubly shield-

ed resistance R]_ and R2 fix the stray capacitances from the inner shield 

to ground and place these capacitances in parallel with the detector 

from B to D where they cannot affect bridge balance. All other leads 
i 

not at ground potential are shielded to fix their stray capacitance 

to ground. This elaborate shielding construction is confined to the 

main bridge arms, namely, those containing the resistances R1, R2, R;, 

arid R4· The guard ci~cuit elements, those containing the resistances 

R.5 and R7 in their respective arms, and the phase selective bridge com.;. 

ponents do not require elaborate shielding to perform their function 

as long ae they are suitably decoupled from the main bridge arms. 

These shielding arrangements proved satisfactory. There is no 

stray pickup from the atmosphere, and no inherent undesirable effects 

apparent in the components to disturb good and accurate bridge balance. 

Ice condenser and guard circuit 

.Area measurements are significant if they can be properly correlated 

with frictional force measuremente. For this reason the measurements 

were taken under the same conditions that frictional force measurements 

were taken. To this end, one desires to make measurements on the same 

ice that is used for frictional force measurements. Furthermore, we 

want the contact between ice and slider during area measurements to 

duplicate force measurement conditions;. This is accomplished by having 

the ice and slider ground and honed by the same methods used in force 
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measurements. Loading conditions are duplicated by the same apparatus 

assembly. 

To satisfy these conditions the condenser (Figure E. 1) has bE(en 

constructed. Schematically it may be represented as in Figure E. 2. 

G is the guard ring encircling the slider S that maintains parallel 

electric lines of force from S to the Plate P. The capacitance ··t 
and the resistance R are what is measured. To guarantee that this . :X 

is what our bridge does determine, the guard circuit arms identified 

by the resistances R.5 and n7 are added to the bridge. Its function is 

to maintain the slider and guard ring at the same potential though 

electrically disconnected. When this is done, the capacitance cp is 

eliminated as a factor in the b~dge balance and the capacitance C:x is 
.! 

placed across the bridge arm en.~ The capacitance Cg is ~own across 

theguard circuit arm. This insures that the difference in the reading 

of the variable condenser c3 and the variable resistance R4 are due only 

to capacitances and conductances between the slider S and the plate P. 

In operation the plate P is placed in the ice tray, water is 

allowed to freeze over it, and the resulting ice is honed. The slider 

and guard ring unit is then laid on top of the ice. The slider is 

loaded as desired and measurements taken. 

Balance, detection, and accuracy 

For simplicity let us diagramatically represent the bridge and 

guard circuits as in Figure E. 3. All components e:xcept those mentioned 

above associated with the ice condenser are here lumped.together. 
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It was previously mentioned that it was necessary to bring the 

guard ring G and slider surface S to the same potential to eliminate 

~ from figuring in the balance. To this end at balance, it is required 

that points E, B, and D are brought to the same potential. 

The steps in the securing of bridge balance: 

1. With switch_~ and s2 open, adjust R4 and C3 in Zpcuntil 

balance is obtained. 

2. Close switch s2 and adjust R7 and C7 until guard circuit 

balance is obtained. · 

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 as many times as is necessary to obtain · 

bridge and ~ard circuits in simultaneous balance. 

4. Close switch S1 and repeat.the above procedure • 

. The det~mination of the balance point of the bridge circuits 
\J .. 

utilizes a principle outlined by Lamson2• The method permits the 

determination of whether the resistance or capacitance is out of balance, 

and allows one to balance either component independent of the other. 

The bridge output is placed on the ver'f?ical plates of a Dumont 

208-B oscillos,cope. 'The sinusoidal sweepiqg voltage of the bridge 

input oscill~to~ Or is applied through•a transformer T2 to the horizontal 

plates. When the bridge is· unbalanced, the pattern becomes an ellipse 

· whose major a:xis tilts from the horizontal. Nonnally the adjustment of 

either bridge control alters both the tilt of the ellipse and the size 

2 Lamson, H. W. (1939) A New Null Detector for AC Impedance Bridges, 
Radio Exp., XIII (II). 1

i. 
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of its minor axis. 

Selectivity in th~ balancing is accomplished by varying the phase 

relation between the btid.ge ;.t")xtput and the oscillator input to the 

horizontal plates. When the proper phase adjustment is obt.qined, 

variation in capacitance will vary only the tilt of the ellipse and 

the resistive component will control only the width of the semi

minor axis. Changing the phase of the sweeping voltage .'bY 90° will 

reverse the effect of the two controls. 

In this manner the direction of off balance is obtained by noting 

the character of the ellipse, and furthermore, calibration for how 

much off balance can be secured. Sudderi changes in the capacitive 

or resistive compopent of the test ice condenser can be immediately 

observed and the change recorded. 

· Figure E. 4 is a diagram of the phase shifting network in use, 

and Figure E. 5 of the voltage diagram appropriate to this circuit. 

If R8 i-s much greater than _1_, CAC is about 180° out of phase 
wc

8 

with CBD· 

negligible. 

If 1 is much greater than n8, the phase change is 
wca 

For comparable values of R8 and __2_, the phase change ~ equals 
wc8 · 

2G where ~·-~\:is given by the expression: tan G =we$:13::" Since He has 

a maximum vlaue of one megohm, the phase change can be altered from 
I 

0°.·- 120° at a frequency of 1000 cps. 
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Test experiments on the bridge indicate that capacitance changes 

of • .5 yf rJ f. and conductance changes of lo-11 {ohms )-1 can be measured 

by the bridge. 

·Determination of contact area from impedance measurements 

On the assumption that·a slider placed on an ice surface is sup-

ported only by a finite number of asperities,contact area can be deter~ 

mined from surface resistance measurements. As free ion current flows 

from ice to slider and back, it must be constricted as it passes through 

the asperities making direct contact between slider and ice•. This con-

striction introduces a spreading resistance which depends on the electrical 

conductivity of the slider, the ice and the area of the asperities. 

Fer a given asperity of area,small compared to the size of the elec-

trode, this spreading resistence is given by 

+ 1 
· 4aXi (E-8) 

where a is the radius of the asperity and A., s' Ai the electrical con

ductivity of slider and ice respectively. For a metallic slider 

A. )) A , so that we may write 
1 s 

.. -1 
Rs = 

4a·A.i 
- .·--· . 

(E-9) 

If we assume the slider surface is supported on n equal bridges of· 

radius a, . the total contact electrical conductance ..A due to n parallel 

spreading resistances. is 

·.-. A, ... :o = 4an A. i (E-10) . 

The total contact area A = n1Ta2, may then be expressed in terms of 

the measured electrical conductance; 
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A -· 7T .A- . (E-ll) 
16 'h~ 

Equation (7-9) is limited in application because of uncertainties 

in the true conductivity of ice ~ . and in the number of asperities n, 
~ 

other than there are at least three supports on which the slider rests • 

The electrical conductance -"- is obtained from the difference in 

the effective resistance of the ice qondenser when the two capacitor 

plates are frozen to the ice and when only one plate is frozen to the 

·ice while the other is resting ··on the ice surface. ~ i' the true con

ductivity of the ice can·be determined from resistance measurements at 

low frequency when the two plates are frozen ~o the ice, and from the 

results of other investigators. 

This method ma.y be correlated.to frictional· force measurements to 

yield information about the number of asperities in contact. If we 

assume that the frictional force F is related to the shear stress, then 

F '.~sA (E-12) 

where A is the real cpntact area, and s, the shear· stress. 

From equations (E-ll) and (E~l2), we may write 

n=s7T.A. 2 

16A. i 2F. (E-13) 
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